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AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY: ARE WE DOING ENOUGH
TO PROTECT AMERICA'S FAMILIES?

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1991.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC
The select committee met, punuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room

2118, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Patricia Schroeder
(chairwoman of the select committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Schroeder, Johnson, Peterson
and Martinez.

Staff present: Karabelle Pizzigati, staff director; Jill Kagan,
deputy staff director; Tim Morrison, chief investigator; Mickey
Uelses, investigator; Danielle Madison, minority staff director;
Carol Statute, minority deputy staff director; and Joan Godley,
committee clerk.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. I would like to call the hearing to order
and thank you all for being here.

The Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families feels
very strongly that we should be looking at all issues that affect
America's families since automotive accidents are the number one
killer of all Americans under age 44. We need to do everything we
can to reduce the number of deaths on our roadways.

The select committee has started its first in a series of investiga-
tive hearings to determine if enough is being done to protect the
American family. There are some issues that we will be bringing
into focus today that we think are important.

As I mentioned, motor vehicle accidents are the leading cause of
death and injuries for Americans up to age 44. Every week the
number of children killed in motor vehicle accidents would fill
three large school buses, and motor vehicle crashes are the number
one cause of the crippling of children in the United States.

We don't bring this up to shock people, but to draw attention to
a problem that is made all the more tragic because much of this
death is preventable.

There are two things that we want to be talking about this morn-
ing. First, in 1966 the Federal Government created what is now
known as the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
NHTSA, in an effort to try to better protect American families
from the dangers of driving.

They have made some improvements in automotive safety, but it
appears to me that their successes have been few and far between,

(1)
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and we will have witnesses talk about examples of their failure toact.
We hoped this would be a beginning and we would be getting offto a new start with NHTSA because they have now been author-ized in the highway bill that passed Congress in the waning hours.But that doesn't seem to be the case. Last night they phoned andsaid, at the last moment they would not come unless they coulda first. I really thought that that was a little late to want to4 4 the order, and we had wanted them to come last so theycould respond to why we are even having these hearings, which isthat many thoughtful citizens feel they could be doing more. Butthey wanted to appear first and leave.
As you notice, they have presented testimony as though theywould testify, but apwently they are not going to, and the truck-ing industry followed saying they too would not come. We felt itwas unfair to our witnesses to realign the whole schedule, and weare sorry they could not be here.
One of the interesting things on the table is the news releasefrom the Department of Transportation. One of the things that wewill mention today and will be addressed by the witnesses, is thefact that one of the longestand it must be sitting on yellowpaperone of the longest waiting proposals, 24 years in fact, whichis still unresolved is the area of truck underride protection, ad.dressing how easily cars can go underneath a large truck or trailer.It is easily correctable, and has been corrected in Europe. For 24years it has been debated in this country.We see this morning that while NIMA will not be here, theyare going to solve this problem with a reflective Bandaid. Their re-sponse is that they will put reflective patterns on the back of largetruck trailers so that hopefully people will not drive under them. Idon't think the reflective Bandaid approach is what this Congresswanted when we called for this hearing, but we will hear moreabout it.

The other issue that will be addressed today is also being ad-dressed in the media, that of safety belts. General Motors is recall-ing some of its cars and we salute them for doing that.Last night there was a wonderful celebration in Washingtonamong wople who survived because of air bags, and that was along, difficult task to get air bags in, but to see all sorts of peoplewho are alive and well because the air bag battle was won makesus want to go forward and make sure that we win some of theseother battles that are so important to safety.I will ask to put the rest of my statement in the record.
[Opening statement of Hon. Patricia Schroeder follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OP HON. PATRICIA &REORDER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESSFROM THE STATE OP COLORADO, AND CHAIRWOMAN, SELECT CoMMITIME ON CHIL-DREN, Yours, AND Fmkinns

Pursuant to rule 11 of the Rouse of Representatives, this select committee has theauthority to conduct immstigations to carry out its responsibility to enhance sicnifi-cantly the capacity of Congress to conduct comprehensive oversight on issues affect-ing children. youth, and families.
Today, the select committee, in its first in a series of investigative hearings, willbe focusing on automotive safety to determine if enough is being done to protect theAmerican family.

f'
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The following items will serve to bring the importance of the automotive safety
issue clearly into focus:

Motor whicle accidents are the leading cause of death and injuries ter Americans
up to the age of 44.

Every week, the number of children killed in motor vehicle accidents would fill
three large school buses.

Motor vehicle crashes are the number one cause of the crippling of children in the
United States.

I bring up these grim statistics not to shock, but to draw attention to a problem
that is made all the more tragic because much of this death is preventable.

For aver 25 years, debate has raged on how much can realistically be done to pro-
tect the American family from death and injury as they drive the Nation's road-
ways. Some of the proposed safety devices, such as airbags, were opposed for years
by the automobile industry, despite their proven effectiveness.

In 1966 the Federal Government created what is now known as the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration [NHTSAI in an effort to better protect the
American family from the dangers of driving. While NHTSA has certainly made
some major improvements in automotive safety over the years, their successes have
been few and far between. Too often it appears that NHTSA assumes the role of the

ritector of the automotive industry instead of the defender of the American driv-
public which it is charged to protect.
oday's hearing will focus on MffSA's failure to act on two important and long-

standing safety issues. The select committee will first focus on the inherent danger
associated with two types of seatbelts that are currently in over 50 million cars on
America's roads. The more common of the two types, known as "windowshade" seat-
belts, routinely introduce too much slack into the belt., greatly reducing the belt's
effectiveness in the event of a crash. Contrary to the popular belief that this extra
slack would he taken up in an accident, the belt does not retract the excess slack
that is regularly introduced from normal usage.

Unfortunately, there are no reliable studies or statistics showing how many
73.1wple have been killed or seriously injured because of these windowshade seatbelts.

of these belts automatically retract when the car door is opened, making it
impossible to determine whether or not too much slack was in the seatbelt at the
time of the accident. In the words ofa current automotive safety expert and former
NHTSA official, "After an accident, these devices cover their own tracks."

It is ironic that while the American auto indust7 claims these belts, which are in
over 50 million American cars, are safe and reliable, they are not permitted inmuch of Europe and Australia.

The automotive industry claims that the "comfort and convenience" of window-
shade seatbelts are responsible for the dramatic rise in seatbelt usage that has oc-
curred since the mid-1980s. Nothing could be ftirther from the truth. Windowshade
devices have been in American cars since 1974. NHTSA conducted a etudy on seat-
belt usage in 1982, when windowshade seatbelts had been on the market for over 8
years, and found that only 10 percent of the drivers were using their seatbelts. Itwas only with the passage of State mandatory seatbelt use laws in the mid-1980s
that seatbelt usage increased, and this was reflected in NHTSA's follow-up study in
1987 which showed that belt usage had increased to 42 percent.

The automotive industry's defense of windowshade seatbelts is made all the morestrange by their decision to unilaterally cease using this kind of seatbelt in their
cars after the 1991 model year. If these seatbelta were working so well and in-creased seatbelt usage as they so incorrectly claimed, then why have they stoppedusing them?

NNTSA's mutating position on the effectiveness of windowshade seatbelts is
something which the select committee will examine today. As early as 1974, NHTSA
voiced its own concern over the "comfort and convenience" features of seatbelts
when it stated that these features had opened the door to "potential loss of seatbelt
performance that could remit from the addition of comfort and convenience fea-
tures." Then, in 1979, NHTSA issued a rulemaking which called for the elimination
of slack in the shoulder portion of the belt system. However, the proposal was never
enacted. Two years later, In 1981, NHTSA issued a final rule on the comfort and
convenience issue by stating these kinds of seatbelts would be tested with their max-
imum amount of permissible slack. However. this "final" rule was delayed for four
more years and was then watered down to permit the testing of the windowshadebelts with the manufacturer's recommended amount of slack, about one inch, even
though much more slack is routinely introduced into the seatbelt system. The Na-
tional Transportation Safety Board protested this change in the testing procedure,

7
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but their views were ignored by NHTSA. The select committee will be very i-4erest-
ed in discussing the reasons for NHTSA's of heart on this matter.

The select committee will also be exami a p 444,4 rule to require truck un-
derride protection which would t cars sli. 4: under trucks in mansions,.
This propceal has been languishing at NHISA for the past 24 years and is still un-
resolved. 'fifty this rule continues to be stalled at NIITM is unclear. What is clear
is that if trucks had better underride protection, more lives wuuld be saved. It's that
simple.

In the late 1960s, NITTSA conducted its own truck underride tests which showed
that an effective underride protection was poesible, yet, surprisingly, no action was
taken. In the late 1970s, the Insurance Institute for HWiway Safety also conducted
crash tests that proved that effective underrideprotection was poseible. The insti-
tute gave the results of their crash tests to . However, agam, NHTSA did
not act.

tion is needed has been argued by the true industry and safety experts for too
The question of whether or not a improvea underride protec-

long. Enough is enough, An improved underri e protecbon standard will save lives,
is relatively inexpensive, and the technology is in-hand. The Europeans have al-
ready prover. ',hat addressing this problem is not a problem at allthey've already
done it.

It's time that NHTSA, together with the trucking industry, finally put an end to
this charade and improve the truck underride protection. The only thing the past 24
years of bickering on the issue has done is to waste precious lives needlessly.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Let me yield to the gentleman from
South Dakota, Congressman Johnson.

Mr. JOHNSON. Very briefly, I want to commend Chairwoman
Schroeder for convening this important hearing. Today we are
dealing with an issue that has a consequence of 45,000 fatalities an-
nually, several million in significant injuries, a cost of millions to
the economy and that is a source of great concern for every Ameri-
can, particularly of parents. As a father of three children, two ado-
lescent sons in particular, this is a matter of great concern in my
family.

I look forward to evaluation of the effectiveness of existing re-
sponses to what I regard as a public safety crisis as well as an anal-
ysis of what kind of public initiatives are doable and what kinds of
consequences we could expect from those initiatives.

I thank the Chairwoman and look forward to testimony today.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Our first witness that we have this

morning is not a stranger to anyone. She has been out there for a
long time working very hard in this area, Joan Claybrook. We have
a practice that we swear in all witnesses, if you don't mind.

[Witness sworn.]
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. The floor is yours. We will put your

statement in the record, and go for it.

STATEMENT OF JOAN CLAYBROOK, PRESIDENT, PUBLIC CITIZEN,
WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. CLAYBROOK. Thank you, Madam Chair. I appreciate the op-
portunity to be here today.

I must say that it seems to me that this committee should issue a
subpoena to call the witnesses from the Department of Transporta-
tion and perhaps even from the trucking industry if they refuse to
testify. It is almost unheard of that an administration witness
would refuse to testify at such a hearing that is focused clearly on
the agency's authority.

This hearing asked a questionAutomotive safety: Is enough
being done to protect America's families. My answer is that with

___
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45,000 fatalities, several million significant injuries at a cost to so-
ciety of over $300 billion a year, according to the U.S. DOT, the
answer must be no.

This is, after all, the equivalent of a major airline crash each and
every day of the year. Should that occur, do you think that the
FAA would not be here to testify? Do you think the American
public would put up with this? Do you think the President would
be worried about it? Of course.

This is a grave concern to the families of America and one which
deserves as much congressional attention as we can give it.

Last night there was a wonderful event in which families de-
scribed what it was like to be in a car crash and to survive because
of the air bag. They told their stories. Some cried as they remem-
bered the horror of the crash and how grateful they were to the
engineers and inventors who had initiated this safety device. The
air bag, this technological vaccine, is also in cars because of the
regulatory system we have, the work of the NHTSA in mandating
the standard albeit several different times in order to finally
achieve it after a Supreme Court ruling.

Some auto companies have offered passive belts for sale to meet
the standard, but the superior performance and convenience and
popularity of air bags with manual belts has made the air bag
much more popular and companies have offered them most recent-
ly in their cars. Now every company will do this because of this
new law which actually mandates that by the mid-I990's all cars,
vans and trucks have the systems.

When fully in effect, the standard will save 12,000 lives a year
and reduce over 200,000 injuries. It is incredible what the payoff is
from this one standard alone.

There are other safe.-y systems which should be standard equip-
ment in all vehicles and that would save thousands of lives a year
as well. Among them are items that are the subject of the hearing
today. However, the likelihood of this happening any time soon I
believe is small because the regulatory system and authority of the
agency. NHTSA, is often preempted by the Office Of Management
and Budget, by the Quayle Council on Competitiveness and by the
general philosophical objection by this and the prior administration
to issuance of safety standards.

As a result, a number of key programs have been discontinued.
The agency's tiny budget was severely cut in the 1980s and nwer
restored. The Vehicle Research program is years behind previous
Plans, and thus the regulatory agenda takes many years more than
it should to be accomplished.

This agency is one of the most important of our government
agencies because its mission is clear and successes are enormous, to
save lives and reduce injuries in auto crashes. The vast majority of
the public strongly favors the agency's purposes, because everyone
wants the safest car possible. But often the safety advances come
first in small numbers in some luxury cars, the rich benefit, every-
one else doesn't.

Safety should not be the preserve of the rich, and that is the
democratic mission of this agency. It is to take the best technology
and make sure it is available to all of us.

:4
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The public knows that safety designed into cars is the most im-portant thing. The Bandaid decision is a good example. There wasan analysis done by Dr. William Hadden, the agency's first Admin-istrator, who helped us better understand the sequence of autocrashespre-crash, the crash and post-crash. This is a pre-crashstandard; that is, it helps drivers do a 1-.Ater job of meeting theirobl*ations on the highway.
We have learned that the crash worthiness standards, those thatwork automatically such as the air bags, the crash worthiness

design of the car, the built-in padding and vehicle underride guardbuilt into the truck operate automatically, so they are much moreeffective than any other standards. That is not to demean the other
standards; for instance, lighting is very important, but it is notenough. It should be done in combination with a vehicle underrideguard.

This agency has been buffeted and pushed and underfunded andunderstaffed. Some of the most important research programs havebeen jettisoned. Even its dedicated staff often gets discouraged asthey witness the snail's pace of programs.
With a budget of a little over $100 million a year, one-fifth of thecost of a Stealth bomber, its safety accomplishments far outrivalthose of the so-called Defense Department at a tiny fraction of thecost.
Congress has been instrumental over the years in pushing this

agency and in assisting in getting its mission accomplished. The
Appropriations Committees in the House and the Senate have con-ducted vigorous oversight and increased the budget beyond whathas been requested by the Administration, but there have been fewhearings of this sort, hearings that focus on particular rulemakingssuch as the truck underride guard, the belt windowshade device orfailing seat backs.

I think it is magnificent that you are doing these hearings andbringing public attention to them.
I would like to add another item to your agenda, the area of pe-destrian safety. Forty percent of children killed are pedestrian fa-talities. There are something like 6,500 to 7,000 of our 450,000 fa-talities every year are pedestrians, and cars are not designed to beforgiving to pedestrians when they interact.

e car can be designed to remove the sharp edges, the hoodarea could be designed to be energy absorbing so it becomes almosta basket holding the pedestrian onto the hood and not shootingthem onto the highway and causing injuries. This is an area theagency has been working on for 15 years, like other areas.An actual proposed standard was issued in the early 1980s, andnothing has happened since. We believe the agency is going to jetti-son this area and abandon any work on it. The Appropriations
Committee has required a study to be done by the agency to be sub-mitted next spring, and our hope is that this will at least push theagency to some extent to continue in this area.It is a fact that people who are injured as pedestrians are muchmore severely injured than occupants. Head injury and braindamage is likely, and it is an area for attention.

My role here today as a former administrator of this agency is tosay thank you for holding these hearings, for bringing experts here
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to talk about the particular facts that underlie the areas that you
are focused on.

On behalf of myself and Public Citizen and Advocates for High-
way and Auto Safety, which I cochair, we are available to help you
in any way that we can.

I would like to submit for the record some additional items that
might enhance it.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Without objection, we would be more
than happy to have them.

[Prepared statement of Joan Claybrook followsl

1 1
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PIMPAREC STATIMNT 0: JOAN Cuarsgoox, Passimm,
Pusuc eMZEN, WA810111070N, DC

Thank you for the invitation to testify this morning on the

toPic. °Automotive Safety: Is enough being dons to protect

America's families? With 45,000 fatalities and several Killion

significant injuries each year in auto crashes, at a cost to

society of over 300 billion dollars according to the U. S.

Department of Transportation, the answer to this question must be
no. Without co:cation, American families are deeply affected in

the most personal ways by auto crashes.

Last night the impact of auto crashes on the American

familiy was vividly described by 11 airbag crash survivors and

their families at a dinner initiated by Ralph Nader to honor 11

of the most important inventors and early developers of the
airbag. The survivors told the story of their crash, about how
it had affected their family, how seriously they would have been

injured without an airbag, and how grateful they were to the

engineers and inventors who made the airbag a reality and allowed

12
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them to walk away from their crash.

The airbag is also a reality because the U.S. Department of

Transportation's National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

(NUTSA) issued a standard mandating automatic crash protection

(airbags or automatic belts) in all cars by model year 1990 (the

effective date of the first such standard was 1974, then 1982,

ani finally 1990 following a unanimous 1983 decision by the U.S.

Supreme Court overruling the Reagan Administration revocation of

the 1982 standard).

Some auto companies have offered passive belts, but tho

superior performance, convenience and popularity of airbags with

manual belts pushed many companies to offer airbags instead. But

now every company will do so in the next few years because just

last week the Congress passed a new auto safety law that mandates

a number of rulemaking actions to save thousands of lives

annually, among them one requiring airbags in the full front seat

in all cars by the mid-1990's and in all vans and light trucks

shortly thereafter. When fully in effect in all these vehicles,

this safety standard will result in saving 1 ,000 lives and

mitigating over 200,000 severe injuries each year!

'.'here are many other safety systems in addition to the

airbag which should be standard equipment in all vehicles because

they would save hundreds if not thousands of lives each year.

Among them are the items which are the subject of the hearings

before this Select Committee. However, the likelihood of this

happening anytime soon is small because the regulatory authority

of MHTSA is now often preempted by the office of Management and

I :1
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Budget, by the Quayle Council on Competitiveness, and the general

philosophical objection of the Reagan/Bush administrations to

issuance of safety standards. As a result, a number of key

programs have been discontinued, the agency's tiny budget that

was severely cut in the early 1980's has never been restored1 the

vehicle research program is years behind previous plans, and thus

the regulatory agenda takes years longer than necessary to

complete.

The NHTSA is one of the most important of our government

agencies. It's mission is simple and eller: to save lives and

reduce injuries in auto crashes. The vast majority of the public

strongly favors the agency's purposes. Everyone wants the safest

car possible. But often safety advances, when voluntarily

supplied by the auto companies, appear only on luxury cars.

Safety should not be the preserve of the rich. rt should be

built into every car. That is the democratic mission of the

NHTSA.

And that is why this agency's mission is so popular. The

public now knows that vehicle design and performance in crashes

plays a major role in determining levels of injury. Yet this

small agency, which has been more cost effective and saved more

lives than just about any other government function, is grossly

underfunded and understaffed, some of its most important research

programs have been jettisoned, and even its most tenacious and

dedicated staff get discouraged as they witness the snails pace

of progress. With a budget of less than $100 million a year, or

about one-fifth of the cost of one stealth bomber, its safety
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accomplishments far outrival those of the so-called Defense

Department at a tiny fraction of the cost.

The Congress has been instrumental over the years in pushing

and in assisting NHTSA to accomplish its purposes. The

appropriations ubcommittees on transportation have conducted

vigorous oversight, sought significant reports on the agency's

policies and activities, and increased its budget over the

objections of the Administration. But there have been few

general oversight hearings, and none focused on truck underride

guard, the belt windowshade device or failing seat backs, the

subjects of your hearings. And there is more that deserves

attention.

Of particular importance to children and families is

pedestrian safety. Almost half of the child highway fatalities

are ped,mtrians. And pedestrian injuries are usually vary

severe, often involving brain damage from head injury. The NHTSA

has shown in its research that because many pedestrian crashes

occur at speeds of 20 mph or below, when cars are designed to be

much more forgiving to pedestrians, and sharp points and edges

are removed and the hood area is softened to absorb the energy of

the crash, pedestrian injuries can be significantly reduced.

Holding public hearings and gathering information from

government, industry and private groups on these important safety

issues can be a critical spur to focus public attention and

agency energy on them. We thank the committee for taking the

time and energy to investigate these issues. On behalf of

myself, Public Citizen, and Advocates for Highway and Auto Safety

which I co-chair, we stand ready to assist you in any way

possible.
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Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Your perspective is a very interesting
one. One of the things that troubles me, is that it seems that for
the last 12 years we have had administrations that felt that if we
did anything about safety, we would really be harming the com-
petitiveness of the American automotive industry. Yet when I see
TV ads, I see babies sleeping in tires and kids and people who sur-
vived because of air bagsand saying get an air bag, protect your
familywhy this conflict?

Why do the commercial writers think that that is salable and yet
the administration thinks it isn't? I am confused. Are there any
statistics showing that that is the last thing that people shop for?

Ms. CLAYBROOK. The studies show that people are very, very in-
terested in safety when they buy a car, and I think the advertising
has enhanced that. For many years there was a presumption that
safety doesn't sell. The myth came out of an advertising program
initiated in 1956 by Ford Motor Company in which bcNarnara,
then president of Ford, decided to push safety. It was a year when
General Motors had newer model cars and outsold Ford, and there
developed the myth that safety doesn't sell as a result.

The first people who ordered seat belts, the number of orders for
seat belts, far exceeded what they expected. So it wasn't that safety
doesn't sell. That is a myth. It continued until the early 1980s, and
finally the issuance of the air bag passive restraint standard forced
these companies to put the systems in the cars and then they had
to sell them.

One of the most important things that happened during the
course of this was the decision of Lee Iacocca to put all air bags in
their cars rather than some belts and some bags. Then he had to
sell them and decided to try to take advantage of this decision and
it was a major factor in changing industry behavior in selling
safety.

If the companies are selling safety, do they really want safety
and what are they saying behind the scenes to the Administration.
They are saying let's not have any more regulation. The industry
has never wanted regulation.

Most standards are minimal. They are supposed to be minimum
safety standards and institutionalize the state of the art.

Mercedes, Volvo, BMW put these safety systems in their vehicles
way ahead of the issuance of the standards, or at the most a year
or two ahead. It is not like there is a lack of feasibility or difficulty
or excessive cost to these requirements, but the industry doesn't
like them.

I think behind the scenes they are asking the administration not
to issue any more safety standards.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. The committee will look into issuing
subpoenas. 1 think it is ridiculous that trucks are able to drive up
and down the highwayNHTSA is funded with Federal money and
it is to protect the taxpayeryet they don't want to answer ques-
tionswhat I heard you saying about their response this morning
that their reflective Bandaid response, is that it is helpful and
helps visibility and so forth, but it is not the whole thing?

. CLAYBROOK. That is correct. I think you need a vehicle un-
derride guard on large trucks. The agency has been working on
this issue since the 1960's and concluded in the early 1970s under
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the Nixon administration not to issue tt standard proposed. An-other was proposed in 1981 shortly before I left office.
What has happened during this period of time is that the tech-nology has vastly improved for underride guards and excellent sys-tems are availa.ble that weren't available in the 1960's, but areavailable today and are used widely in other countries. I think thatthe agency's estimates of the life saving are very conservative andthe systems are much less costly and much more efficient thanthey ever used to be.
One of the issues is how much energy can be absorbed so you ac-tually protect the occupants. It is not just that the car doesn't gototally under the truck, but how much energy can be absorbed sothe occupant can survive.
The capacity is improved as well with the new underride systemsthemselves, and the agency ought to analyze the combination be-cause aE cars will have air bags in them by the time any standardissued today for a vehicle underride guard takes effect.
Chairwoman SCHROWER. If the technology is there and this is an^gency not beholden to the industry, why do we have a Bandaidsolution rather than a real solution? What is the fear? Is this allthat costly, or what is the problem with moving on it?
Ms. CLAYBROOK. I think that the trucking industry has opposedthis for many, many years. Since 1970 they have actively opposedthis standard. 1 think this administration is very responsive to theindustry, no question about it. What is sad to me is that this shouldnot be a political issue. Safety should not be a political issue, itshould be an issue looked at on its merits.
Unfortunately, this Administration is very close to industry andlooks at it politically rather than substantively. There is a philo-sophical resistance to standards, and that hurts people.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. In other countries that have somethinglike NHTSA, they don't seem to be as beholden to the industry?
Ms. CLAYBROOK. They offer aid differently. There is more uf a col-legial relationship in European and Japanese countries, where theynegotiate. NHTSA has more authority than any other governmentregulatory agency in the automotive field, authority to submit in-formation, authority to do research, and has enormous scope of au-thority and capability, but it hasn't used it. I think that that is theanswer.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. And it seems to take safety rules andlet them age, almost like a winery rather than an agency?
MS. CLAYBROOK. I will say that the agency's budget for the qual-ity of research that is required to issue these standards is very tinyand the number of engineers is de minimis; it is tiny.This agency has been buffeted and its budget has been kept tinyfrom the first day it was started. It was started in the middle of theVietnam war and everybody said we have to save money because ofthe Vietnam war, and its budget started small. The starting pointis what you measure against, but it has a very small budget andhas complicated and expensive research to do. No question in mymind that that has been one of the factors.
But OMB has never allowed it to request a significant budget.
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Chairwoman SCHROEDER. We always find that OMB is interfaced
between any agency that comes up here. We call it kissing through
a picket fence. iou can never find out what is needed.

Congressman Johnson, do you have any questions?
Mr. JOHNSON. Ms, Claybrpe*, you have testified about the impor-

tance of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
NHTSA, and alluded to its failings as well. There is going to be fur-
ther testimony later on this morning that is going to be severely
critical of NII'MA relative to their unwillingness, apparently, to
address seat belt safety standards, truck underride protection, and
their virtual some would contend surrender of vehicle safety per-
formance standards to the industry itself.

You have described some of the underfunding problems that
NHTSA has gone through, but can this agency be returned to its
original purpose and to its original strenOi through congressional
action, through the steps that we can take, or is it simply depend-
ent on greater leadership from the White House and more direc-
tion from the Administration to free this agency to do its mission?

Ms. CIAYBROOR. I think that both is the answer. There is nothing
to replace leadership. That is the most important issue. Determina-
tion and a sense of mission and a desire to lead this agencythere
is nothing to replace that. It simplifies everything.

The Congress last week after seven years passed a magnificent
bill that has a lot of mandatory dates in it, and it is something that
I commend the committee to look at and to consider having over-
sight hearings on. That legislation requires all air bags by the mid-
1990's, requires issuance of a head injury standard to protect heads
in crashes, the structure of the car.

It requires issuance of roll over prevention standards, something
that Senator Tim Wirth, when chairman of the subcommittee in
1986, petitioned the agency to do when he was a Member of the
House. The agency refused to do it. It is now mandated.

A requirement for child booster seatsthere is no safety stand-
ard for children between age four and eight. They outgrow the
child restraint and don't fit into the larger belts. They have to do a
rulemaking on that, and on adjustable belts so they can adjust up
and down. That is in a number of cars now, in the Honda Accord,
yet not in most cars. That is important for children.

It requires anti-lock brakes in all cars. It requires a rulemaking
proceeding in trucks. It has a deadline specifically telling the
agency when they have to act. The Congress in this legislation has
attempted to supplement the lack of leadership and set an agenda
for the 1990's with specific deadlines in a way to overcome the re-
sistance of the Office of Management and Budget, who cannot in
the face of these statutory deadlines refuse to allow the agency to
put thE 5e standards forward. They can issue do-nothing standards
perhaps. That is where I think the oversight of the Congress could
play an important role.

Mr. JOHNSON. I yield back.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Thank you very much. We appreciate

you kicking this off and getting this going.
The record will be open for two weeks, so as people see things

that we should add, subtract or whatever, let us know. We appreci-
ate your vigilance in this area.
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Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Our next witness this morning is a con-
sultant in safety design from Potomac, Maryland, who is going to
tell us if this is possible.

[Witness sworn.]
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. The floor is yours. We will put your

entire statement in the record and we welcome you.

STATEMENT OF BYRON BLOCH, CONSULTANT, AUTO SAFETY
DESIGN, POTOMAC, MD

Mr. BLOCH. Thank you very much. I welcome the opportunity to
come before your committee, the Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families. With that spirit in mind and also for them to
observe our American democracy in action this morning, I did
bring with me my wife Naomi and my daughter Andrea, my son
Brandon and my daughter Candice, and they are seated here to
witness democracy in action.

Before I formally begin my comments, I did want to point out
that as you had mentioned, neither the representative from the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, NHTSA, no onefrom NHTSA is here this morning though they were invited andapparently initially were going to come but changed their mind.
Nor is there anyone from the trucking industry or from the autoindustry.

Among the tragedies of the lost lives and injuries that occur inthese accidents is the tragedy of the unwillingness of our govern-ment auto safety agency to willingly appear before this committee
and to respond to questions and to present testimony.

I think it is a very sad day that America's corporations, General
Motors, Ford, Chrysler, the trucking association and the truck andtrailer manufacturersthey are conspicuous by their absence.
They should be here, and we should all cooperate in trying to savelives.

It is not a matter of us against them, or safety advocates against
the corporate interests. We all have parents, we all have fathersand mothers and children and sisters and brothers, and no one,whether they are part of a corporate family, part of a consumer ad-vocate family, part of a congressional family, no one deserves to beneedlessly killed, murdered in a car crash when they could haveand should have survived.

No one deserves to be paralyzed or burned or put into a coma forthe rest of their lives. It is in that spirit that I believe they havedone a disservice to the American public by not being here today.As I mentioned, I do appreciate this opportunity to be here. Niyperspective is from the viewpoint of having been in the trenches in
auto safety for close to 25 years as an independent consultant in
auto safety design. I have evaluated what happens in many car ac-cidents, many collision accidents involving passenfger automobiles,pick up trucks, vans, large trucks and even school buses.

And over the years, Mrs. Schroeder, I have met with the victims,some burn victims with melted faces and no hands, some of thepatents whose children are in comas for the rest of their lives, and
have met with quadriplegics who wish they could do something,
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even like eating a dinner or writing something. Their mind is alert
but their body is paralyzed for life.

This is not just a technical subject. This is a human tragedy and
human life and death kind of subject that I believe we are here for
today. I think we should keep in mind that the needless victims of
the collision accidents where these injuries could have been pre-
ventable, they are really here with us too.

Though they are not sitting at the table testifying, we should not
lose sight that nursing homes around America, private residences,
throughout this country, there are millions of people who have
been injured because we have not had air bags, have not had truck
underride protection, because we have had mediocre second-rate
seat belts when we should have had the best, when we have seats
that collapse, roofs that crush needlessly when vehicles roll over,
and the list goes on and on.

When I first began this career in auto safety it was in the 1960's.
I thought, I will be involved with auto safety for ten years or so
and the cars will become so safe that I will move on to other pro-
fessional endeavors. It is now a quarter century later, my hair is
getting less and grayer.

This is the first time I have testified to a committee wearing
glasses, and time ticks along. But sadly, the cars and trucks could
be a lot safer and we are moving too slowly.

With regard to NHTSA, just one point. I have been following
NHTSA since before it was born. I reviewed the original congres-
sional hearings chaired by Senator Robert F. Kennedy and Senator
Abraham Ribicoff and the promises made by the car companies to
maximize efforts and to be open to the publicthose were shallow
pro mises in the mid-1960's.

V. hen NHTSA was born, I came from California, where I lived,
and visited NHTSA regularly over the years. I was perhaps known
for my dashing through the rather stark-looking halls of NHTSA
seeking information about how to prevent injuries and how our ve-
hicles could be made safer, and then I would go back to California.

I have seen the political administrations inhibit NHTSA with
tragic consequences. In the Johnson administration under Dr. Wil-
liam Haddon, NHTSA got off to a good start. Then came the Nixon
administration and thanks to secret White House meetings, par-
ticularly with then Ford, President, Lee Iacocca and Henry Ford
urging President Nixon to do something about the regulations be-
cause as Mr. Iacocca said safety is killing our business. And the
head rests and shoulder belts are complete wastes of money, said
Mr. Iacocca in 1981.

As a result of those secret White House meetings, President
Nixon put out a directive to the Secretary of Transportation which
effectively postponed, put on the shelf many, many motor vehicle
safety regulations that would instead had they been put into effect,
would have saved many lives throughout the 1970s.

Those standards were delayed and weakened and killed, not for
technological reasons or practicality reasons, but for political
gamesmanship through secret White House meetings. And that
was not just a rare occurrence. Let me continue briefly, on that one
subject if I may.
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Things started to get back in shape. President Carter was electedin the late 19703 and appointed Joan Clikybrook, who we heard thismorning from her wonderffil base of knowledge and expertise asthe former Administrator of NHTSA. She tried to get many ofthese programs reinstituted and we were at the brink of many ofthese about to take place, truck underride, air bags, a lot of thesafety developments that had langtiished through the 1970s.By 1981, when President Reagan got electM, his administrationput a stop by the philorphy of deregulation. So the 19800 contin-ued with virtually nothing being done under the NIITSA adminis-trations of Rayniond Pa lt and Diane Steed.
We are into the 1990's and at the end of the political delayscaused particularly in the Nixon and Reagan administration. Weare now on the threshold mostly through the efforts of your goodhearings and what Congress can do to move ahead and make ourvehicles as safe as they could have been over the last 20 years butfor these political interferences and delays.
The two subjects that I have been invited to particularly addressare seat belts in the cars, what is called the windowshade" seatbelt, whereby when you put on the seat belt and drive along, theshoulder belt loosens. That seat belt is then too loose to effectivelyprevent serious or fatal injuries in a car crash.I have a video portion to show you. [Video begins.]
Here you see me driving a General Motors car wearing the "win-dowshade" seat belt. In the space of one block from a snug belt,merely by reaching over to the radio and toward the glove com-partment, you will see the slack that has been put into the shoul-der belt.
The tragedy of it is because of that looseness the belt doesn't fitproperly across my torso, and it could slip off my shoulder. I amnot putting the slack in. It occurred inadvertently. In a crash Iwoulcl go forward and impact my face and chest into the steeringwheel or into the windshield. [Video pauses.]
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. I thought those retracted and locked?Mr. Swat. No. When the slack is in the seat belt, which is intens of millions of cars produced by General Motors and Ford andChrysler throughout the 1970s, the misconception is that in acrash, the belt will snug to your body. If you have slack in theshoulder belt and the crash begins, you are beginning with six toeight inches of slack, so the belt will not restrain you.It is almost a fraud to refer to it as a slack in the bel c. That wasoriginally called a comfort and convenience tension relief feature.The industry came up with that, particularly General Motors, as away to try to encourage more people to buckle up rather thanhaving them feel the pressure along their body or having the beltchafe along their neck.

Those problems could have been solved by building the seat beltsinto the seats, but then the car companies would have to makestrong seats for a change, and because of reluctance to do that theycould not integrate the seat belts into the seat.NHTSA did a very limited test study, and you see it here. [Videoresumes.]
There is a right front seat test duirimy, no driver dummy, andthis is the extent of NHTSA testing of slack in the shoulder belt.
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This is with no slack and you will see that the test dummy is re-
strained from what would have been otherwise a severe injury.
With two to four inches of slack you will have a probable injury,
and with full amount of slack in the belt you will be killed.
NHTSA was aware of that

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Where were these tests conducted?
Mr. BLocx. I am not sure of the contractor, but it was under a

research project for NHTSA. I believe they were done in the late
1970s.

I am sorry, they were conducted in 1982. This was some years
after NHTSA had already permitted the car companies to have the
slack inducing windowshade belts.

Let me finish on the windowshade belt. It is interesting. I went
through the owners manuals that General Motors, Ford and Chrys-
ler provided to the consumers to alert them of the dangers of too
much slack in the shoulder belt.

That is in my testimony in more detail. But virtually none of the
warnings until very recently tell you that your life is at risk and
that you could be severely brain damaged or killed if there is too
much slack in the shoulder belt.

One of the proposals I have is that the committee request of
NHTSA or mandate NHTSA to have a warning label for window-
shade seat belts. I put that in my testimony on page 6. The lan-
guage is a slight extension of language that is in NHTSA's own
documents about the hazards of seat belts with too much slack.

For the record, the warning label should include language some-
thing like this

SAFETY WARNING: This vehicle is equipped with seat belts that can cause too
much slack or looseness in the shoulder belt even during normal driving. You can
be severely or fatally injured if the belt is too loose (more than one inch of slack).
Please periodically cheek to make sure the shoulder belt fits you snugly, as it will
not automatically tighten in a crash. The lap belt should also fit snugly.

Those warnings are not in our cars. You have to look very dili-
gently through the owner's manual if you still have one with your
car after two or three years, to find even anything approaching a
warning or a caution about too much slack in the shoulder belt.

I believe that General Motors, Ford and Chrysler should immedi-
ately send out two warning labels to all of the registered owners of
their cars that have windowshade seat belts, and those warning
labels should be permanently fastened with permanent adhesive to
the sun visors in those cars.

There is precedent for this. When Ford Motor Company was
having a lot of complaints about accidents caused when their so-
called automatic transmissions were jumping from park to reverse,
NHTSA allowed Ford Motor Company to send out I believe some-
thing like 16 million warning labels that you the consumer were
supposed to put on your sun visor to tell you to make sure that the
transmission was in park and that you set the parking brake.

If it was good enough for the transmission problem, why isn't it
good enough to send warning labels to consumers who are unaware
that the windowshade slack inducing seat belt can kill them unless
they keep it snug at all times? I think a warning label is in order.
A recall campaign would be bettee, but I don't think we can force
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them to recall 30 million cars and force them to put in safer seatbelts that they should have put in in the beginning.
Secondly, if I could continue with the video briefly, I am going toshow you the automatic shoulder belt. [Video continues.]
See how it automatically comes around you. This is the car-mounted one. The prior one was the motorized mouse.
The tragedy of that is it is really not so effective to wear just theshoulder belt. You have to always remember to put on the lap belt.A recent survey by the University of North Carolina pointed outthat less than 30 percent of the American public whose cars hadautomatic shoulder belts even remembered to buckle up their. lapbelt, and many were not even aware that you are supposed to.How important is it to put on the lap belt? I say it is life anddeath. You must always remember to buckle up your lap belt. It isludicrous that they call it an automatic belt s,rstem. It should becalled a half automatic belt system, but I don t think that wouldsatisfy the manufacturers.
It is not just myself who believes that way. I quote from an emi-nent authority, General Motorsin a car that took General Motorsover $3 billion dollars to develop over an eight-year period to be acar that would show American leadership in small car technology.At long last General Motors, the "mark of excellence," came outwith a car called the Saturn and, lo and behold, what do you thinkthe superior safety restraint technology was after laboring for eightyears and $3 billion?
In the Saturn, General Motors put in an automatic motorizedshoulder belt and you still have to remember to put on your lapbelt, and there is no air bag. It is not even available in the Saturn.I went and got a sun visor. I ordered one .rom my friendly localSaturn dealer. I will show you, Mrs. Schroeder, the side you seewhen you are sitting in the passenger seat. It St lys "CAUTIONFasten lap belt. See back of visor for more details."So before you drive away, you flip down the sun visor and readthe caution that General Motors has seen fit to tell the owners of1992 Saturns. It says "caution" with an exclamation mark, "Notwearing your lap belt increases the chance of severe or fatal injuryin an accident. 'The shoulder belt alone may not restrain you in allaccidents. Always fasten your lap belt in addition to using theautomatic shoulder belt."

So here is General Motors telling you that the belt they put intheir brand new super-duper Saturn is woefully inadequate andcan kill you. lt says fatal injury in an accident unless you remem-ber to put on the lap belt. I think General Motors is making amockery of what the available technology is to protect the Ameri-can consumer, when they go through such mediocre technologies asthe one I just discussed.
In conclusion, on the seat belt issue I think there should be awarning label, and I put an example on the easel, the warninglabel for the automatic shoulder belt is the top one. What I reallydid, Ms. Schroeder, so General Motors and the auto industry couldnot object to it, was that I used their own language.I say require NHTSA to have the auto companies send out warn-ing labels to all cars sold in America that have automatic shoulderbelts only because, if it was good enough for General Motors to fl-
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natty issue this kind of warning for the driver and passengers of
the Saturn with automatic shoulder belts, then why shouldn't all
the car companies, foreign and domestic, that put in automatic
shoulder belts over the past seven years or so also have such a
warning?

Finally, the third subject is truck underride. [Video continues.]
Let me show you the tragedy of truck underride. That was part

of a film produced by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
which continues to do a marvelous job of alerting the public and
Congress and NHTSA to dangers on our highway. You can see the
kind of crashes.

Let me stop at an appropriate point to show you the underride
guard, a typical one, as you see there. There you can see all that
there is a so-called guard that the trucking industry says is there.
It came out in the 1950s. That is 40 years ago. They came out with
one, and the only requirements are that it be no higher than 30
inches above the ground and that it be strong and adequately at-
tached to the vehicle. That is it.

There is no crash test requirement. It is, of course, much too
high off the ground to prevent severe and fatal crashes when cars
go beneath the rear of those trucks. This is just an overview thanks
to the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. This is some over-
view of highway accident footage to show the level of tragedy that
could occur.

Many of us can recall that actress Jayne Mansfield was killed
when the car she was in went below the rear of a large truck in
New Orleans. This is part of a NHTSA study don( t the early
1960s and late 1970s. You can see how a more effective underride
guard prevents the uncle-. ride accident. Now that is not in produc-
tion. That is just an example of what could and should have been
done.

This is in 1970. NHTSA, of course, was aware of this. This was
part of their project. The car companies also did crash tests. This is
General Motors. The Chevrolet Camaro is trying to get under the
rear of a truck. Thanks to stronger guards, that tragedy is prevent-
ed.

Let me show you some film from the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety, they did a series of crash tests. This is in 1976, a
Chevrolet Chevette at 29 miles an hour. Look what happens to the
passenger compartment as the small car underrides the rear of a
tall truck. That has the typical guard that you see today. And you
can see how ineffective it is in preventing the intrusion into the
occupant's survival space.

This is a view from inside the Chevrolet Chevette. This would
result in an extremely severe or fatal injury, obviousbr. Not only
were Chevettes crash tested, but the next ones were Ford Grana-
das. At 33 miles an hour, look what happens to the occupants as
the car continues beneath the rear of the trailer unit. You can see
how the occupants would be severely brain damaged or killed or
decapitated as has happened in some of the accidents.

You can see what happened to that passenger as the rigid, strong
rear of the truck impacts into their head. I have over the years
consulted in accident cases. I know victims and families of victims
of truck underride crashes. It happens in the real world.
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This is a Chevette with an improved underride guard. Look atthe remarkable difference when you have the underride protectionat the rear of the truck. Notice how it prevents the car from enter-ing. These underguards should be energy absorbing also. Theyshould absorb energy as the car crashes into them so the occupantcan ride down the crash over a longer distance.
This driver and passenger obviously with an air bag would walk

away or certainly survive this kind of crash. Now the Ford Grana-da at 34 miles an hour. Again the penetration is significantly re-duced because of an underride guard. There is a brief bit more tothis and then we are through with the underride section.
With a good seat belt and especially with a good seat belt and anair bag, these accidents would be survivable if the underride guardwere also on the back of the trailers and trucks.In Europe they have had standards, in Sweden since the 1970s,in England since 1983 they have had underride guards. This is atypical underride guard that you will find in Europe. You willnotice it is an energy absorbing design. You will see when the caris pulled back, the guard restores itself more to the original posi-tion.
NHTSA did fund, under the very capable administration of JoanClaybrook, they did fund a $570,000 level of crash tests and othertests. This is one of them whem a Volkswagen Rabbit is shownwith regards to a 22-inch guard. This is a key point here. This is a22-inch guard.
I want to call your attention to this for a reason because the cur-rent NHTSA proposal, or at least the rumored current NHTSA

proposal that may be issued soon, we hope, talked in terms of a 22-inch height for that underride guard. That is much too high. Itshould be 18 inches preferably and certainly no more than 20; 18inches would protect the occupants of the smaller and compact sizecars which are 20 to 25 percent of the cars that we are going to seeon the highways over the next few years if and when underrideguards are even put into effect.
So we have to tailor underride guards for that 18 inch level. Youwill see at that 18 inches the axle structure and the majority of theengine is overridden. Now this is another angle. The bumper andsupmrt structures are overridden, the front wheel and axle is over-ridden and the engine is merely tipped backward. That is why the22-inch guard is wrong.
Yet that is the current NHTSA thinking. So even if they goahead with an underride guard, it will be inadequate.This is a case I consulted in, where the man was decapitatedwhen his Honda Accord went beneath the side of a trailer. This isthe vehicle. You will see where the car went under the side. Thatis where it left the tell-tale evidence. [Conclusion of video presenta-tion.]
So to wrap it up, what we need for underride protection, Mrs.Schroeder, is no more of the games of delay, no more of the politicsinterfering with NHTSA doing its job. No more of the reluctanttruck industry that could or should on its own, without Federalregulation, the trucking companies could have voluntarily put ontruck underride. That is the strange thing.
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Sometimes there is a hearing about what should be done, but
rarely is it pointed out that nothing stopped Fruehauf or other
truck manufacturers from going ahead and putting safer truck un-
derride devices under the trucks like they are now doing in
Europe.

So we have to move ahead with truck underride guards. On the
easel I am showing you what they do in Europe. I think it is em-
barrassing that if you go to Europe and you impact into a truck
you can survive, but if the same family goes for a drive in America,
they can go into the rear or the side of a truck and be killed.

I appreciate the opportunity, Mrs. Schroeder and committee
members, to issue this testimony. I hope something constructive
can be done for the warning labels for the seat belts that I de-
scribed and that something constructive can be done to move ahead
with the truck underride standard.

[Prepared statement of Byron Bloch follows:]
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PICIFAIUM STAIXIMMT OF BYRON BLOCH, Colif3ULTANT iw

AUTO &MT DEMON, POTOMAC,MD

greatly appreciate this opportunity to present testinony
to the Rearing on "AUTOItOnVi MITT: ARO EN DO/NO =MR
TO MONO? 5UERICA*0 FANILINO700, conducted appropriately by
the Select Committee on childnin, Youth, and Families of the
United States Ruuse of Representatives.

FLONIZTONN PIRSPECTIvi AS AN INDIPANDANN CONSULTANT IN AUTO
SAFITT =SION TOR IOU TRAM 20 TIMMS, I CONCUR WITX INN
TEM AND UMW! OF MEM ROAM= as being of vital
importance to America's families, and their safety on
America's highways. As pointed out by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration:
'Mach year, motor Vehicle crashes cost America $74 billion
in economic losses. But beyond that, the true currency of
crashes is tragedy. livery day, more then US alliOriCan
familis assembl at grave *item around the country to mourn
the loss of a family member frequently a young member
killed in a crash.**

WM THE TZARS, I RUB CONSULTED IN RANT ACCIDENT CASES IN
WEI= A NAN, RONAN, OR CHILD, OR NUITZPLB =MRS OF TON
SAM! ramar, NERN TRAOICALLT INJURED OR TILLED IN MOTOR
VORICLN ACCIDXNTO. When I personally inspected the
accident vehicles, and various exemplar vehicles as well,
frequently discovered safety defects and hazards that were
needless. Safety hazards that could and should have been
avoided. And there were safer, alternative designs that
could and should have been implemented. Too many cars with
unsafe fuel tanks, like the Ford Pinto and Chevy Vega.
Unsafe seats, like in the VW Beetle and many other cars.
Unsafe school buses, like in the Xentucky crest that burned
24 children and 3 adults to death. I try to eraluate the
vehicle's florashworthinesso...how well it did or did not
protect the occupants from injury in the crash accident.

I RAVX NET WITR TIM VICTIMS, TSB QUADRIPLNOICO AND BRAIN-
MUM AND TROON WITH MELTED FACES AND BURNED-OFF RANDS.
I have mat with the families in the quiet of a nursing home
where their beloved children are locked forever in comas.

have gone to fu erals, where the sorrow for the lost sons
and daughters permeates into your soul. I know first-hand
how and why many of these car crash victims were severely
injured or killed. / am here to tell you that many of
these past tragedies that happened...and countless future
tragedies that will contlnue to happen...are so needless, so
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very preventable. From my perspective in the trenches of
auto safety, my life's work for over twenty years, I have
direct knowledge of the two topics that I am here to discuss
today: eatbolts that are =mat in particular ways, and
truck underride accidents in which cars crash Imiseath large
trucks and trailers.

AMERICAN FAMILIES MX UNE GIVEN SECOND-MATE SEATBELT
SYSTEMS TWAT NAVE DESIGNED-IN HAZARDS. The so-called
owindowshadeo type of seatbelt was utilized in tens of
millions of cars produced by General Motors, Ford, and
Chrysler fram the mid-70's to their recent phase-out.
This owindowshadem feature allows the shoulder belt of the
driver and right-front passenger to extend out of the
retractor...and stay out. This can inadvertently occur as
you drive around, and can cause many inches of shoulder belt
slack or looseness.

TEME, IP TOW= 211 A CRAM accrozse, TEAT wont BROUWER
DELT WILL FAIL TO SAFELY RESTRAIN YOUR UPPER TORSO...and
you'll slam forward into the steering wheel, windshield, or
pillar...and can receive severe or fatal head and chest
injuries. some people think that the loose shoulder belt
will automatically tighten or snug up to your chest when the
crash begins...but that's a misconception. The loose
shoulder belt will stay loose during the crash, and will
thus fail to adequately protect you from injury.

A MIRO OP DIVAN= OLBD IMO CONDUCTED IN 2902 BY TH2
NATIONAL =HMI TRAFFIC SAFETY ADEIXISTRATION (NEM)
POINTED OUT THE LETERLITI OF RAVING TOO IMUCE SLACK IN THE
SMOULDER BELT. While the lap belt portion of the three-
point continuous lap-and-shoulder belt was snug in all the
tests, the amount of slack for the shoulder belt varied from
0 inches, to 1 inch, 2 inches, and finally about 16 inches
(maximum possible slack). Instrumentation on the test
dummies in these 30-mph simulated crash tests showed the
potential for head injury went from no likelihood at 0 and 1
inch of slack, to possible injury at 2 inches, to very
likely severe or fatal injury at 16 inches of slack. This
series of tests was for the right-front passenger only...and
the injury consequences for a driver with shouleer belt
slack would likely be much more severe as his face, neck,
head, and chest slam into the steering wheel.

THIS SO-CALLED umpowasmor TYPE OSP MATE= IS UTILISED IN
CABO, PICKUPS, AND VANS PRODUCED 1,1011 TEX MID197000 THROUGH
1990 SY GENERAL Emma, PORD, AND CERYGLER. It is
interesting to note the evolution of information, cautions,
and warnings that have been put in the owner's manuals over
the years. Here are some examples:

1976 FORD (Thunderbird):
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CAUTION - An adjustsent that results in more slack thanis required to insert a fist between the shoulder belt andthe chest may reduce the restraint system effectiveness.

1972 CSITSOLD! (Camaro):
CAUTION: Use the least amount of belt slack tominimize belt pressure. Tbo much belt slack could reducethe amount of protection because the bolt may not be able toproperly restrain you in an accident.

1981 VORD (Thunderbird):
WARNING -- Never allow sore slack than is required toinsert a fist between the shoulder bolt and the chest.

2982 FORD (Thunderbird)
To relieve belt pressure on your shoulder after thebelt is fastened, a shoulder harness comfort regulator isprovided in the retractor. This regulator allows you toadjust your shoulder belt length for optimum comfort. Thiscomfort regulator works like a window shade.
WARNING - Never allow sore slack than is required toinsert a fist between the shoulder bolt and the chest. ....Failure to follcm these precautions could increase thechance and/or severity of injury in an accident.

1981 CADILLAC (DeVille)
CAUTION: To help reduce the risk of personal injury incollisions or sudden maneuvers, use the seat belts followingthe instructions in this section on their proper use...For those who find the shoulder belt too snug, beltpressure against the chest can be reduced by using the

tension reliever built into the shoulder belt retractor.The least amount of belt possible should be pulled fromthe retractor (about 25 millimeters or one inch) to minimizebelt pressure.
Deep any shoulder belt slack to a minimum. Too muchbelt slack could reduce the amount of protection in anaccident because the belt is too loose to restrain youproperly.

1181 TORD (Thunderbird)
WARNING - Never allow more than 1-1/2 inches (3.9 cm)of slack to be introduced into your seat belt system.Failure to follow these precautions could increase thechance and/or severity of injury in an accident.

me DODOS (Caravan)
The amoui..t of slack in the shoulder belt should be keptto a minimum. Too much slack may prevent the belt fromproperly restraining you in the event of an accident.

1891 OLDSMODILS (Toronado)

Of:t
F
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Q: What's wrong with this? (Showing an illustration
with a loose-fitting shoulder belt)

A: The shoulder belt is too loose. It won't give
nearly as much protection this way.

CAUTION! You can be seriously hurt if your ahoulder
belt is too loose. In a crash, you would move forward too
much, which could increase injury. The shoulder belt
should fit against your body.

NOTE TEAT AS THE YEARS WENT ALONG, TEX ricrommos FROK
FORD, MI, AND CHRYSLER BECAME INCIMASINGLY NOME CAUTIONARY.
Obviously, they knew the dangers of shoulder belt slack
(beyond one inch). They knew the dangers, yet they
persisted with this slack-inducing windowshade feattml year
after year. Why? They had hoped that a shoulder !limit
looseness feature might encourage you to wear a seatbelt
that you'd otherwise avoid if it felt too tight or chafed
your neck. But rather than make better-fitting seatbelts
with adjustable-height shoulder anchorages, or build them
into the seat structure (which would require stronger
seats), they came up with the foolhardy tension-relieving
"windowshade" feature.

IMAGINE THE LUNACY OF SAWING A SAFETY BELT RESTRAIXT SYSTEM
THAT ITSELF GETS LOOSER AND LOOSER AO YOU DRIVE AROUND...
!MICR DEFEATS THE VERY PURPOSE OF A RESTRAINT! And no, it
doesn't automatically tighten to your body at the start of a
crash (though such a pre-tensioning tightener could have
been added at nominal cost). Ah, but if you and your
passengers read the wording in the owner's manual, you'd
know that you'd have to constantly be alert to the slack
problem and regularly adjust the shoulder belt so the
retractor would manually tighten it.

WEI DID NEM EVER ALLOW TSIO SLUE-INDUCING !MATHEW? By
the strategy of claiming a "comfort and convenience" benefit
in their slack-inducing "windowshade" seatbelt, GM, Ford,
and Chrysler hoped to thereby get the American public to
wear their seatbelts in greater numbers beyond the 14-
percent or so who regularly did (and also thereby prevail
upon NHTSA to forget about requiring automatic restraints
such as airbags). Thus, they urged NHTSA to permit such a
system, and NHTSA reluctantly went along.

HOWEVER, MBA UMW BETTER, AS REVEALED IN THEIR MO
COMMENTS that "such devices may reduce the effectiveness of
the belts in a crash situation if the tension-relieving
devices are misused so as to introduce excessive slack in
the belt webbing." GM, Ford, and Chrysler leap at every
opportunity to bring up driver or passenger "misuse"
whenever the issue of too much slack comes up! As if it's
really your fault that excessive slack constantly occurs as
you merely drive around in your car!
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MIA 2NOULD PREFSRAELT RAVI NEV12 ALLOWED 091INVOWRIESWGIATIOLTO. Or perhaps only on a conditional, temporary,trial basis but only If the design includad en moan switchthat world disable any slack-inducing feature at the vehicleowner's option or permanently in any subsequent recall thatNHISA might require. Or only with an automatic pre-tensioner feature to snug the belt at the onset of a crash.But neitner NHTSA nor the U.S. automakers ever seriouslyconsidered such safety features. It is also noteworthythat any slack-inducing features are outlawed in Europe,since the seatbelt's design must not cause improper fitduring usage. GM and Ford both manufacture millions ofcars in Europe for the European market...and none have everhad any slack-inducing
windowshade devices.

maa MA= a MAJOR ERRORS NO GRASSI TESTS TO PROVE BEATBELTSREALLY WORK, BNUOLY AND ALSO WITH SLAM NHTSA came intobeing in 1966, with a Congressional mandate to developsafety standards for our motor vehicles.
Incredibly, from1966 through 1959, SHUR never got around to mandating anycrash teit regrirement to prove that seatbelts would workeffectively in a collision accident. No crash test toprove that seatbelts really work! Finally, when automaticrestraints loomed closer, NHTSA at first demanded that anyautomatic seatbelts be crash-tested with whatever themaximum permissible slack was (as much as 16 inches).American automakers objected, and fought to base the crashtest on the maximum slack recommended by the automakersthemselves (only 1-1/2 inch). And when the crash testrequirement finally came into effect by September 1989, GMand Ford declared they were phasing out their tension-rc,lieving windowshade seatbelts.

IN 1979, UNDER ADMINISTRATOR JOAN CLAYBROOK'S ABLELEADERSHIP, NHTSA BEGAN THE NEW CAR ASSESSMENT PROGRAM,HCAP, in which selected new cars are crashed into a barrierat 35 mph, which is 5 mph faster than any NHTSA safetystandard to test steering columns and hood penetration.Over the years, many of the seatbelt systems, even thoughfastened snugly for the driver and front passenger dummies,nontheless failed to safely restrain the dummies from severeto fatal injuries. The wind-up retractors were allowingexcessive spool-out of the belt webbing...causing alooseness that's analogous to having too much shoulder beltslack in a windowshade type seatbelt. Rather than continueto be embarrassed by NHTSA's NCAP crash tests, most automanufacturers quickly corrected their seatbelt problems infuture models.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO HELP REDUCE THE SAFETY HAZARDS OFHVINDONSHADEn SLACK-INDUCING SEATBELTO? Ideally, it wouldbe wonderful if GM, Ford, and Chrysler would voluntarilyrecall the tens of millions of cars, pickups, and vans withwindowshade seatbelts...and retrofit three-point manual

31
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seebe'.1-7 that were both webbing sensitive and vehicle
sensitive ('ike the dual-mode designs used in most European
cars), witholt any slack-induci'g windowe,ade feature. If
it could be done at about a $100 per vehicle oust, times
about 40 million or more vehicles, the cost would be at
least $4-Hillion...and is not likely to occur voluntarily or
thru NHTSA pressi!ce. The costs and the politics are much
toe mind-boggling.

A PROPOSAL THAT CAE HELP: PERMANENT WARMS LABELS. It is
clear from their Owner's Manuals that GM, Ford, and Chrysler
are willing to warn about the dangers of more than an inch
of ;lack in the shoulder belt. However, to truly get the
r-onstant attention of the driver and right-front passenger,
such warnings should be prominently displayed on both
sunvisors at all times. I propose that two warning labels,
preferably in black print on a bright-yellow background,
with a permanent stick-on adhesive backing, be sent by GM,
Ford, and Chrysler to all registered vehicle owners whose
cars have windowshade seatbelts. Dealerships could also
fasten the labels on any relevant vehicles that don't have
such labels already affixed. And a national ad campaign
could also alert the public. The labels could read
something like this:

SAFETY MANNINO! This vebicle is equipped
with seatbelts that can cause too much slack

or loosness in the *boulder belt,
even during normal driving.

You can be severely or fatally injured
if the belt is too loose (more than one inch of slack).

Please periodically check to make sure
the sboulder belt fits you snugly,

as it will not automatically tighten in a crash.
Tbe lap belt should also fit snugly.

AN0TRER HAZARDOUS SZATBELT SYSTEM: AUTOMATIC SHOULDER BELTS
ONLY. In their rush to come up with a passive or automatic
restraint system, many automakers decided to devise some

e of automatic belt system. It would be cheaper than
g.ing with airbags plus a manual three-point seatbelt.
However, the system that too many chose was an automatic
shoulder belt only...usually with a knee bolster...with or
even without a manual lap belt. And usually with a
reminder in the owner's manual to advise you to always
remember to buckle up the lap belt. Various surveys,
including one by the University of North Carolina, showed
that less than 30-percent of drivers and front-seat
passengers remembered or even knew about the necessity of

'3 2
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also buckling the manual lap belt. St is ludicrous and
fraudulent to lull the public into believing these so-calld
"automation aboulder belts will automatically and safely
protect you. They won't! Because you still must always
remember to also manually buckle up the lap belt.

MILLIONS OP U.S. AND JUANE= CARS PROM THE MID-ISSO'S
TBROUGH TAN PRESENT 1991-1992 MODELS WILIER SUCH AUTOMATIC
MOULDER BELTS. Some use a motorized shoulder belt that
runs back and forth in a track above the door, while others
are attached directly to the door frame. Depending on your
body size and where the front seat is adjusted, there may be
an unsafe gap between the shoulder belt and your
chest...rather than a snug fit. Major automakers such as
GM and Ford will shift to airbags plus 3-point manual
seatbelts for the driver and right-front
passenger...probably by the 1994-1995 model year...and these
automatic shoulder belts will fade away as relics of the
cheap, annoying, ineffective, unsafe designs that most are.

A PROPOSAL THAT CAN NELP: PERMANENT WARNING LABELS. As
noted in the owner's manuals for most vehicles that have
either motorized or door-mounted automatic shoulder belts,
you are advised to always buckle your manual lap belt. In
very recent and current 1992 models by some automakers,
warning labels are a permanent part of the sunvisor...though
typically on the unseen side (until you flip the visor down
on a sunny day)! For example:

1992 PORD (Thunderbird) (Cougar)
IMPORTANT - Before driving, read the label on the other

side of the visor.
IMPORTANT FOR YOUR SAFETY - Following these

instructions will greatly improve your chances of avoiding
severe injury in case of an accident:

- Always wear your lap belt when the car is moving.

1992 GM SATURN
CAUTION! Fasten Lap Belt. See back of visor for more

details.
CAUTION! Not wearing your lap belt increases the

chance of severe or fatal injury in an accident. The
shoulder belt alone may not restrain you tn all accidents.
Always fasten your lap belt in addition to using the
automatic shoulder belt.

WARNINGS LABELS SHOULD BE SENT TO ALL OWNERS OF AUTOMATIC
SHOULDER BELT VEHICLES. To get the attention of both the
driver and front-seat passenger, a warning label for each

51-937 0 - 92 - 2
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sunvisor should be sent to all vehicle owners whose cars
have automatic shoulder belts. I propose that such warning
labels have language similar to that for the General Motors
Saturn (as noted above), preferably in black print on a
bright-yellow background, with a permanent stick-on
adhesive. Dealerships could also fasten the labels on any
relevant vehicles that don't have such labels already
affixed. And a national ad campaign could also alert the
public.

uWINDOWSHADE SEATBELTS AND AUTOMATIC SHOULDER BELTS SHOULD
BE OUTLAWED AND PROHIBITED mom ANY FURTHER USAGE IN NEW
CAMB. It is imperative to immediately outlaw and prohibit
any futher usage of slack-inducing windowshade seatbelts in
America. We were and are the only nation on earth where
General Motors and Ford were able to politically pursuade
our national auto safety agency, NHTSA, to accept such a
dangerous design. In product liatility court cases, where
the injured victim claims the windowshade seatbelt failed to
safely protect him, defendant GM or Ford argues that there's
nothing wrong with that design because, well, even NHTSA
permitted it. It is long overdue the time when NETSA
should prohibit, not condone, such a slack-inducing seatbelt
from any further implementation in our vehicles.
Similarly, so-called ',automatic" shoulder belts should also
be prohibited, since they are neither automatic nor safe,
and always require you to remember to buckle the manual lap
belt.

IT WAS AND IS WRONG FOR AUTOMAKERS AND NHTSA TO COMPROMISE
ON THE SAFETY OF SEATBELTS. With the reliance by American
families on the life-or-death potential of safety belts, it
was and is wrong and reprehensible and unjust for too many
automakers to have compromised needlessly on the design and
performance of the seatbelt systems they have pr.:vided to us
over these past twenty years. In particular, such
compromising designs as the slack-inducing uwindcwshade"
seatbelts, and the so-called automatic shoulder belts, have
placed too many Americans in needless jeopardy in folseeable
collision accidents. Such unsafe seatbelta should be
prohibited, and if the automakers and WHTSA both fail to act
in a prompt manner to do so, then I urge this Congressional
Committee to probe the reasons for such inaction
particularly by NHTSA...and correct their failure by
whatever Congressional legislation is appropriate.

NHTSA RAS ALSO FAILED, PARTICULARLY BY POLITICAL INFLUENCE,
TO CARRY OUT ITS mama AND ITS MANDATE TO VIGOROUSLY
ENCOURAGE AND ASSURE TIE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SAFEST
PRACTICABLE TECHNOLOGY IN OUR MOTOR VEHICLES. NHTSA should
have ensured that the seatbelt systemS in our cars, pickups,
and vans were and are capable of preventing needless deaths
and injuries to American family members. To do less than
provide the best seatbelts, is a disgrace for those auto
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manufacturers who have done so, and for the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration in allowing it to happen.

=TRIM MUSA, TEE TECHNICaL STAFF USUALLY AMOWS SAFER VERSUS
LESS-SIPA TRCEMOtOOK. The tragedy is when the politically-
appointed NHTSA Administrator and the acquiescing lawyers
are too willing to appease the automakers or the White
House...and thereby compromise safety to the detriment of
the American public. When then-Ford president Lee Iacocca
told President Nixon in 1971 that "...the shoulder
harnesses, the headrests are complete wastes of money" and
"...you can see that safety has really killed all of our
business...0, a receptive President directed a massive delay
of then-pending safety regulations. Then during the Reagan
era from 1981 thru 1909, political control of NHTSA through
administrators Raymond Peck and Diane Steed again crippled
NHTSA's mission to maximize vehicle safety for the American
public. In short, it is imperative to eliminate the
political influences that have interfered with and
constrained NHTSA from pursuing its mission toward safety.

TRUCK UNDERRIDE HAZARDS...ANOTHER AMPLE OF HEEDLESS
TRAGRDY FOR AMERICAN FAMILIES. A truck underride accident
is when a passenger automobile or van or pickup crashes into
a large truck or trailer...and continues beneath, or
underrides, that truck. Often, the car penetrates so
deeply beneath the taller rear or side of the truck or
trailer, that the passenger compartment is crushed and torn
off. In some truck underride accidents, the occupants of
the car may even be decapitated. This hazard has been
known about since at least the 1950's. By various studies
over the years, perhaps frOM 200 to 300 fatalities occur
each year in truck underride accidents...plus thousands of
injuries.

A EMORY OF TRUCK UNDERRIDE KEY EVENTS SHOWS NEEDLESS DELAY
IM ADOPTING UNDERRIDE-PREVESTION SAFETY GUARDS. In the
1950's, the first rear protection guard fOr large trucks and
trailers was required. It was to be at the rear of the
truck, at a height not to exceed 30 inches above the ground.
It shall be substantially constructed and firmly
attached...but there was no test requirement to evaluate its
strength or effectiveness. This was known as the ICC
guard, for the Interstate Commerce Commission.

WOE) MEM WAS FORMED IN 1967, ONE OF ITS inn= PROPOSED
MATT STANDARDS WAS FOR A TRUCK UNDERRIDE GUARD. When the
proposed standard was then published in the Federal Register
in 1969, it required that the rear underride guard be "at a
height of no more than 18 inches from the road eurface." A
subsequent revised version was published in 1970, with some
minor changes to the test force and pentration depth
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criteria. Car-into-truck crash tests from GM, Ford, and
SHWA added to truck underride knowledge.

TEM NIRO, ADMINISTRATION POSTPONE'S TEN FXRICLE GAMY
ammarms.
After a meeting with Ford president Lee Iacocca and chairman
Henry Ford II, President Nixon gave the word to postpone
many of the then-pending vehicle safety standards, including
the one for truck underride protection. The rationale was
cost effectiveness. Soon thereafter, the truck underride
proposed rule was *terminated* because *the Administration
has concluded that, at the present time, the safety benefits
achievable in terms of lives and injuries saved would not be
commensurate with the cost of implemnting the proposed
requirements.* The cost for the safety guard was estimated
at $225 to $175, versus a $200,000 value per human fatality.
NHTSA concluded that it wasn't worth doing...to save from 35
to 300 lives per year.

A 1977 BERATE REARING num= CAR-TRUCE CRASHES. The
question of the delay in NHTSA's issuing a truck underride
guard is prompted by a series of crash testa conducted by
the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, which
dramatically shows the tragic consequences of cars crashing
into and beneath trucks, versus the safety benefits of
underride guards that prevent the tragedies. NHTSA is
compelled to again issue a truck underride proposed
standard, noting that the guard should be preferably 18
inches above ground level, for protecting smaller cars.
NHTSA estimates that as many as 200 to 300 lives can be
saved each year, plus about 8,600 personal injuries.

IN JANUARY 1981, NHTSA AGAIN FORMALLY PROPOSES A NEW SAFETY
STANDARD FOR TRUCE RRAR =MUDS PROTRCTION. Under tbe
NRTSA administration of Joan Claybrook, NRTSA issues a
$578,667 contract to conduct comprehensive truck underride
tests. including many with large Chevrolets and subcompact
Volkswagen Rabbits. The NHTSA project recommends that a
20-inch high guard appeared adequate to prevent excessive
underride for the VW Rabbit at impact speeds from 30-40 mph.

THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION TAXES OVER, WITH ITO DB-RESUMATION
ATTITUDE, and the new NHTSA administrator Raymond Peck and
his successor Diane Steed keep the truck underride proposed
standard on hold throughout the 1980's. In the meantime,
the Swedish (in the mid-1970's) and the British (in 1983)
and much of Europe adopt truck undarride safety regulations,
and install the safety guards on their large trucks and
trailers. Meanwhile, in the U.S., virtually nothing is
being done...either by NHTSA or by the truck and trailer
manufacturers. The European standard adopts a 55 cm. guard
height, which is almost 22 inches above the ground.
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TODAY IX LAT1-1901 TEMPI IS APPARENTLY SOM2 MOVINXIT
REGARDING A TRUCK UNDIRRIDII PRO/WTI= PROPOS= RULE.
Though it's not yet published or publicly available for
review, NHTSA seems to be on the brink of some possible new
proposed rule for truck underride protection. Rut now, the
probable recommended guard height will be 22 inches above
the ground...close to the European SS ca. height. This
ignores NHTSA's original proposals at 18 inches, and the
1980 MBA recommendation for 20 inches (based on the VW
Rabbit tests).

OVER TIM PAST FNW YEARS, OUR CAR POPULATION RAS MUTED TO
mamma CAMS WITH SORB SLOPED-NOSE DISIGMS. Car bumpers
are in tne 16-to- inch height range And the height of most
small and compact car tires is about 22 inches. For the
best crash resistance, it's desirable to engage the front
bumper and its support structures, plus the front tires, and
the engine block as well. Yet NHTSA is apparently ignoring
the safety benefits of the 18-inch guard height (which would
thus help protect perhaps 40 percent or more of our car
population).

THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY RAS MOVED MAD WITH A SIDE UNDERBIDS
GUARD, originally intended for keeping motorcyclists,
bicyclists, and pedestrians from getting crushed beneath
tall truck and trailer sides, but also helpful in deflecting
away any cars as well. While NHTSA is aware that about
half Cie underride fatalities are beneath the sides, versus
the rear, of tall trucks and trailers, there is no
consideration of any such safety guard for the U.S.
Finally, the Europeans have also moved ahead with a truck
conspicuity regulation, to make the rear and side of large
trucks and trailers more visiable at night and in inclement
weather and fog.

WHERE IS ANY TRUCK UNDERRIDE GUARD TOR THE 11.8.7 While the
toll of deaths and injuries continue year after year, now
estimated by NHTSA to be perhaps about 120 fatalities per
year due to truck underride accidents, there is still no
proposed rule....let alone a final standard in effect. The
delay by a politically-controlled National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration is totally irresponsible. After an
on-again, off-again pattern of delay and more delay...from
1967 through 1991...there is no system of "cost-versus-
benefit priorties" or other rationales to continue this 24
year delay.

SINCE IT TAKEO /LIMIT 10 YEARS TO CoNVERT ALMOST THIS WHOLE
TRUCK AND TRAILER FLEET, after any final rule takes effect,
America may not solve the truck underride hazard for perhaps
another 12 years or so. What should the government vehicle
safety agency and the trucking industry tell the families of
the fatalities and crippled victims of needless truck
underride accidents?
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TRANI YOU FOR TIM OPPORTUNITY TO TUTU! IN INIRMIN. Ihope I have shed some light toward resllving the question:"Automotive Safety: Are We Doing Enough to ProtectAmerica's Families?" I hope these issues can be resolvedin a constructive, expeditious manner that will help protectAmerica's families from needless deaths and injuries on ourhighways. Thank you.

BYRON BLOCH
Consultant

AUTO SAFEIY ONION
7731 Tucketrnan Lane

Potomac, Maryland 20854
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7MINDOWSHADE" SEATBELT HAZARD

Photo I - Tens of millions of cars,
liraiip; and vans were built by
General Rotors, Ford, and Chrysler
from the mid-'70s thru about 1990...
with a novel "windowshade" type of
seatbelt feature.

The shoulder belt thus acts like
a windowshade....you can pull it
out of its retractor and it will
stay out, and then you can pull it
again and it will retract.

?hate- 2 - ON and Ford promoted the
vitraigorshade" feature as a way to
alleviate too much shoulder belt
tension and neck chafing far some.

They also argued it would encourage
more people to buckle up (and it
served as part of a ploy to stall
NHTSA mandate for airbags).

Photo 3 - The "windowshade" feature
lirrayou to voluntarily cause
slack or looseness in the shoulder
belt (and can also loosen the lap
belt in many designs).

But it can also induce excessive,
dangerous slack...more than about
one inch...inadvertently as you
move slightly in your seat, or
reach to adjust the radio.

BY:
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to 4 - Nest seatbelts are a
cattnuou. lap-and-shoulder belt,
with a retractor device that allow,
the bolt webbing to be adjustable
to different body sixes and seat
adjustments foreand-aft.

There's a small pendtlum device
that respond* to deceleration of
tbe vehicle (in hard braking or in
a crash)...which then moves a lock
bar to stop any further movement
of the retractor reel.

itsto - This amount of shoulder
belt slack...anything over even one
ineh...can be dangerous in a crash
accident.

It is preferable to keep the lap
mod shoulder belt snug to your
body at all times...vithout any
lack at all....but that's quite
difficult to do and maintain with
a nvindowshado" slack-inducing
belt system.

Photo 6 - A sestbelt is a safety
restraint device. But if the
shoulder belt has too much slack
or looseness, it obviously fails
to restrain you in a crash...and
you can slam your head, face, neck
and Chest into the steering wheel,
windshield, or pillar...and be
severely or fatally injured.

These Heindowshade" seatbelts do not
automatically tighten to your boar-
in a crash. (A self-tensioning
feature is part of some recent
European cars.)

P7SThr3 E



- Back in 1968, the new
National Highway Safety Bureau
(now NHTSA) mandated lap-and-shoulder
seatbelts for the driver and right
front passenger.

From 1968 thru September 1969,
there never was any requirement to
actually crash test a vehicle to
verify the seetbelts would perform
safely to protect the occupant in

crash.

However, in 1982, NHISA finally
conducted four "informal" moving
sled tests...with only a right-
front passenger dummy...to assess
various amounts of slack in the
thoulder belt ("windowshade" type).

With just 2 inches of Shoulder belt
slack, there WAD "probable injury".

oto 8 - With the maximum amount
ox shoulder belt slack possible
in the "wiedowshade" belt system
(around 26 inthes) there was a
liklihood of a fatal head tnjury.

The idea of slack or looseness in
a seatbelt is so anti-safety
so plain stupid...it's incredible
that NHTSA ever allowed it in the
first place!

Photo 9 - During the 1980's, the
advisories in the CM, Ford, and
Chrysler owner's manuals became
SOTO to the point.

A very recent example appears in
bright yellow in the OR-Oldsmobile
owner's manual:

OAUTI0141 You can be seriously
hurt if lour shoulder belt is
too loose,.

Yet, all these years, in tens of
millions of OM, Ford, and Chrysler
vehicles...there has not been any
similar warning on the sunvisors
or seatbelts to similarly warn you.

41
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"AUTOMATIC" SEATBEIN HAZARDS

arki- To comply with the
andate to phase-in

same type of "automatic" or
passive restraint system (one
that requires no action by
the driver or passenger), many
American and Japanese cars
have adopted same type of
"automatic" shoulder belt...
but you must alwayn remember
to also buckle-up the lap belt!

One design has the shoulder
belt buckled to the door frame
end, as you close the door.
the shoulder belt "automatically"
comes across your chest.

Photo 2 - Another design has
Th73-Walder belt attached to
a "mechanical mouse" gadget
that runs in a track in the
roof, pa. above the door.
When you close the door, the
mouse moves rearward and thus
the shoulder belt "aetomatically"
comes across your chest.

These so-called "automatic"
shoulder belts are invariably
unbuckled (disconnected) at
car dealerships and auto shows
...which is a violation of the
Federal Law! (Car dealers are
embarrassed to show customers
such a stupid seatbelt system.)

Also, the shoulder belt Las
so poorly, it reduces its
restraint-ability in a crash.

And remember, you must always
remember to buckle-up that
non-automatit lap belt!

A recent University of North
Carolina research survey noted
that less than 30-percent had
remembered to buckle their lap
belt.

NUTSA has stated that automatic
belts may be less effective
than manual belts.
Photo 3
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NAMMIEGJWELS SHOULD sk SENT TO ALL owiggE OF "AUTOMATIC" SMOULDER
!ELT VEHICLES. To get the attention of both the driver and the
ront-sest passenger, a warning label for each sunvisor should be

sent to all vehicle owners whose cars have such "Automatic" shoulder
belts. Such warning labels could have language and appearance
similar to that for the 1992 General Motors Saturn automobiles, as
shown here:

t
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TRUCK UNDERBIDS HAZARD

fhotp_t - At the rear of
meat large trucks and
tractor-trailer rlgs are
very minimal "guards".

(Scenes from the film by
the Insurance Institute for
Hlghway Safety.)

pato 2 - These minimal
"porde are too high above
the road level and are too
meek to prevent a passenger
automobile from crashing
beneath the tall structure
at the rear of the truck or
trailer.

Ptuto 3 - The tragic results
of a truck underride crash
...deep penetration into the
car's "survival space", the
top half of the car ripped
off, decapitation of the
driver and pas.sengers. The
estimates indicate possibly
200-300 fatalities and about
8,000 severe injuries each
year in underride accidents.
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Photo 4 - Crash tests by OM,
Pord, and NHTSA in the late
1960s and 1970 showed how an
improved underside guard can
help. NHTSA proposed a rule
in 1970...but it was canceled
by a political directive.

The Insurance
nstl'.,te for Highway Safety
condth-ted a series of crash
tests .*.o show the hazards of
existing minimal guards...as
shown by this Ford Cranada
crashing beneath the tall rear
of a lane trailer.

Photo 6 - Prototypes of safer
underride prevention guards
were designed and installed
in the IIHS program...to show
how simple and effective such
tmproved guards could be.
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Yhoto - In this IIHS crash
test of a 1976 Ford Granada
add-size car impacting at
33 mph into the rear of a
large truck note that the
ineffective so-called guard
(30-inches above read, and
too weak) fails to prevent
the deep penetration...or
"underride"...of the ear
beneath the truck.

yhoto 0 - In this view from
inside the car, the rear
structure of the truck is
seen crashing into the head
of the right-front passenger.

Photo 9 - In contrast to the
above Ohoto 7, this similar
crash of another Ford Granada
Into a truck equipped with a
prototype guard (as shown in
preceding photo 6) is quite
effective in preventing any
penetration into the passenger
compartment "survival space".
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!Uwe 10 - In this IIHS crash
test of a 1976 Chevrolet
Chevette crashing at 29 meh
into the rear of a large
truck-trailer, the minimal
present-dsy guard is too high
and too weak to prevent this
small car from penetrating
deeply beneeth the truck.
The caes bumper structures,
engine, and front wheels are
all overridden.

figere 21 - In this view from
insiae Ene Chevette, the rear
structure of the tall truck
is seen penetrating into the
passenger's "survival space"
to cause an extremely severe
or fatal head injury.

Figure 12 - In contrast to
the above photo 10, a similai
crash of another Chevette at
30 mph into the rear of a
truck equipped with a prototype
or proposed guard (such as
shown in preceding photo 6)
is quite effective in helping
prevent the underride hazard,
with the elimination of any
penetration into the passenger
compartment "survival space".

!EST CZIFY 'MUM
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oto 13 - After 4 1977 Senate
*motioned the delay

in 's issuing a truck
underride prevention standard,
eihe new NNTSA administration
authorized a $518,667 contract
to develop a compliance test
for trod( underride protection.

The 1978-1980 program included
crash tests of various guard
designs, heights above the road,
and various car sizes.

The 1978 Volkswagen Rabbit is
a typical front-wheel-drive
small car...and is shown at
left crashing into a guard that
la 22 inches above the ground.

Mote 14 - Note how the 22-inch
guard height is Ineffective at
the crash initiation...it goes
above the bumper and its
supportive structures (which
are 16-to-20 inches above the
ground).

The original 1969 NIITSA proposal
1144 an 18-inch guard height.

Photo 15 - As the same crash
progresses, note how the tires
and suspension are also over-
ridden. As the front of the
car is pushed down to the road,
the engine mass is overridden.

Thus, the 22-inch guard height
is obviously ineffective in
preventing the underride of
smell and mid-size cars (of
contemporary slope-nose design).

This major NHTSA study thus
recommended that the guard
height not exceed 20 inches.
(Final Report - Sept. 1980)

Paradoxically, the rumored
pending SHIM proposal in
December 1991 is for a 22-inch
guard height!
1969: NHTSA said 18 inches.
1980: INHTSA said 20 inches.
1991: NHTSA says 22 inches'?
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Photo 16 - This is typical of
En`176=Ellted guarda or most
trucks and trailers since the
mid-1930s to the present 1991.
Originated by the Interstate
Commerce Commission (ICC),
the requirements are minimal
and grossly ineffective....
including 4 30-inch height
above the ground, no specific
requireamts for strength, and
no crash-testing to show how
effective they need be.

Photo 17 - This is an example
iirrigatotype guard devised
by the HMS, and demonstrated
In their mid-1970s crash test
program to show the safety
merits of improved guards that
were significantly more safety
effective than the common
ICC guerd.

Photo 18 - While NHTSA has
7355Terruiemaking for truck
underride guards in 1971
(politically cancelled by the
Nixon administration) and
then again in 1981 (again
politically cancelled by the
Reagan administration), the
SUropean nations have adopted
and implemented underride
guard regulations since 1963,
be.ginnjing in Sweden and the
United Kingdom. Shown here is
an underride guard in England.
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Photo 19 - In many truck
louden/Ale accidents, perhaps
as many as half of the fatal
incidents involve the car
crashing beneath the side of
the trutk or trailer:
In thin accident, the truck
was negligently making a left
turn in front of oncoming
traffic.

Photo 20 - This Honda Accord
TricTailias unable to avoid the
large, tractor-trailer that was
turning in front of his path,
and the Honda crashed into and
beneath the tall right-hand
side of the trailer...rippiag
Off the entire roof structure
of the car anC killing the
driver.

Photo 21 - There was no side
underride prevention guard on
the accident truck....nor is
there any pending proposal by
NHTSA to develop or mandate
such underride prevention
guards for the aides of trucks
and trailers.

Europe presently has side
auderride guards for cyclists
and pedestrians...and is now
considering strengthening them
to enhance their ability to
prevent car underride as well.
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Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Thank you very much. It sounds like
reflective bandaids won't solve the whole thing.

Congressman Johnson, do you have any questions?
MT. JOHNSON. No, thank you.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Congressman Martinez.
Mr. MAIrrantz. Yes.
While you were talking, I was conjuring up pictures in my mind.

You talked about the windowshade seat belt and the automatic
seat belt. These things come into my mind. It goes back to a thing I
saw a long time ago when seat belts were first being put in cars.

I was in Texas at a Rotary convention. I was at the golf course.
The gentleman asked me if I wanted to have a ride. I said sure. I
had a friend with me. The man with the car said, "On one condi-
tion, when you get in my car, you don't touch anything in my car."

We didn't know what he meant. We thought he meant the radio.
My friend Dan touched the seat belt and it was welded shut. The
guy said, "See I told you. If you need to have seatbelts, you don't
want to ride in my car." We asked him why he did it. He said, "I
don't want government in my car telling me what to do." That is a
sample of the thinking that goes on out there.

You will notice after seatbelts started being put in cars, the
states started passing laws to make people put on the seatbelts. I
will bet today there are a lot of people who don't fasten their seat-
belts when they get in.

So you say there was a warning sign put in by General Motors
that tells the person who put on the seatbelt. How do you force
people to live up to the responsibility for their own safety? Warn-
ing signs are not going to do it.

I am concerned about the children. They have no control over it.
I have seen wents do things like carry pets tind kids not anchored
down in the back of an open pick-up.

What do we do? Besides the warning signs, the individual has
some responsibilities. The car manufacturers can put them in but
if they have to be fastened mechanically, how do you force them to
do it?

As far as the mechanisms themselves, you know the race drivers
have always led the way in safety features. Do they have automatic
set-ups or do they have to hook their own? If they have a better
device in their cars, why has it not been applied commercially and
how do we make people responsible for their own safety beyond the
law that does not make them do it and the warning signs that do
not make them do it?

Mr. BLOCH. Your points are very well taken, Mr. Martinez. The
points I made this morning are not to automatically correct the
problem with the seatbelt but because the industry erred, because
they went ahead with a stupid seatbelt design in the first place.

Wlmt can we do years later to try to alert the public about them?
Yes, it would be best to force a recall of those belts and put in safer
belts so you would not even need those belts in the car. But here
we are years later and I am saying what can we do to alert prleerto the clangers in windowshade belts and the automatic set ts .

Mr. MARTINEZ. My question goes beyond that point. But how do
we get people to understand the danger to their own safety and use
those devices that we put in?
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Mr. II Loot. Well, I think we have to reshape a bit of the think-ing, the enlightenment on their own mortality and the car is funand joy only. In other words, the crash tests the car companies do,General Motors, Ford and Chrysler, they stamp them confidential.
If you buy one of their cars and say, will you send me the crashtests so I can appreciate better what will happen, they don't pro-vide you that information. It is not in the showrooms. So you don'tknow. If you don't know the consequences of not putting on yourseat belt, for example, or by not wearing it properly, snugly to yourbody, you may be foolish enough to think, I am immortal, it won'thappen to me.
The answer is continuous education starting at the elementaryschool level into the high schools and television. Don't forget thatmotor vehicle accidents are a serious matter and it is not just howquick is my car and how fancy is the styling, et cetera.It is a life or death matter and parents have a tesponsibility toeducate their children in that regard. They do not allow automaticbelts in race cars. They are not allowed in Europe. Ford and Gener-al Motors make cars that they sell in Europe that have superiorseatbelts to what they give American consumers here. I think thatis an important point.
The current chairman of General Motors, I know him personally,he is an engineer and a terrific human being. He was the head ofOpel for a while. He knows they have better belts in Europe. Hecame back here to General Motors. He is not here to testify. Youcould ask the chairman of Ford Motor Company, also not heretoday, ask them, why do you give European cars superior seat beltswith no slick feature, no automatic shoulder belts? Why do yougive the European cars that you make safer seatbelts and short-change the American consumers with the worst seatbelts on thePlanet Earth, the worst in America.
They tell you to buckle up for safety and your life depends on itand they give you garbage seatbelts. They are not even here.Maybe at your continut-i ilearing two weeIrs or so from now,maybe General Motors or Ford will appear to respond to those

questions. These hearings will continue and I think the leadership,the chairman should be here.
Mr. MAIMNEZ. Is the reason they get better seat' sits because oftheir law or market demand?
Mr. BLOCH. Two reasons predominantly, one, is they are moresensible in that there is a dynamic sled test that represents a crashtest. Do you know, Mr. Martinez and Mrs. Schroeder, in the UnitedStates of America those seatbelts required in our cars starting in1967 with the first Federal safety standards from NHTSA, to thisvery day, that for all those years there was no crash test require-ment to prove that those lap and shoulder belts in your car wouldreally work in a crash?
Gee, golly, they overlooked it. In Europe they did not overlook it.They not only have a dynaiiik test to demonstrate that they work,but you cannot have a seatbelt that is so loose that it will not prop-erly fit your body to protect you in a crash, ergo, you cannot have aslack belt because it will not fit you properly.
The Europeans are way ahmd in Chew safety standards. As JoanClaybrook pointed out, and you pointed out Mrs. Schroeder, our
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standards came out in the late 1960s, early 1910s and we are still
in the basement. Those should not be called Federal safety stand-
ards. That is a fraud. They should be called minimal level require-
ments, not Federal motor vehicle safety standards.

If you called them what they are, minimum level requirements,
then the corporations will be .forced to go above those minimal
level requirements and in court cases where injured plaintiffs sue
the car companies for unsafe design, the car companies come in
and say "Don't blame us, our car meets the Federal safety stand-
ards so it must be safe". That makes a mockery out of the words
"Federal safety standards" and the intent of them.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Thank you very much. We appreciate

your being here today and we appreciate your bringing your
family.

Mr. BLOCH. Thank you, Mrs. Schroeder.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Our next witness was supposed to be

from the American Trucking Administration. We understand they
did not come. Is that correct? I don't see anyone out there. I guess
we had a witness who called in last night and said they would not
come and they did not come. We are very sorry about that.

Our next panel is Ben Kelley, President of the Institute for
Injury Reduction in Upper Marlboro, Maryland and Brian O'Neill,
President of the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety in Arling-
ton, Virginia. If you will stand we will swear you in at this point.

[Witnesses sworn.]
We welcome you back, Mr. Kelley and Mr. O'Neill. If it is possi-

ble, would you summarize your statements and we will put the full
one in the record. Mr. Kelley.

STATEMENT OF BEN KELLEY, PRESIDENT, INSTITUTE FOR
INJURY REDUCTION, UPPER MARLBORO, MD

Mr. KELLEY. Thank you for asking IIR to testify.
It is a shame that the NHTSA is not here today to hear this

much-needed information.
The Institute for Injury Reduction is a nonprofit public service

organization founded Icky attorneys representing people injured by
product hazards, attorneys who are committed to reducing the
needless bloodshed they see so frequently.

Our membership is open to anyone who shares that goal.
My written statement is a lengthy discussion of the issues before

our hearingtruck underride, unsafe "passive" belts, and the
hazards of slack caused by so-called tension reliever windowshade
devices. My statement today is largely devoted to the windowshade
issue which exemplifies all that has gone wrong at the NHTSA
since 1981.

I have included in the materials I have submitted to the staff a
copy of the underride video portions Mr. Bloch showed and which
Mr. O'Neill and I produced and conducted in the 1970s. I am de-
lighted that you had that as part of your record.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Act of 1966
is unconditional in its mandate that NHTSA must set adequate ve-
hicle safety performance standards and recall unsafe vehicles.
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NIITSA's leadership since 1981, however, has seen fit essentially
to scrar that mandate and, instead, to leave motor vehicle safety
regulation up to the companies that make the vehicles. MR has
done extensive work in the windowshade "nd passive belt injury
areas, and you have asked me to addrees these.

To sum up, the windowshade device has one purpose and one
only and that is to cover up for the unwillingness of domestic car
companies to make lap-shoulder seat belts that fit the wearers
safely and properly.

For well over a decade the U.S. car makers designed the belts to
fit the cars, not the people. That meant that web routings and
other essentials were minimized or ignored. The result was that
uncomfortable and unsafe belts were being used. To offset these
harmful characteristics, the companies added windowshades; thus
they offset the discomfort of the ill-fitted belt by introducing an-
other hazard, slack, in order to keep the belt off the face and neck.
The belts became even more dangerous and less useful.

Certainly belt slack caused by the windowshade has been a factor
in countless deaths and injuries. The windowshade is like a dagger
made of ice that melts after the murd^r. This is because in post-
crash attempts to rescue the victim, the slack caused by the win-
dowshade is cancelled and disappears when the door is opened.
This destroys the evidence of the windowshade's role.

In 1980 NHTSA was moving to ban or restrict windowshades and
force the companies to design safe belts. But that changed in 1981.
NHTSA began then to coPaborate with the companies to protect
hazardous windowshades.

NHTSA does this yet today. It has refused all requests by safety
advocates to have this dangerous system prohibited. All this is cov-
ered in detail in my written statement. I want to urge the commit-
tee, if it does nothing else as a result of this hearing to take one
important step: demand that the car companies and NHTSA un-
dertake an aggressive program to permit and encourage the discon-
nection of windowshade devices on request of car owners who don't
want those hazards in their cars any longer.

Warning of the hazard is desirable but it does not eliminate the
windowshade slack danger. An adequate corrective approach would
involve not only warning owners of windowshade cars, and there
are probably more than 100 million of those cars on the road today,
that the slack device is hazardous, but it also would disconnect it
for those who don't want to place their loved ones at risk.

[Demonstrating.)
I am holding a belt retractor equipped with a windowshade

device. Note that the windowshade device can be removed by one
snip of metal cutters lecving the rest of the belt in perfect operat-
ing condition. There is absolutely no reason why this cannot be
done for less than 50 cents in less than five minutes. Disconnection
can be done in a moment at any dealership at little if any cost and
has no effect on the belt's performance.

But the companies refuse flatly to promote or provide this safety-
enhancing step. They refuse to take out the slack. They even refuse
to effectively warn motorists about this danger. We ask NHTSA to
begin to implement the 1966 Motor Safety Act by banning unsafe
windowshacle belts and recalling belts that needlessly permit injury

5
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or death. That also includes many of the passive belt designs and
lap-only belts.

The public depends on NHTSA to protect its safety in car crash-
es; promoting disconnection of slack-inducing windowshade devices
would be an excellent starting point.

Madam Chair, you mentioned the absence of an NHTSA witness
here this morning. If NHTSA were headed by a person as commit-
ted to the public's health as former Surgeon General Koop was
committed to the good of the public health, he would be here to tes-
tify about money needed, staff needed and commitment offered to
save lives in highway crashes.

NHTSA is the single most important health agency in the
United States, based on the numbers of deaths and injuries to
people in this country. lt is an outrage that we do not have a Sur-
geon General Koop at the head of that agency. Thank you for
asking us to be here.

[Prepared statement of Benjamin Kelley follows:]
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Chairwoman Schroeder, members of the Committee, we are

pleased to respond to your invitation to appear at this

hearing.

The Institute for Injury Reduction is a non-profit

public service organization founded by attorneys

representing people injured by unsafe products. We undertake
research and public education programs to reduce the

;-:evalence of such products and the injuries they cause. Our

membership is open to all individuals and groups who share
this goal.

Today you are holding hearings into the steadfast

refusal of the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration to take action against three notorious motor
vehicle design features that needlessly cause, allow or

aggravate injuries to children, adults and
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families in car crashes. They are (1) slack-inducing

ndowahade" seat belt designs, (2) "passive" belts, and (3)

lack of truck underride protection.

Each is an example of the continuing failure of the

leadership of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

to protect the nation's motorists from needless, catastrophic

injury on the highways. By itself, each is so egregious as to

warrant a separate Congressional investigation. Together, they

define the pattern of NHTSA's systematic, decade-long malfeasance

of its statutory duty to set motor vehicle safety standards that

protect children, adults and families from ravaging harm in

entirely foreseeable car crashes, and to recall vehicles that

inflict such harm.

The National Traffic and motor vehicle Safety Act of 1966 is

unconditional in its mandate that NHTSA mast set adequate vehicle

safety performance standards and recall unsafe vehicles.'

NHTSA's leadership since 1991, however, has seen fit essentially

to scrap that mandate and, instead, to leave motor vehicle safety

regulation up to the companies that make the vehicles. (For

example, those companies were bitterly opposed to providing air

bags in new cars, so NHTSA in 1981 undertook to kill the "passive

restraint" standard. It took a Supreme Court decision to breathe

life back into that vitally important regulation.2)

The laissez-faire attitude of NHTSA's current leadership was

stated as follows in a 1988 rulemaking document; "As a policy

matter, the agency has generally concluded thet there is no
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compelling safety need for it to act when vehicle manufacturers

are voluntarily taking the desire steps absent any Federal

requirement to do so.1" (Nor, it should be added, when they are

ngl taking such steps.) Does such a policy square with the Act's

purposes?

We think not. The Act's framers saw that "the unconditional

imposition of mandatory standards at the earliest practicable

date is the only course commensurate with Ereducingl the highway

death and injury toll," and that "the promotion of motor vehicle

safety through voluntary standards has largely failed."

NHTSA's "volunteerism" policy thus would turn the Act and its

goals into confetti - and in too many instances, including those

being examined in today's hearings, that is what already hae

happened.

IIR has done extensive work in the "windowshade" and

"passive belt" injury areas, and you have asked me to addre

these. In addition, I have been deeply involved for many years in

the matter of injuries caused by lack oi adequate truck underride

protection. Materials bearing on that issue, which may be helpful

to your investigation, have been provided to your staff for

inclusion in the hearing record. In addition we have provided the

staff with a documentary film, "Underride," which I produced in

1973 at the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, bringing to

the attention of LIMA and Congress the seriousness of these

injuries and the availability of design countermeasures to them.
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Turning now to NBTSA's failure to use its rulemaking or

recall powers to remove unsafe seat belt designs from the

marketplace;

Seat belt designs are like vaccines. Some vaccines are leas

effective than others in eliminating target diseases. Some have

detrimental side effects ranging from discomfort to the actual

causation or aggravation of other diseases. So it is with belt

designs; some are less effective than others, and some are

downright dangerous in that they can cause or aggravate injury.

What is NRTSA's leadership doing about such designs? Nothing

at all. It is failing to warn the motoring public about

inadequate or hazardous belts. It is failing to take recall

action against such belts. And, with one exception, it is failing

to set standards to preclude such belts in the future.

The exception is belts in rear outboard seating positions.

In 1989, belatedly and only after the industry had agreed, NEITSA

published a requirement that those positions be provided with

lap-shoulder belt combinations, thus at long last eliminating the

deadly hazards of lap-only rear outboard belts in new

Those hazards had been known for decades by the car companies and

NIITSA', but it took lawsuits by injured people', a critical

report by the National Transportation Safety Board', and vocal

outrage by some safety groups to force this change. Even today,

NRTSA's administrator refuses to warn the public about rear lap-

belt injury hazards in existing cars or effectively to promote

retrofitting of those cars with lap-shoulder belt systems.
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As a rule, inaction carries the day when unsafe belts are

brought to NHTSA's attention. The agency's failure to either

recall unsafe passive belt designs - also the subject of this

hearing - or to Get standards precluding them in the future

exemplifies this. Attachment No. 1 to this testimony contains IIR

materials addressing the injury-producing hazards of the two most

common passive belt designs, which was the subject of a major IIR

public education effort earlier this year.

In the first design, the belt is attached to the door, thus

allowing belted occupants to be ejected when the door opens. In

the second, the passive shoulder belt is separate from the active

lap belt - or, in some models, there is no lap belt at all. The

dire injury-producing hazards of shoulder belts without lap belts

has been documented for decades't Sweden, a nation with an

exemplary record in motor vehicle safety regulation, forbids such

belts." In fact, NHTSA once required, in FMVSS 209, that

motorists be warned never to use shoulder belts without lap belts

because of their injurious potential." But it has waived that

earning for passive shoulder belts.

The solution, of course, is for NHTSA to outlaw dangerous

passive belt designs and, in addition, to require air bag-seat

belt systems for front seat passengers. NHTSA's administrator has

declined to take either step despite his agency's own data

showing the superiority of the air bag-seat belt system. (See

Attachment 3 to this testimony.) Last week, in a stunning

commentary on NHTSA's indifference to vehicle safety progress.
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Congress passed a law setting just such a requirement to take
rAffect in the lete 1990s." Congress did the job that NHTSA's
administrator should have, but did not, carry out.

The remaining subject of this hearing is the window shade
slack belt hazard.

Belt slack has been recognized for decades as a peril to be
strictly avoided by car designers and car occupants." In a
crash, slack can severely impair or entirely negate the belt's
effectiveness by allowing the wearer's body to smash forward into
hostile, injurious structures in the car's interior. In some
cases, slack can allow the occupant to come out of the belt
entirely, leading to injuries in the vehicle or to ejection.

Despite this, the device called the 'window shade," which
actually produces and encourages hazardous seat-belt slack, was
introduced into new car designs by domestic manufacturers in the
mid 1970s. Since then those manufacturers have equipped tens of
millions of cars with the windowshade device as a standard
feature. And for the past decade, NHTSA has stood by, letting
'Alem get away with it.

(Attachment No. 2 to this testimony is a detailed
chronological summary of key NHTSA,

manufacturer and related
documents bearing on the window shade's history. As appropriate
the following discussion cites relevant items in thAt summary.)

The window shade, first developed by General Mctors, is also
known as the "tension reliever" and "comfort lature" - soothing
names which mask its deadly performance. The window shade permits
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the shoulder portion of the belt to be made loose, either when

the user pulls it into a slack position or when unintended slack

creeps into the belt as the user moves about while operating the

car, reaching for the radio or glove compartment, or otherwise

moving about in the seat. It is impossible for the user to know

just what movements will put unintended slack into the belt under

what conditions, and therefore she or he cannot know what

movements to avoid.

ice slack is present in the windowshade belt, it will

remain there unless the user becomes aware of it and makes a

positive tugging action on ti)e belt to cancel the slack.

Sometimes the tugging action will fail to remove the slack, or

will remove it only partially. It the slack is pooled behind the

user, under the fold of a coat, or in come ether

unnoticed location, the user will not notice it and will have no

opportunity to remove it. Further, the slack may creep into the

lap portion es well.

if window ehade slack ie present in the belt when the car

ashes, it will not be canceled or retracted when the belt locks

up. Unknown to most users, the belt will remain loose when the

occupant's upper torso, propelled by the crash, hurtles forward.

The belt will provide no protection until the body impacts the

loose webbing. At that point, depending on the occupant's

momentrm and direction, it will provide diminished or no

protection. In fact, in some crashes the loose webbing, when it
is abruptly impacted by the occupant's body, may itself become a
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cause of injury. It may seem beyond belief that car companies

-uld force such a hazard on their customers and that NBTSA would

allow them to do so. Yet this should not be surprising. These are

the same companies which, after developing air bag passive-

restraint technology in the early 1970s, kept it off the market

for nearly twenty years - and the same NHTSA that tried in 1982

to permanently kill the federal passive-restraint requirement. In

that context, their actions to imperil motorists' lives with

window shade belt slack devices, while repugnant, are consistent

with their demonstrated antipathy to meaningful safety progress.

The history of the window shade is a history of manufacturer

and regulatory indifference to the safety of motorists - of

putting manufacturer convenience and profit before injury

prevention.

The window shade came into being because in the early 1970s

GM and other domestic manufacturers did not care enough about

safety to design their cars and seat belt systems so that the

belts provided a comfortable fit for a wide range of user sizes

.nd shapes, i.e., without pressing too tightly against their

bodies and without crossing and rubbing against their necks and

faces. Meanwhile, a growing number of foreign manufacturers were

developing well-fitting belts refletAing sensitive, user-friendly

engineering and anchorage placement dictated by safety concerns .

not cosmetic or stylist concerns.

It was generally recognized in safety circles that the

better the belt fit, the more likely the belt would be used.
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Substantially higher U.S. belt use levels for foreign-built cars

",n for domestic-built cars appeared to bear this out. But the

domestic companies seemed not to care; instead of designing bi.lts

with user-friendly fitting characteristics they simply decide-J.

beginning in the mid-1970a, to add window shades to their

uncomfortable systems. The wearer who was bothered by a b,At

cutting across a face or neck, or a belt pressing too tightly

against the body, could "fix" the problem by putting slack into

the belt - and in the process, putting herself or himself at

increased risk of injury in a crash.

Without doubt the system was responsible from its earliest

introduction for deaths and injuries that would have been

prevented by snug, well-fitting belt designs. However, these

apparently went largely undetected. For one thing, belt use

levels in the U.S. during the 1970s and early 1980s uere quite

low - never higher than 20 percent in observed use En.rveys. That

meant that a relatively small population of motorists was exposed

to the window shade slack hazard during its early years.

Moreover - and of special importance - the window shade,

while producing deadly slack, usually leaves no evidence in the

wake of its harm. Window shade belts are designed to cancel

their slack and retract when the car door is opened or the belt

is unbuckled. This means that after a crash has occurred and

rescue operations are in progress, the very act of extricating

51-937 0 - 92 - 3
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dead and injured occupants is likely to cause the incriminating

"It slack to disappear. Thus the window shade, like an ice

dagTair that melts after the murder, is an untraceable agent of

injury.

As increasing numbers of domestically made cars were

equipped with window shades during the late 1970s and early

1980s, the device's hazards became apparent, as did the injuries

it was producing. Court suits against manufacturers were filed as

a reault of such injuries." The National Transportation Safety

Board began to urge NEITSA to prohibit or discourage the window

shade, and - at least initially - NBTSA itself seemed responsive.

(Attachment No. 2, Nos. 19, 24) In fact, during the late 1970s it

appeared that the regulatory agency was prepared to stop the car

companies from equipping their cars with window shades.

Rulemaking proposals and contractor research reports published by

NBTSA condemned the device and developed stringent test

requirements to inhibit its slack-producing capabilities.

(Attachment No. 2, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10)

But during the 1980s MBA, under changed leadership,

reversed course. In response to manufacturer requests starting in

1981, it delayed, then dropped, its slack-inhibiting test

requirements. In its restraint-system rulemaking notices the

agency began to characterize window shade slack hazards as

"misuse by belt wearers rather than misdesign by manufacturers,

thus echoing one of GM's window shade defenses. It repeatedly

denied petitions by safety advocates seeking recall of defective
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window shade belt systems and adoption of regulations to

discourage future such systazt-. And, it ignored NTSH

recommendations that window shades be discouraged or prohibited,

particularly because they could produce belt slack inadvertently,

without the user's knowledge or wish. (Attachment No. 2, Nos. 11,

12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 23)

NHTSA's justification for continuing to allow the window

shade device became, during this period, that the device was

needed because it increased belt use levels. Even if slack night

produce injury - or so NHTSA claimed - the overall effect of the

window shade's presence was to encourage larger numbers of people

to use their belts. This also echoed a developing GM argument in

defense of the window shade - one, however, which was entirely

unsupported by research or other data. (In fact, during the 1970.

GM had fought NHT8A proposals to require more comfortable and

better-fitting belts by repeatedly contending that making belts

more useable was not a proven way to encourage more people to use

them. Its new position, that window shades promoted use by making

bolts more comfortable, directly contradicted its old one.)

(Attachment No. 2, Nos. 4, 0, 9, 11, 18)

The "increased use position was, of course, unfounded and

untenable. As Australia, Sweden and the U.K. demonstrated years

earlier, the only way to achieve durable and substantial belt use

increases was through legislation - something that America had

resisted and American car companies had declined to lobby for.
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With or without windowahades, belts were not being used in

Important numbers in this country until the mid 1900s, when

States increasingly began to enact belt use laws.

(At this point the companies did lobby vigorously for those

laws. Their purpose, which they failed to achieve, was to head
off the passive restraint

requirement promulgated in 1904 by

ERMA and the Department of Transportation under the Supreme

Court decision reversing the Reagan Administration's attempt to
kill the requirement.)

The "increased use" argument remained unsupported until

1989. Then, with GM funding, three researchers published a study

claiming to show that window shade care had higher belt use

levels and lower in)ury levels than earlier non window shade

cars." The study, however, was fatally flawed in two obvious

respects, as described by subsequent analyses of the (study."

rirst, in copparing GM non window shade and window shade

cars, it ignored the fact that the former were equipped with so-
called Automatic Locking Retractor (ALR) belt systems, while the
latter were equipped with Emergency Locking Retractor (ELR)

systems.

The difference - which had nothing to do with the

windowshade device - was critical; ALR belts, which were hard to
buckle and became uncomfortably tight when worn, have a well-

dom:mented history of discouraging people from using their belts.

ELR systems, which GM introduced simultaneously with the window
ahade device, were easy to don and more comforteble to wear.
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Second, the GM-funded study bad failed to account for age

Affferences between the older non-windowshade cars and the newer

window shade cars - differences which could strongly affect their

belt use and crash injury
histories. It was clear that the GM-

funded study was grossly incompetent and that its results might

have been completely
reversed had it accounted for these

important and obvious factors.

The net outcome of this misbehavior by NM", GM and other

manufacturers using window'. shade
devices is that tens of millions

of cars remain on the highways today with such hazardous systems.

By and large manufacturers have discontinued window shades as

they have introduced
passive belts, hut there is no regulation to

prevent their reintroduction.

Nor, tragically,
has there been any move by NOTSA to have

these hazardous systems recalled and corrected. A. stated, the

agency has rejected petitions for window shade
recalls. They and

the manufacturers are
entirely willing to leave these deadly

devices on the highways, meaning that as more and more people

wear their belts in response to state use laws, more and more

people will be exposed to the risks of increased crash injury due

to slack in their belts. (Attachment No. 2, Noe. 21, 26, 30-33)

In fact, Nam and the manufacturers are even unwilling to

disc043..11 mid deactivate the window shade device for car owners

who do not want it in their car and would pay for its removal.

Window shade deactivation is a simple procedure which does not

affect the belt's operation in any way, other than to improve it
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by removing the risk of slack. In 1989 IIR asked the companies

and the federal agencies to inform motorists of the hazards of

the windowshade and to arrange for dealer. to deactivate the

device on request. This entirely reasonable idea was rejected or

ignored by the companies and NSISA. To this day, dealers refuse

to deactivate the windowshads for safety-conscious car owners who

know that slack in bad and do not want it creeping into their

belt systems. (Attachment No. 2, Nos. 28, 29)

What can be to reduce the window shade hazard that MBA and

the domestic car companies have spawned in tens of millions of

cars? First, NETSA should immediately inform the public of the

dangerous nature of this system, through a vigorous public

information program that identifies cars equipped with window

shades. Second, it 'should cajole, urge and otherwise use its

influence to induce the companies to deactivate window shades for

all car owners requesting that safety precaution - at no charge

if possible. Third, it should undertake recall actions against

all such devices - a process that may take months or years, but

is urgently needed to clear the environment of these ticking time

bombs. Fourth, it should adopt regulations precluding the future

use of window shade devices in belt systems and requiring that

belts be designed to fit comlortably and safely on a wide range

of wearers, thus precluding any excuses for slack as a "comfort'

feature.

The likelihood that NRTSA will undertake any of these steps

is virtually nil unless Congress requirss them. The agency's
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intransigence toward safety progress was demonstrated recently in

fee refusal to require full front seat air bogs in future new

cars, despite NHTSA's own evidence that the air bag-seat belt

coabination is vastly superior to other restraint systems. Last

week, Congress did what NHTSA should have done by enacting air

bag requirements as part of the Transportation Bill - a sad

commentary on the "safety° agency's behavior.

Further, NHTSA has refused even to require that shoulder

belts be equipped with adjustable anchorage points. Such

anchorage points allow a wide range of users to position tusir

belts across their upper torsos rather than across their faces or

necks. They are found on some cars as standard equipment. They

would add only pennies to the coet

of the car. They would make an important contribution to safe

belt performance. Yet NHTSA recently rejected a petition to

require them because, it found, they would not be cost effective

and their safety benefits were "uncertain".

Auto safety regulation is in industry hands. NHTSA since

1981 has been headed by a series of totally unqualified, totally

uncomnitted bureaucrats whose apparent chief concern is pleasing

the companies instead of protecting the public. They have

squelched efforts by members of the agency's professional staff

to move forward with needed safety standards and defect recalls,

thus seriously demoralizing and frightening those members. Two of

NHTSA's leadership bureaucrata have left to become paid witnesses

on behalf of car companies in cases brought on behalf of people
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injured by defective automobiles. One of them heads an industry

.,alition to oppose fuel economy improvements. The incumbent has

attacked safety advocates as not credible end "lunatios°."

The motoring public may believe that because an agency

called the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration exists

in Washington, auto safety regulation is in good hands. Nothing

could be further from the truth. Auto safety is in dangerous

hands. The motoring public is needlessly in peril and will stay
that way until NHTSA's leadership is overhauled and its auto

safety mission is restored to its original course.

7 -a
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On behalf of the Inetitute's members and the Center for Auto

Safety, which has joined us in this prisms conference, thank you for

being here.

Starting in 1986 the U.S. Department of Transportation, through

its National Highway Traffic Safety Adminstration (NHTSA), began

requiring front-seat automatic restraint systems in new case. The

requirement, Federal Motor Vehicle Safety standard 208, was phased

in etarting that year and now applies to all new cars.

The requirement has been a two-edged blade, cutting deaths and

fries with one edge while increasing crash hazards with the

other.

On the beneficial side, rmvss 208 permits manufacturers to equip

their cars with driver-side or full-front-seat air bag systems plus

manual lap-shoulder belts. That combination has been recognized for

years as providing the best possible level of crash protection,

especially in the higher-speed frontal impacts which account for

the majority of deaths and serious injuries. On the detrimental

side, the standard also permits manufacturers, if they do not want

7 C)
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.ovide air bags, to equip their cars with the hatard-prone

alternative - the automatic belt system.

Even though air bags account for a relatively small share of the

automatic restraint systems provided in new cars to date, NBTSA

evaluations of their real-world crash performance indicate that if

full-front-seat air bags were in all passenger cars, vans, light

trucks and utility vehicles, more than 7,00- deaths and 80,000

injuries would be prevented annually. (IIR Testimony, March 21,

1991, Senate Commerce Committee Consumer Subcommittee, hearings on

S. 591.)

It bears repeating that air bag technology - the very kind now

bein4 praised by Lee Iacocca and provided by many companies in at

least some cars - has been feasible, economical and marketable

since the early 1970s. It was solely because of the industry's

resistance, both to implementing improving crashworthiness

technology and to regulatory proposals for requiring it, that air

bags ware pulled off the market in 1976 and kept off until a few

ago.

The Supreme Court called the industry's campaign of resistance

"the regulatory equivalent of war against the air bag". More than

one million Americans have been fatalities or seriously-hurt

casualties in it.

A principal weapon in that war has been the automatic, or un-

called passive, seat belt. Committed to undermining federal air bag

requirements in the 1970s, the car companies developed automatic

belt designs and presented them to the public, Congress and NBETA
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shb a way to increase crash protection
without providing air bags.

Regulators modified their proposed "passive restraint rules to

permit automatic belts. We have asked yon here today to review the

results of that decision and to urge that it be rescinded.

In a moment we will describe for you the various automatic belt

designs and demonstrate their hazards, which also are summarized

in the attachment, "What Is Hazardous About Automatic Belts?"

(Attachment 2) These hazards and the injuries they produce are well
known to researchers, government officials and, of course, the
companies themselves, as shown in "Some Background Fae19."

(Attachment 3)

One principal hazard stems from the door-mounted design of many

automatic belt systems, that is, they are anchored so that when the

door opens, the belt opens, permitti-g the occupant to be fully or

partially ejected. Since doors open in an estimated 10 percent of
crashes, the resulting exposure to severe or fatal injuries for
door-mounted belt wearers is substantial - and avoidable.

Another major hazard ie that many automatic belt designs either
do not provide any kind of lap belt, or provide only a manual lap
belt which requires as much effort to put on as the former,
superior three-point manual designs commonly found n cars for the
past decade or so. The "shoulder-only" design can cause very severe
or fatal injuries to the chest, heart, and upper spinal cord when
occupants submarine under it because they lack lower-torso
restraint. And, absent a lap belt, occupants can submarine or roll
out of these belts, leading to injuries from impacting interior

75
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objects or from ejection.

Early in the development of passive restraints it was believed

that even though the performance of automatic belts might be

inferior to manual three-point belts, their deficiencies would be

offset by the increased belt use they would generate. That argument

no longer is sufficient, nor has it been for some years'. On recnt

North Carolina study showed that use rates for manual bolts, with

or without air bags, have become nearly identical to those for

automatic belts, and that the latter were more often worn

incorrectly and dangerously.

The passage of State mandatory belt use laws has been the chief

driving force behind increased belt wearing, and it behooves auto

manufacturers and the government to see that all occupants, both

restrained and unrestrained, are given the best protective system

possible. That system is the air bag combined with the manual lap-

shoulder belt.

TO eliminate automatic belt hazards and insure the best

restraint protection possible for the widest number of motorists,

we are today making the following recommendations for action by

government and the car companiest

1. DOT/NRTSA - Initiate rulemaking to preclude all automatic

belt designs that embody the two principal hazards found in these

systems, i.e., door mounted belts and shoulder-only belts.

2. DOT/NETSA - Open investigations to determine the frequency

and severity of injuries being permitted or caused by hazardous

design characteristics of automatic belt systems, including door

MI
0
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mountings, shoulder-only designs, high-mounted hardware, and

motorized operations - and issue recall notices for those systems

found to be hazardous.

3. DOT/NHTSA - Publish consumer-information date showing the

comparative injury and fatality reduction performances of air

bag/manual belt systems and automatic belt systems basd on real-

world crash experience to date.

4. DOT/NBTSA - Initiate rulemaking to require full front seat

air beg/manual belt systems in all new cars for the future. (If

NHTSA fails to take this clearly and urgently needed step, Congress

has readied legislation, S. 591, to do so.)

S. Auto Manufacturers, DOT/NBTSA - Issue clear warnings to

prospective purchasers, owners and users of care equipped with

automatic belts concerning their crash hazards, including labels

and other informational materials specifically describing the

nature of injuries that can be caused by absence of a lap belt

and/or ejection during a crash or rollover.

We in the auto safety movement have been asking motorists to

"buckle up" for many years. It is only right that those same

motorists, now that they are buckling up in very large numbers, be

given safe belts, and the best overall restraint systems, to do it

with.

bi
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High NCAP Crash Test Failure Rate: Each year NOTSA's NCAPprogram crash-testa new cars in 35 MPH frontal barrierimpects to determine injury levels for front-seat occupants.For the 1991 model year NRTSA has tested 40 carerepresenting 68 models.

Twenty two of the cars tested were equipped with driver-side"automatic belts; five failed the test. The remaining 18cars were equipped with driver-side air page and manual 3-point belts; only one failed. (1991 New Car AssesmnentProgram Results, NRTSA, 3/21/91)

EMI 'Rest and Woret': The latest RLDI insurance data forinjury claims frequency reports that of the twenty passengercar models with the lowest overall frequencies, five wereequipped with driver-side
or driver/passenger side air bags.Of the twenty cars with highest injury claims frequencies,our ware equipped with

'automatic' belts and only one witha driver-side air bag. The remainder in both groups hadmanual belts. (Highway Loss Data Institute, 'InsuranceInjury Report 189-I,' September 1990)

Manual Belts More Effective When Worn: According to a 1988NRTSA "Research Note," manual belts in compared cars were40-50 percent effective in reducing fatalities when worn,compared to 35-38 percent for two-point door-mounted'automatic' belts. (National Highway Traffic SafetyAdministration Research Note, 'Reduced Fatality Rates inToyota Cressidas With Automatic Belts," May 1988)

S
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uztectiveness Limits: Although wearing rates for VW
"automatic" belts prior to State mandatory use laws were at
least double those for manual VW belts, fatality rates per
vehicle month for the former were only 20 percent lower than
for the latter. (NSTSA Research Notes, *Volkswagen Restraint
Systems and Fatality Rates, February 1990)

Wu-Point Shoulder Belts Not Permitted in Europe: The
European Economic Community is among those jurisdiction.
that does not permit cars to be equipped with two-point
shoulder-only belts, whether automatic or manual. That is,
the automatic belt system sold in this country in large
volumes by Volkswagen may not be sold in that manufacturer's
own market. (EEC Council Diret7tive 77/541, as amended)

ighoulder-Only Dangers

'People Won't Use Lap Belt': Ford, Chrysler, and most
foreign manufacturers have chosen 'automatic° *boulder belts
that require the wearer to buckle a lap belt. GM has not,
°mostly because people would tend not to use the additional
lap belt.' (Mike Rains, GM system* manager for restraints,
quoted in Law and Order magazine, March, 1991.)

Two-Point Shoulder Belt Injuries Enown Since 1968: *In our
tests, the subjects received fatal trauma. This (shoulder-
only be1t1 system not only does not provide pelvic
-eetraint, which allows the subject's lower torso to swing
,orward and'rotate out of the belt at impact (unless stopped
by striking the instrument panel, car door, or other
structure), but in side impact produces an extremely lethal
whipping action in which the body literally rotates about
and out of the belt. There have been several studies of
injuries attributed to this type of belt - including data on
chest injuries, a ruptured spleen, and sternal fracture."
(Pathology of Trauma Attributed to Restraint Systems in
Crash Lmpacts, Richard G. Snyder, PH.D., et al, Aerospace
Medicine, August, 1968)
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Use Shoulder-Only Belts': "However, we must
against those advocating the use of the single diagonaa.
only (with no lap belt) as an adequate seat belt
system...the results to date do indicate strongly that thia
can be a highly dangerous device." (Seat Belt Injuries in
Impact, Snyder et al, Federal Aviation Administration AD 698
289, March, 1969)

1.212:_hasummat

'Increased Use' Rationale Fading: An early defense of
"automatic" belts was that even though they might provide
less protection than manual belt., this would be offset by
the increased wearing levels they would generate. But a
University of North Carolina study has found that for
recent-model cars (198C and later), belt use rates for
"automatic" belt oars are roughly the name as those for
manual-belt cars and air bag cars - 79.6 percent, 73.9
percent and 76.3 percent, respectively. ("Usage Patterns and
Misuse Rates of Automatic Seat Belts by System Type,"
Highemy Safety Research Center, University of North
Carolina, October 1990)

Misuse A Greater Problem mitt. 'Automatic' Belts: The same
study found a "distressing" level of misuse for automatic
belts, including excessive slack, discornection, belts under
arms, and failure to conreet the manuel lap belt. ("Usage
Patterns and Misuse Rates of Automatic Seat Belts by System
Type," Highway Safety Research Conter, University of North

colina, October 1990)

Bittttice Danoere 1P:el:Automatic Belts:

"..oclione More Common: When the doors of a vc4icle open in
a cmash, the risk 3f occupant 3jection is greater for
vehlcles tquipped with automatic seat belts than for those
equipped .ith manurt belts. h 1938 NUTSA Reseetch Note
stated that 'the Toyota (autotatic) belts v.iauced ejections
(colepared veth non-bolt use), but probably not to the same
amAlLt as three-point man-,-1 belte." (Nation,' Highway
Traffic Safety Administr_ti= Research Note, 'seduced
Tatality Rates in Toyota tressidas Witt Autometic Belt.,"ray 1v2A)

BEST CM ilVilaME
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Commonness of Door Opening in Crash: "Data from (Ineurance
Institute for Highway Safety) investigation...indicate that
latches opening and tearing off are a frequent occurrence in
towaway crashes. Trained investigators examined each vehicle
in detail. They found that 10 percent of the vehicle:: had
experienced door opening during the crash and an additional
2.3 percent had door latches torn away from their
mounting...Clearly, more than one out of ten ia too high a
rate of door and latch failures.° (Motor Vehicle Crash
Injury Pattern, and the Virginia Seat Belt Law, Lestina et
al, Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, 1990.)

GM Knew: "During a 30 mph lateral dolly rollover test
conducted using the FMVSS 200 test procedure, a passive
shoulder belt restrained, 50%tile dummy initially positioned
in the outboard front seating position on the low side of
the vehicle was completely ejected from the passenger
compartment. We believe this result demonstrates that a
belt type pelvic restraint must be combined with the passive
shoulder belt to provide the same degree of occupant
protection during rollover accidents as the current active
lap-shoulder belt system provides." ("General Motors
Corporation Response to the Department of Transportation
Proposal on Occupant Crash Protection,- DST Docket 44,
Notice 76-8, September 17, 1976)

IIR
4/23/91
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INSTITUTE FOR INJURY REDUCTION
3TA plaNcE GEORGES BOULEVARD

SUITE BOO
UPPER MARLBORO. MARYLAND ROM

twoR444-ant.4
FAX 401. Ite1.08fln

WHAT IS HAZARDOUS ABOUT
AgiQUTIC.212M-1=106.1

Automatic belt designs vary. The following list points
out the chief designs and, where applicable, their hazardss

1. Two-Point Door-Mounteds Founa on many Volkswagen vehicles
manufactured during the mid-1970s to early 1980o, and again
since 1905. Also found on Hyundai vehicles manufactured
during the late 1980s. Hazards include the followings

-Vo Lap Belts This allows forward motion of the lower body
in a crash. Also allows the body to submerge from or roll
out of the belt syntem, depending on the crash
configuration, which may lead to injury from impact with
internal structure or ejection through windows or sunroofs.
Can produce serious or fatal injuries to the chest, heart
and upper spinal column from "hanging* injuries caused by
the shoulder-only design.

-poor-Mounteds If the door opens in a crash or while the
vehicle is in motion, the occupant may be ejected since the
belt is fastene d. to the door and no lap belt is provided to
prevent even partial ejection.

-poor-nounted Hardwares The belt release hardware is
mounted at the top of the door, where in a crash it is
vulnerable to impact from outside objects or objects in the

which can trigger the belt release nechanism and leave
tee occupant unbelted. Also, the rigid, unyielding hardware
itself, located near the wsAarer's head, becomes an injurious
structure in a crash.

Three-Point Door-Mounted: Found on many General Motors
vehicles manufactured since 1985, as well as some Japanese
vehicles. Hazards include the following:

-poeraeented: If the door opens in a crash or while the
vehicle is in motion, the occupant may be ejected since the
belt is fastened to the door.

-neck; Same systems are equipped with -windowshade"
tension relievers which induce slack into the system,
further negating the belt's effectiveness in a crash.
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Pour-Point Automatic Shoulder/Manuel Laps Shoulder belt.otorized in some, not in others. Favored by manufacturersnot using the above designs, including most Japanesemanufacturers. Hazards include:

- Won-Automatic, Lao Melt: Widely left unused by occupant.who may think that are *automatically*
protected by theshoulder portion, leaving them exposed to crash injuriesassociated with two-point shoulder-only belts.

- 221m=1(pgausk11insulassis Same designs are door mounted;if the door opens in a crash or while the vehicle is inmotion, the occupant not wearing a lap belt may he fullyejected sinc the shoulder belt is fastened to the door.Motorised systems may be designed to trigger the shoulderbelt to open when the door opens, which creates a similarhazard for non-door-mounted motorized systems. Cronoccupants wearing their manual lap belts are exposed topartial (upper torso, head) ejection by these designs.

IIR
4/23/91
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INSTITUTE FOR INJURY REDUCTION
375 PRINCE Uconcurs notn.isvA Ftp

suraWM
VIPER klAtit-IfOkU. MARYLAND :WM

CM. V40.00110
Nou.a#44804

PAN.cmt,ro.ouno

CALSPAN REPORT. 2/91.
PREPARED TOR O.B. MUMMA.
NoN-sr74 AUTOMATIC RELIT-INVESTIGATION'
rank_anaezzcJeas_JUNZWILLEhfilig.pRowswicx. ME.. 8130/91'

(Contract No. DTN1122-87-C-07169)

'This crash occurred on a four lane roadway in Brunswick, me., onSunday, September 30 at 1531 hours...The
involved vehicle was amarked Brunswick Police 1990 Chevrolet Caprice 4-door sedan thatwas equipped with a 3-point automatic lap and shoulder beltsystem...affixed to the front door. ...the driver was apparentlyin pursuit of a vehicle...The left rear door area of the Capriceimpacted a utility pole..." (Summary, p. 1)

°Due to the 0-pillar failure and the opening of the left frontdoor, the 3-point autrAttic belt system that was affixed to thedoor no longer restrained the driver. He was ejected through thedoor opening and impacted the asphalt sidewalk with the rightparietal aspect of his head, resulting in a skull fracture withmultiple underlying (fatal) cerebral injuries. (Summary, p. 2)
"The door-mounted

automatic 3-point lap and shoulder belt systemdid not provide sufficient restraint for the driver due to thestriker post separating from the B-pillar which caused the door%o open, thus creating en avenue for his nearly complete ejection&rem the vehicle.'
(Summary, p. 2)

'The Maine State Police, who investigated this fatal crash, havesubsequently retrofitted all of their 1990 Chevrolet Capricepolice vehicles (122 vehicles) with the 1989 active 3-point beltsystem affixed to the left B-pillar." (p. 16.)

s 7
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USAGE PATTERNS AND MISUSE BATE AUTOMAT SEAT
BELTS BY SYSTER TYPE

Donald V. Reinfurt

Cheryl L. St. Cyr
William W. Hunter
Highway Safety Research Center
University of Worth Carolina
Chapel Hill. North Carolina

ABSTRACT

This study examined seat belt usage by drivers of
4151 late model cars in North Carolina equipped with a
variety of restraint system types. Of special interest
was the usag of shoulder and/or lap belts for both
motorised and non-motorired automatic seat belt ystems.
For comparison purposes. data 4Ore also collected on usage
rates for three-point manual systems. Usage rates are
provided by restraint type (automatic belt, air hal,
manual belt), by make/model and by driver characteristics
(age, sou and race). Itishest usage rates (79.60 were
found for automatic bolts followed by traditional manual
belts (76.32) and restraint.; provided in air bag-equipped
cars (73.90. Although the shoulder belt was utilised in
94.2 percent of the motorised belt cars such as the Ford
Tempo and Toyota Canty, the accompanying lap belt was
fastened in only 28.62 of these vehicles. Among the
automatic bolt systems, the non-motorized automatic
lap/shoulder combination, such as used by General Motors
and Honda, was the least frequently utilised (76.92).
Maus* of the shoulder bolt (e.g., excessive slack,
detached from the door, placed under the arm) was found in
nearly six percent of the sample. As a result of this
survey along with one conducted by the US DOT, it would
appear that increased public information and education
concerning these new restraint systems is warranted.

SEAT BELTS h. a now been required in passenger vehicles
for over two decades; lap belts were required in 1966 and
lap and shoulder belts in 19y8. The early lap and
shoulder belt systems were not connected (a four-point
system), but interconnected lap/shoulder belts (a throe-
point system) became standard in 1974. Through the early
1980's, however, U.S. seat belt use rates were

34th ANNUAL PROCEEDINGS
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF AUTOMOTIVE MEDICINE

October 11. 1990. Scottsdale., Arizona
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approximately 10-15 percent, so that the was'. mai .ty of
motor vehicle occupants were electing not to use oar
available restraints.

In 1974 an ignition interlock system was required on
all new cars, such that they would not start unless the
driver lap/shaulder belt wee engaged. However, this
system was so unpopula- that Congress elms repealed the
interlock rule effective February 1975.

the knowledge about design and implementation of air
bags in motor vehicles has been available for several
decades, yet 'movement to require these automatic devices
.has been quite slow. Many highway safety specialists feel
that the protracted arguing between seat bolt and air bag
advocates over which system should be preferred was a
major factor in holdang down the seat belt use rate in the
U.S. thus maintaining the status quo from around 1975 till
1984. This dichotomy didliot exist in Europe and
Australia, and many of these cour-riss had high belt use
rates in the 1970's and 1960's.

Tennessee became the first state to pass a child
passenger safety lay in 1977, and many states followed
suit over the next few years. By 1985 all SO states had
such a law in place. This activity may have helped to
initiate the movement that was to come in regard to adult
belt laws.

In 1994, federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard
(FMVSS) 209 was amended to promulgate the us. of automatic
protection in motor vehicles. A phase-in vas set up such
that all cars manufactured during the 1990 model year and
later vould be required to have some form of automatic
protection thet would meet federal crash test require-
ments. the four-year phaseIn took place in the following
wanner: 102 of all 1987 model year cars sold in the U.S.
were required to hav automatic protection; 252 of 1988
podel year cars; 402 of 1989 model year cars; and 1002 of
all 1990 'model year cars.

During the early-to-mid 1960's, 'the auto manufac-
turers began promoting the passage of mandatory belt use
laws (MUL'a), no doubt aided by the prospect of possibly
not having to nest the automatic protection phase-In
schedule if two-thirds of the U.S. population were covered
by adequate MUL's. In 1984, New York became the first
state to require belt use by drivers and front seat occu-
pants. By the end of 1985, fifteen additional states
plus the District of Columbia had passed mandatory use
laws: Although there have been repeals of MUL's by four
states, as of April 1993 there were belt laws in 33 states
plus the District of Columbia that covered norm than 95
percent of the U.S. population.

Although much of the U.S. population was covered by
belt laws, the federal government on other grounds
declined to overturn the amendment to FMVSS 20$ that
required the automatic protection phase-in. Initinlly the
majority of vehicles with autesatic restraints were
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equipped with automatic seat elts. Nov -*ere is an
increased production of driver sir bags which will
eventually also include rfght tront-seat passenser sir bag
systems. Mesta air bog restraint systems cry supplumuntal
systems destined to activate in frontal aed frontal
oblique collisions only. Therefore, it is Leportant for
the three-point manual seat belts to be used by air bag-
equipped aut.mobile drivers.

Relatively little is known about the usage of auto-
matic seat belts by the population-at-risk or the effec-
tiveness of those systart (4 crashes. The same can be
said with respect to the effectiveness of the supplemental
air bag systems in'reducins deaths and injuries. In 1951.
Chi and Reinfurt reported on a study involving some 10,114
Volkswagen Rabbits Involved 11 crashes, The dataset cow,
'listed of both manual restraint system Rabbits ss well as
automatic shoulder belt/knee bolster restraint Rabbits,.
They concluded that the automatic belt Rabbits experienced
between 20 and 30 percent fewer serious and fatal injuries
than their counterparts in Rabbits with conventional
three-point belt systems. The overriding factor for this
reduction was the increase (at least two-fold) in the belt
uaage rates La the automatic belt Rabbits. This study
concluded that, when used, tho two bolt systems aro
equally effective In reducing serious injuries.

More recently, Nash (1959) reports on the effective-
ness of automatic belts in reducing fatality rates In
Toyota Crete/des. Comparing Toyota Cressidas *quipped
with motor-driven automatic belts since 1911I with similar
Nissan Maxima's equipped with three-point manual belts and
using data from the Fatal Accident Reporting System, he
concluded that the fatality reduction effectiveness for
the Toyota automatic belts I. approximately 40 percent.
Thls is consistent with the existing estimates of the
effectiveness of manual restraint systems in fatality
reduction (Partyka. 19SS).

Automatic seat belte are available in three basic
designs. VW produced tha first automatic belts In its
1975 Rabbit models. These consisted of two-point shoulder
belts attached to the upper rear of the front door and
connected to a take-up reel located between the front
sests. Lower body restraint was provided by a kne bol
stnr since no lap belts were provided. These belts were
detachabl but an ignition interlock was installed to
encourage usage.

With the 1981 Cressida. Toyota introduced a second
desisn which Is a two-point motorized automatic belt
system. The belt is a eotor-driven, non-detachable
automatic shoulder harness. Also included are manual lap
belts along with a knee bolster.

The third typo of automatic belt used extensively try
General Motors and Monde Is a three-point men-motorised
belt mounted near the upper and lower rear edge ut the
front door of the vehicle. There are variations oe

Brc,7--,
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these basic systems, such as the two-point automatic
'shoulder belt along with a manual lap belt found in all

1990 VW's.
Again as the majority ot automatic belt systems are

detachable and also are not accompanied with ignition in-
terlock systsms. relatively little is known allow. the
acceptance of these systems by the motoring public. The
usage in crashes reported by Chi and Reinfurt (1981) sug-
gested usage rates for the automatic belts roughly two-
fold that of the manual belts -- at least in VW Rabbits.
The estimates ranged from 17 to 42 percent for manual
belts versus 43 to 74 percent for automatic belts based on
crash data from New York, North Carolina, Maryland and
Colorado.

With respect to belt usage in the population-at-risk,
a study conducted by Williams, Wells, Lund and Teed (1989)
showed significantly higher bolt usage rates for drivers
with automatic restraints compared with manual belts.
Additionally, there were differences with regard to lap
belt use among the various automatic systems. The data
were comprised of 1987 model year vehicles observed in
different suburban areas of Washington, D.C., Chicago, Los
Angeles, and Philadelphia. The authors concluded thst
some manufacturers were indeed more successful than others
in providing automatic belt systems that result In high
usage rates.

The most extensive study to date waeconducted in
conjunction with the NHTSA's annual belt survey In 19
cities (Bowman and Rounds, 1989). As an add-on to their
regular national survey of belt usage across the United
States, information was collected during 1987 and 1988 an
a total of 21,308 drivers in automatic belt passenger
cars. The results from this study provide usage rates by
type of automatic belt systems by manufacturer and make/
model. Comparisons are made with manual belt usage and
also by model year groups. Results are limited to
shoulder belt usage only because the cars observed were
not necessarily stopped. In addition, these results are
strictly for urban vehicles and do not include information
on driver characteristics such as age, race, and sex.

To close some of these gaps in the data, the Highway
Safety Research Center collected belt use data in cars
equipped with automatic belts, along with air bag and
manual belt vehicles (as a baseline). The goal was to
provide knowledge about whether some belt systems were
more acceptable (1.0., used) then others, and whether
drivers with sit bags actually use their available belts.
Comparisons are made with the U.S. DOT 19-city survey
where appropriate.

METHOD

To obtain data on the use of restraints in cars
equipped with autoeatic restraints (lap/shoulder belts

9 2-
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sod(or air bags), supplement 'ata were ...fleeted es part

of an on-going statewide bel. as survey for North

Carolina. Data were collected in January-february. 1989,

June-4121y. 1989. and January-Narch. 1990. Observers were

sent to signal- or atop-controlled intersections scattered

across the State, both in rural and in urban locations.

The requirement.for signal.. or stop-controlled intersec-

tions was to enable the data collectors to correctly

ascertain lap belt use -- an essential ingredient of this

survey.
Starting with model year 1986, passenger ears have

been required to have center, high-mounted rear brake

lights. And starting with the 1987 model vehicles, some

of the new cars were also required to have autollatie

restraints -- either air bags or automatic seat belts.

Thu*, the observers focused on cars with the center, high-

mounted brake lights with the exception of VW Rabbits,

which have had a portion of their vehicles equipped with

automatic belts since model year 1975. Since only 10

percent of the 1987 model year cars were required to have

automatic restraints and 25 percent of the 1988 models,

the data collectors were trained to recognise the various

makes and models likely to be equipped with automatic

restraints by visiting automobile dealer showrooms and

studying the available literature. However, the data were

not restricted only to air bag or automatic seat bolt

vehicles, as information was needed for new model vehicles

equipped only with manual belts which would serve as

baseline data.
The data collectors ',Irked In pairs at these various

controlled intersections. One observer recorded age,

(under 25. 25-54. 55 and older), race (white, non-white).

and sex of the driver; belt type (e.g., motorized auto-

matic shoulder belt VI. manual three-point system); and

usage of the lap and of the shoulder belt. In addition,

this observer recorded misuse which included the belt

being unhooked froe the mounting position, excessive

slack, or the shoulder belt placed under the ern of the

driver.
The second observer, positioned toward the rear of

the vehicle, first determined that there vas a center,

high-mounted brake light present or else that the vehicle

was a VW Rabbit and hence an eligible vehicle, recorded

the license plate number for cars with North Carolina

Me
license plates and provided a description of the car,

namely, the'make and model as well as body style (..g.,

two-door vs. four-door vs. station wagon). The descrip-

tion of the vehicle was necessary to confirm the subs.-
_

quent match with the North Carolina vehicle registration

data since, when there is a vehicle transfer the license

plate stays with the owner. Thus, there is a period of

time after this transfer when the old plate is on the.new

vehicle but the registration file information has not yet

9 (3
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been updAted. Therefore, to guarantee that the -,0served
license plate corresponds to the vehicle data en the
registration file. this additional description of the car
was required. Date on belt use for a total of 4820 care
were collected during these three sampling periods.

TO determine the type of restraint system installed
in the vehicle, it was necessary to obtain the vehicle
identification number (VIN). This is available on the
Mirth Carolina registration file for all cars registered
in the State. Thus, each of the observed license plate
numbers'wes checked egainst the vehicle registration file.
If the description L the vehicle agreed with that on the
registration file, then the VIN from th file was recorded
for that vehicle. Otherwise it was necessary to exclude
that vehicle from the study. Of the initial 4820 cars
observed, some 4225 frehicles (or 87.72) matched the data
on the registration file, and hence had appropriate VTR's.

Using VINDICATOR, the V1N-decoding software package
developed by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
(IIHS), the sample VIN's were decoded to obt..n restraint
type. The resulting levels of restrainttyp, provided by
this program are manual three-point bflts, air bags, or
automatic seat belts. Some 4151 VIN's were decoded using
the VINDICATOR package (i.e.. 86.12 of the original
sample).

As with the U.S. DOT study, there was particular
interest in the types of automatic eat Molts -- the
motorized two-point belts, the non-motorised shouldr belt
only. and the non-motorized three-point (i.e., automatic
shoulder/automatic lap combination) belt. In ordr. to
provide this level of detail, the make/model and del
year information from the VINDICATOR program vas used,
along with detailed documentation on specific type of
automatic belt systen provided annually by NHTSA. IIHS,
and also Ceico Automobile Insurance Company.

Thus, the final study sample consisted of belt usage
by system type for 831 drivero with manual three-point
belts, 230 with air bale (along with three-point 'manual
belts). end 3,090 with automatic seat belts. Of these
3,090, there were 413 motorised automatic shoulder/manual
lap belts, 148 non-motorised automatic shoulder belts,
2.518 non-motorised suLwastie shoulder/automatic lap
belts, and an additional 11 non-motorised belt with type
unknown.

MILTS

The distributton of the study sample of 4,61 drivers
of late model passenger cars is shown in Table 1 by re-
straint type system. Ibe majority (74.42) of the sampled
vehicles bed automatic seat belts, 5.3 percent had air
bags with manual three-point belts s,d the remaining 20.1
percept had manual three-point belts without air bags. As

94
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there were only 21 cars with non-motol..ced automatic

shoulder/manual lap belt system (e.g.. 1990 model VW
Jetta), they were combined with the more common automatic
shoulder belt only system (e.g.. VW Rabbit). The column
identified as "Shoulder Belted X" represents drivers where
the shoulder bolt was in use. The nest column. labeled
"Correct Usage Z" indicates that the entire system was
being used appropriately. As will be seen, the main
instance of misuse was when there was a manual lap belt
that was not buckled. The final column presents the
results from the US DOT 19-city survey el! driver automatic
belt use rates (see.Bowean end Rounds. 1988).

Table 1 Percent Shoulder Belted and Percent Correctly
Restrained by Restraint Type

19 Clty
Shoulder Correct Shoulder

Restraint Belted Usage Belted
Type Total % X X

Auto Belt 3090 79.6 68.8 88.7

Motorized:
Auto S/Manual L 413 94.2 28.6 97.2

Non-Motorized:
Auto S 148* 83.8 75.7 81.3
Auto Shutt, L 2518 76.9 74.9 76.9
Type Unknown 11 90.9 81.8

Air Bag 230 73.9 73.5

Manual Belt _831 76.1 73.8

Overall 4151 78.6 70.0

*148 127 (Auto S) + 21 (Auto S/Manual

It should be nesLed that in both the air bag cars and
the Lanual belt cars, shoulder belt usage percentages
correspond to usage of three-point manual belts provided
by these vehicles.

For the full sample, there was at least a shoulder
belt used in 78.6 percent of the cases. When loo$'4 at
"correct usage." the percentage drops to 70.0 pity enc.
This rather high usage is partly due to the observations
focusing on new model cars (basically 1986 and later model
years) end also the sampling being carried out in North
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Carolina where bolt usage in the population has b..".
*approximately 60 percent for the last several years.

Results of applying Pearson's Chi-square test
indicate that there is a significant difference in
"shoulder belted" usage rates among drivers of vehicles
equipped with automatic belts, manual belts, or air bags
(Chi-square e 7.5, df 0 2, p 0.02). Shoulder belt usage
is highest for drivers with automatic belts (19.62)
compared with 76.3 percent for manual belts and 73.9
percent for air bogs. Within the automatic restraint
systems, there is also a significant difference in
"shoulder belted" usage rates (Chi-square e 67.7, df e 3,
p < .001). The generally non-detachable motorized systems
have the highest usage rates, namely 94.2 percent. This
was followed by the automatic shoulder belt system with
83.8 percent, and, somewhat lower at 76.9 percent, the
three-point automatic shoulder belt combined with the
automatic lap belt as Is comm.nly found in Gemmel Motors
and Honda vehicles.

A special feature of this study vas the determination
of not only shoulder belt usage but also lap belt use.
This is particularly important in cases where the lap belt
must be fastened separately, such as in the Toyota Camry
and Cressida and the Ford Tempo and Escort. As is seen in
Table 1,'In the case of the non-motorized automatt.:
shoulder/automatic lap belt, generally when the belts are
used, they are used correctly (76.92 vs 74:92, respec-
tively). For the non-motorized automatic shoulder belt
systams, the drop from 83.8 percent belted to 75.7 iercent
correctly belted is mainly attributable to the 21 vehicles
for which the lap belt must be buckled manually (e.g.,
1990 model :W Jetta).

For the increasingly popular motorized automatic
belts where the shoulder belt is motor-driven and a
separate lap belt must be manually attached, there is a 70
percent decline in correct usage going from 94.2 percent
usage (i.e., "Shoulder Belted 2") down to 28.6 percent
where the lap belt is also manually attached (i.e.,
"Correct Usage 2"). Often motorists would tell the data
collectors that "they juet forget to buckle the lap belt"
'or that "they didn't know that thoy had a lap belt." For
whatever the reason, it is clear that the drivers with the
motorized shoulder belt, eve most often neglecting to use
the important manual lap belt. See Figure 1 for usage
rate comparisons across restraint types.

Comparing the second and final columns of Table 1, it
is of Interest to note that the results from the urban DOT
study are relatively similar to those found in North
Carolina. Again, highest shoulder belt use rates (97.12
DOT vs 94.22 N.C.) were sten with the motorisd automatic
belts and lowest for the non-motociced automatic shoulder/
automatic lap belt combination (identical at 76.82).

..t)
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Correctly Belted by Restraint Type

Note vas made by the observers of obvious mists*, of
the shoulder belt portion. Categories of misuse included
(1) belts thst were unhooked from the door mounting.
(2) shoulder belts vith obvious excessive slack (i.e..
being "too loose" with at least six inches of extra belt
webbing) and (3) shoulder belts worn under the are. The
most common form of misuse vas the shoulder belt being
"too loose." In 3.0 percent of the cases (i.e.. 126
drivers), there vas obvious excessive slack in the
shoulder belt. In an additional LS percent of the cases,
the driver was veering the shoulder belt underneath the
arm. And in another 1.3 percent of the cases, the driver
had detached the shoulder belt from the door mounting.
Thus. overall nearly sis percent of the drivers obeerved
in this surrey were wearing their shoulder belt

incorrectly.
The nest two tables deal with belt use by car manu-

facturer and by make and model within automatic belt type.
for the most part results are limited to those subgroups
with reasonable sample sixes.

Table 2 displays belt usage by restraint type across
manufacturer. first, for each manufacturer, the percent-
age distribution by restraint type is given, for example,
in our survey 21.6 percent of the Chrysler products had
automatic belts and 19.1 percent had air bags with the

51-937 0 - 92 - 4 9 7
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Table 2 - Belt Usage by Restraint Type
Across Manufacturer

.

Shoulder Correct
Belted Usage

_SAM Hinufacturer (2)* Total X

Auto Balt
wo-arlastl Chrysler (21.6) 35 82.9 37.1

ford (61.1) 181 94.5 26.0
Toyota (93.1) 122 . 96.7 28.7

Non- VU (97.0) 98 87.8 87.8
Motocizad CM (91.8) 2337 76.9 74.8

Ronda (72.6) 193 77.7 76.7

None Mercedes (0) OM OM PO OP

Volvo (0) MN OP OP .0

Air Bag
Chrysler (19.8) 32 68.8 68.8
ford (9.5) 28 78.6 78.6
Toyota (.76) ilwom 81* 81* rob OP

VW (0) IP a. Pao. RM

GM (.08) op MP Mb OP 81*

Manuel Belt

Ronda (3.8)

Mercedes (80.2)
-Volvo (21.9)

10 50.0 50.0

93 68.8 68.8
40 90.0 90.0

Chrysler (58.6) 95 71.6 70.5
ford (29.4) 87 72.4 69.0
Toyota (6.1)

VW (3.0)
GM (8.2) 208 80.3 76.0
Ronda (23.7) 63 77.8 76.2

4E.

INP. MP.

4E, PIO 10 O.

Mercedes (19.8) 23 69.6 69.6
Volvo (71.1) 143 80.4 79.7

*Restraint type percent within manufacturer.
**Cell size ( 10

remaining 58.6 percent having only manual belts. Consis-
tent with the previous table, the first three listed
automatic belt manufacturers (1.... Chrysler, ford and
Toyota) have high shoulder belt use rates ranging from 83
percent to 97 percent. However, too often the manual Islie
belt Is not being used resulting in a sizable decline to a.
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"correct usage porcentage ranging fro, 26 percent to 37
percent.

Although the shoulder belt usage rate for the non
motorlta3 utomatic bolt is lower than that for the motor-
ised system. these rystems are much more likely to be
correctly used. Here the range in usage of the houlder
belt Is from 77 percent to 88 percent with little decline
for correct usage. namely 75 percent to SS percent.

Tor the air bag cars as well as tho nanual bolt mers .
the usage rates of the three-point belts are somewhat
lover but there Is very little difference batsmen the per-
centage Indicated es shoulder belted versus having the
entire belt syst&iruaed correctly.

Table 3 gives a further breakdown for the automatic
belt :listens for various make/model combinations and

Table 3 - Belt Usage by Type of Automatic Belt System
for Various Make/Model Combinations

Restraint
Lan_ Make Model

19 City
Shoulder Correct Should.
Belted Ucage Belted

Total I t X

Motorized: lord escort 105 93.3 27.6 97.7
Tempo 40 97.5 27.5 97.7

Toyota Camry 78 98.7 24.1 99.3
Cressida 42 92.9 35.7 99.6

Non-
Motorized:

Auto S VW Jetta 47 95.7 95.7 93.9
Rabbit/ 49 79.6 79.6 96.2
Colf

Auto S/ Buick LeSabre 315 85.4 83.8 76.9
Auto L Regal 114 73.7 71.1 81.2

Skylark 98 78.6 74.5 81.0

Chew. Beretta 150 67.3 62.7 76.9
Corsica 87 71.3 70.1 81.8

Olds. Calais 170 70.6 68.2 67.7
Cutlass 99 77.8 74.7 81.3
Delta 88 254 81.5 80.3 77.0

Pont. Bonneville 195 81.0 80.5 79.4
Grand AM 446 72.2 70.2 74.4
Grand Prix 123 74.8 67.5 84.0

Honda Accord 110 72.7 71.8 75.3
Prelude 68 83.8 83.8 67.0

9!1
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compares the results of the North Carolina tudy with that
done by U.S. DOT. Note the similarity in the results
between the belted percent in Mirth Carolina and the
indicated belted percent for the 19-city survey. Exeept
for the VW Rabbit/Golf, the percentages are most compar-
able between the two surveys. Part of the reason for this
difference is that older model Rabbits with lower use
rates are included in the North Carolina sample. Again
all four motorised shoulder belt makehodels show high
shoulder belt usage, namely 92.9 percent to 98.7 percent.
but whit a dramatic decline when accounting for correct
usage. Within the non-motorixed belt categories, there is
relatively little difference between make/model combina-
tions other than for the VW Rabbit/Golf model. In addi-
tion. when used, the non-motorixed systems are generally
correctly used.

The final three tables deal with driver characteris-
tics such as age. sex, and race. With respect to belt
usage by type of system. overall frequencies and usage
percentages by restraint type are given in the first row
of each section of the table to serve as a baseline for
comparison.

Belt use by driver age is shovn in Table 4. As can
be seen, the percentage of drivers of cars with automatic

Table 4 - Belt Use by Restraidt Type
by Age of Driver

Shoulder Correct
Restraint Belted Usage
_Type tat

Auto Belts

Air Bags

3090 79.6 68.8
Under 25 343 74.6 57.4
25-54 2016 79.9 69.1
55 and over 731 81.3 73.2

230 73.9 73.5
Under 25 9 66.7 66.7
25-54 162 75.3 75.3
SS and over 39 71.2 69.5

Manual Belts 831 76.3 73.8
Under 2$ 55 83.6 78.2
25-54 562 74.4 72.2
55 and over 214 79.4 76.6

seat belts using at least the shoulder belt (i.e..
"Shoulder Belted 2") is lowest for the youngest drivers.
Tor air bags and manual belts, the email sample sires
limit drawing conclusions for the younger drivers. Within
restraint type, the range of percentage of driveis buckled

1 o
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up among the various age ,group, is frau woven to nine
percent for automatic belti gn&menual beite. respective..
ly. The decline in percentages when accounting for
correct usage is generally greater for the younger
drivers, dropping to below 66 percent correct usage for
those younger drivers in automatic belt cars.

Table 5 provides results of belt usage by restraint
type according to driver ass. The sample is split 44156

Table 3 - Belt Use by Restraint Type
by Ses of Driver

Shoulder Correct
Restraint Belted Usage
Type Sex Total % %

Auto Belts 3090 79.6 68.8
Male 1371 79.4 69.3
female 1719 79.8 68.4

Air Bags 230 73.9 73.3
Male 125 71.2 70.4
Female 105 77.1 77.1

Manual Belts 831 76.3 73.8
MAI. 413 70.2 68.8
Female 418 82.3 78.7

by sex (maleffeaale driver). Shoulder belt usage is
higher for female drivers in both the air bag cars with
three-point manual belts and in the manual belt cars --
namely some sis to 12 percentage points higher. This is
consistent with many surveys dealing with belt usage by
driver see. Similar comments apply to the "correct usage"
percentages by driver sex. for the automatic belt cate-
gory. both the percentage of drivers using at least shoul-
der belt as well as the percentage of drivers correctly
using their available belt system ars about the samo for
both male and female drivers.

finally. Table 6 examines belt use by driver race.
In North Carolina, since tit& seat belt law with a 125
citation went into effect in January 1987, the wearing
rates of non-white drivers has consistently been slightly
greater than that for their white counterparts. In this
survey of now model cars, the wearing rates for the non-
white driver are lover in both the air bag cars and the
eanual belt cars. They are slightly higher, however, in
the,automatic belt vehicles. for all three restraint
types, the percentage of drivers correctly using the
available restraint systems Is higher for the white driver
ranging from nearly five to eight percentage points
higher.
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Table 6 - Belt Use by Restraint Type
by Race of Dsiver

Shoulder Correct
Restraint Belted Usage

Racs Itt --L.
Auto Belts . 3090 79.6 68.8

White 2737 79.4 69.6
Nen-white 353 81.3 62.0

Air Bags 230 73.9 73.5
White 217 74.2 73.7
Non-white 13 69.2 69.2

Manual Belts 031 76.3 73.8
White 719 77.1 74.5
Non-white 112 71.4 68.8

DISCUSSION

Since all 1990 model year cars are required to be
equipped with passive restraints (e.g., automatic seat
belts or air bags) following a gradual phase-In which
started in 1987, na since relatively little is known
about public acceptance of these new devices, an oppor-
tunity Was seised upon to capture data on driver belt
usage for.new model cars in North'Carolina. This survey
was carried out in conjunction with our periodic statewide
survey of belt use being done to help evaluate our manda-
tory use law.

For the most part. the sample of 4,151 drivers wOre
.driving 1986 and later model year cars elected o'n the
basis of having center, high-mounted brake lights. Some
74.5 percent of the sampl were in automatic belt cars
with 20.0 percent in cars equipped with'manual three-point
belts and the remaining 5.5 percent in air bag cars with
manual three-point belts.

Shoulder belt usage rates for all systems (automatic
belts 79.6 percent, air bags 73.9 percent. manual belts
76.3 percent) considerably exceeded the statewide average
of approximately 60 percent largely because these vehicles
are nearly all now model cars. Within tho automatic bolt
group, usage was highest (94.2 percent) for the motorised
automatic shomIderimanual lag bolt system. intermediate
(13.82) for tho non-motorlsed system with automatic
shoulder bolts and lowest (76.92) for the non-moterised
automatic ShOUlderlautomatia lep belt system.

The results seen in North Carolina are quite consis-
tent with the 19-city U.S. DOT survey rates of 97.2
percent, 81.3 percent. and 76.9 percent. respectively!
Illorspare several features of this survey which arc
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unique. First data were collected on two typos of
automatic belt system 'misuse.; The first type consisted of
drivers not fully utilising the restraint system evail
able. The second kind of misuse dealt with misuse of the
shoulder belt falling into categories of (1) belt being
detached from the door mounting. (2) excessive slack in
the belt. and (3) shoulder.belt being placed underneath
the arm. The other area in which this survey is unique I.
that it compares usage rates by various driver character-
istics, namely, age, sex and race.

With respect to the first type of misuse, that is,
failing to utilise the full restraint system provided.
this problem was primarily experienced by drivers in
vehicles equipped with motorised shoulder belts and manual
lap belts such as the ford Escort and Tempo and the Toyota
Camry and Cressida. Here, there was a 70 percent decreas
in "usage" (from 94.22 "shoulder belted" to 2$.6X
"correctly belted"). The corresponding drop in percent-
ages for the other systems (non-motorized automatic belts
as well as three-point systems available in both the air
bag cars and in the manual belt cars) was relatively minor
-- generally, only several percentage points.

The most common form of incorrect usage was having
too much slack in the sfioulder belt (3.02 of the sample)
followed equally by the belt being detached from the door
mounting (1.31) and the shoulder belt being placed under-
neath the arm (1.5I). These rates of misuse totaling
nearly six percent are very consistent with that which has
been observed in the North Carolina statewide surveys of
all cars regardless of belt system or model year.

With respect to driver age, the ycunger driver (under
23) had lower usage rates than other age groups except for
the case of manual belts. The lover rates for the younger
driver are certainly consistent with past seat belt sur-
veys conducted in tha U.S. The decline accounting for
correct usage is likewise greatest for the under 25 year
old with only 57.4 percent of the younger drivers cor-
rectly using their automatic belts.

Air has been seen in other surveys, females tended to
wear manual three-point belt* more frequently than males
ranging froe six to 12 percentage points higher. Female
usage of. automatic belts is most comparable with that of
the male drivers. Likewise, their usage of the full
restraint system (i.e.. "Correct Usage 2") is higher in
the air bag cars and in the manual belt cars than that of
male drivers.

In our North Carolina surveys covering cars of medal
years 1960 and newer, belt esage has consistently been
higher for non-whits drivers than for white drivers since
implementation of the North Carolina seat belt law in
January 1917. In this survey involving newer model cars,
bolt usage for non-white drivers was generally somewhat
lower in the air bag and manual belt cars. For all three

awl`
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restraint systems, "terrace usage rates for non-white
driver, were lower than that for theli white counterparts.

Several points bear mentioning. First, more and more
cars art being produced with motorized shoulder belt
tiptoes. It is disturbing that fever than 30 petcent of
the drivers observed in this survey were getting the full
protection available which included buckling the lap belt.
Sometimes this WOO likely a result of ignorance while
perhaps more often it was the result of not developing the
special habit required. XVidently, having the motorised
belt fall into place gives drivers of these cars the feel-
ing of being buckled up. Clearly, additional educational
efforts are warranted in this situation.

Seconay, it in distressing to note that the three-
point non-motorized automatic belt systems were defeated
nearly 25 percent of the time. Motorists indicate that it
is very easy to disconnect these systems and often if they
elect to use them, they use than as manual belts; in other
words, they disconnect than as they get out of the car and
reconnect them once they have entered the car for the nest
trip. It would seem clear that usage rates of approxi-
mately 75 percent for these non-motorised automatic
shoulder/automatic lap belt systems Is below what was
anticipated.

On an encouraging side, it is good to ses relatively
high usage of the three-point monual belts in air bag cars
(namely. 77.90. Clearly air bags are designed to be
supplemental systems in that they do not protect the
occupant in many crash modes such es side impacts or
rollovers. From data collectors talking with many drivers
in sir bag-equipped cars, it was clear that many did
appreciate the fact that they needed to use the manual
tnree-point belts. However. some drivers were not even
aware that their car was equipped with air bags. Clearly,
as more and more air bag cars are produced, public infor-
mation and education with reepect to utilizing the manual
belts will become increasingly important.
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AMISS BABARDOUS AUTOMATIC BEM-
EiralLUILATILANZEN_JUIEZZLgRODNUMOS

UPPER MARLBORO, MD., April 23 - Two leading safety groups today

urged that hazardous automatic seat belts be outlawed and in their

Place, air bag-manual belt systems be required in all future new

cars. They backed up their demand by demonstrating that many

automatic belt designs can allow their users to be ejected in

collisions or rollovers.

The Institute for Injury Reduction, joined by the Center for
Auto Safety, made the demand at a public showing today of automatic
belt dangers. Using General Motors, Byundai and Volkswagen cars,IIR demonstrated what it termed a "principal hazard- of many such
belts, which is the risk of ejection to belted occupants when doorsopen in crashes.

Many GM and other automatic belt systems are door-mounted,meaning they leave the wearer unprotected in door-openingcollisions and rollovers.

Air bags with manual belts, which are mounted to the ear's body,would eliminate this and other hazards, an IIR official said. Theair bag-manual belt combination "has been recognized for years asproviding the best possible level of crash protection, especiallyin the higher-speed frontal impacts which account for the majorityof deaths and serious injuries,' said Benjamin Kelley, IIR'spresident.

Kelley pointed out that according to government and privatestudies, doors open in an estimated 10 per cent of all injury-producing crashes, meaning that belt protection against ejectionin such crashes is -crucial and essential".
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Other automatic-belt hazards described by IIR included fatal
and paralyzing injuries to the upper torso, head, and upper spinal
cord caused by two-point shoulder belts without lap belts -
injurien which have caused such devigns to be outlawed in Europe.

IIR and CAS called on the U.S. Department of Transportation to
initiate investigations and rulemaking to eliminate hazardous
automatic belts and require air bag-manual belt systems in all new
cars. If the Department "fails to take thio clearly and urgently
needed step," Kelley noted, "Congrees has readied legislation, S.
591, to do so."
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e4.4.5FAN ON-VITE tVTOELTIC =AT krvi. INWSTIGhTION
CALsmis Caen No. 92-7

razta molle FORO CCOLIKT CT
LOCLTION - =awns, W.

VIEL3kganine-21=21EX

The cresh occurred on a lour lane divided (painted flush
asdian) higbavy in Lilburn, GA. on Seturday, June 1, 1991 at 2420
hours- At the tioe of tbe crach, tha aaphalt road ourface was vat due
to a light rain. A vitnese reported teat several ainutee prior to the
cresh it was raining at a =darn* to heavy rate and that rain water
was running down the concrete gutters' located on each ide of the
roadway. The nortb/south bound :Peavey bad a negative grade of 3.2t
to the south. Tte posted apood limit was 45 ob.

This inyentige-ion focused on a latle Ford Escort that was
equipped with eutocatic, totorited 2-point oboulder restrainto and
aantual lap belts in tbe loft front and right front seated positions.
:le &boulder belt vebbing extended from an inertia reel retractor that
was located at the inboard side of the front sant cushion in the cen-
ter console =ea. Tba webbing woo affixed to a mondeteebable beacket
that rode on a track which becan at tbe upper thard Pa the A-pillar,
extended along tbe side rail, then down onto the upper third area of
the 3-pillers. Is an occupant would enter tbe vehicle, the bolt wee
retracted forward to tbe A-pillar. witb the door closed and tho
ignition switch turpel to the on position, tbe belt is motored rear-
werd acres, the oacupant'a outboard shoulder to a locked position on
the a-pillar. The occupant nust then faeten tbo active 2-point lap
belt which retracts at the outboard side of the front Seat and kmekles

the inhoard side adjacent to tbe certer console. Warnine labels
are permanently affixed to the son visors advising occupants of the
irportanee of lap belt 2:cage.

nbe 19SS Ford mscort GT, 2 d:. hatetback, 'dab a of
111229333n end an odopeter reaairg of 56,841.5 nales was traveling in
a northerly direction oa tbe Inboard travel lane at a police reported
soiled of 40-45 nob. Tbe 30 year old nal* driver of tho vehicle lost
control of tee Ford 'Escort on the vet road surtace. Tee vehicle ini-
tlated a countearlOcOwase yaw and rotated across tbe center left turn
lane and into the inboard soutbboond travel lane. A 1987 Benda Accoad

4 dr. sedan, was traveling couthbound on the inboard lane at a
police esticated speed of 35-45 rph. Tbe vehicle was occupied by a 34
year eld male driver, a 3 veer old right front occopant. a 33 year old.
left rear occupant, and a 3 yeax old right rear occupant. All Deco-
patts of the Ronda were wearing tea active 3-point lap and eboulder
belt systems. The 2 year old right rear 000uPent was also seated in a
child booster seat (oake/oodcl unknown). Tee driver of the Bonds
Accord probably braked in ao atteopt to avoid the Ford Escort. 'Mere
were no goad marks visable on tee vet road ourface.

The Ford Escort rotated approxicateay loo-aio0 in a cow dirve-
T+OTI and int.° rbtr 0 thv V!", full frontal erca of r..he

1 I iS
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rubtecuently street the fieht rcer flew erca vf tee Toed eecert
easulting in a 11:1e/3:50 e'clock empect cenfigeratien. Tbo. Oneay,; to
the Ton: kArgan et the right E-plilar end ex.:ended reerwerd to the bum-
per corner. Crush vt1upt eyeful-el et rld bod. level were as follesm:
CI 2lar (NA.X crash), c7 15.2", C3 r. It.!.", Q4 12.3, C!,
10.9", Co 0.4". The Eonda 21ceor1 sustained moderate datace distrib-
uted across the entire trontel structure of the vehiel with a matieua
crush value of le.e" that was located At the riget corner of the front
bumper.. Crumb valutie at bumper level were pc followc: CI e 2C, C2
6.0"1 C3 10.1", C4 :1.0", Cr lt.S", Ce 16.4". The domeee
algorithm of the CReSEPC program computed velocity Changan of 2h.0 rph
for the F2rd Escort aed 14.1 =ph for the Honda.

The frono to aide /closet configuration rotcted the Ford recort
rapidly in 4 cloce..leo direction across the outhotrd couthbound travel
lane. The vehicle peer:ode a 6" berrier curb end climbed a ltndscaped
embankment before comine to rest perpendiouler to tbe roadway. Tee
vehicle rotated approximately seeQ cw from ite impact to final rest
positiens. The Eonda ceme to rest at or near the point of itpect.
The Xaterel component of ize im7act force (FOOF of -,150) dirplaced the
vehicle to itS rleht. At rest, the vehicle rotated approxi=otely
23° CW from its initial heading.

The SO year eld mato driver ef chit Ford Eecort was rontrainee
by the automatic ehoulder halt. o was not waLrins the active lap
belt. Tbe lap belt wee doted (at the time Of Ve17!cle inspection)
fully retracted to the w.ltheard eida of the left front teat. There
was no demaee to tho Ito belt system ond tte latenplete did not y:eld
evidence of routine =sage (scretehee). A witness to the crach
cbserved tee driver in the vehicle with the shoelder belt across his
bode. Tte witness ferther stated that the driver was not veering the
active lap belt. En response to the Isteral impect force, the driver
-.'iatei a laterel tralectory to his right as the vehicle retated out
. » under him. Ea loafed the mit:emetic sboelder belt vhich ^:roduced

vertical rtriations on the inside eurface of the belt webbing. Eis
right hip end thigh area leaded the side surface cf his seat cushion
end the center console, displat:.ng the console to the right. scyff
rarks en the console and center arbrest (A.:danced tne Cer.tdet aree.
7na driVer's right lower lac i=peoted the forward left sIde of the
console. A scoff mark contiryied across the console and onto the cen-
ter sessege systc= display. Eis right era probab'y contacted the
center aid irstrumant panel, producing scuff rarks below the air con-
ditioning veets.' nriver inlury data was not available at the time cf
per investicetion. 'The driver ctme to rest rotated in a clockwise
directicn with his tcrso pertielly between the front seat hates. Ee
tortlained to the witness that the shoelder restreint was too tieLt
ant as'nei htr. to cLIt the be:t. Tta vitness siubsezt:ently rctrievet a
enife end hended it to a usteen (paeserby) who cc': the shoulder belt
15.4" below the trace attecnment breceet. Tht retainine belt
retracted into the center moonted retractor. 7he driver remained in
the vehicle and was recoved by rescue personnel. c was transported
to a local hespital tpd admitted for trettment cf his injuries.

7:::e richt front pcsse':.rer ef the TOrd Ztocrt (driver's wife) wet
rastraine:! 1-). the (tcnetic r.t.:,1.16.1: hell. fhe ...as not wearine

1 f f;
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ode minuet lap belt. The letchtlate ot the lap bolt oyetes contained
only a fw scratches wtich indicated slat the belt wee golden warn.
The displaced center console canal:taloa the buckle eaccals/y for the
rigbt groat lap belt, aeXiee it impoecible to roloenc tho buckle hal
Jae belt been worn. ebe webbing assembly VAS found partieliy tatendtd
froa the retractor (l0.75m). Police or tbe Medical Examiner probablytested the belt during tbeir inspection of the vebiclo.

The impact force locked the inertia retractor tor the prcsan-loaar's automatic shoulder restraint. tbe initiated a lateral tra)oc-
to hoz-right and loaded the shoulder belt webbing witb barri t meet area. Bar loading force agaiest tbe bolt Webbing causedthe belt to become tout. The passenger's head began to move towardthe right door window opening (glass probably shattered by Vehicle

deformation) which streesed tbe belt webbing. The belt wabbing con-tacted the rear vertical window (rem which predaced a diagonally
Orientated abrasion to the painted surface. The 10 wide abrasion
extended CB - 6.50 above the top surface Of the door panel. The
passenger's right knee impacted the right aid instrument panel betweenthe glove box and the right door. The contact probably resulted in onabrasion (A.15-l) oftbe knee. Bar right le; contacted tbe leading
edge of the door penal parcel tray and tbe door window crank. Both
c4oponents exhibited fabrics transfers and the window crank was cow-pressed into the doer panel. Tbs passenger's right hip end thoracic
areas lopsided the doorlsounted armrest (fabric Vransfers) and upperdoor panel. Bar loading force against the door panel bowed the paneland door structure 2.2e" outward. The bowing of the door deformed thadoor latch release arm that extends from the inside release lever to
the latch eiecably. Xs a result, the door latch released and the dooropened. The inside door latch release lever was found extended in theopen position. The latch plate catch assembly was also found in the
open position and could not be closed due to the door deformation.

As the occupant loaded the door and tbe door subsequently
opened, the vehicles wars still engaged in their impact positions.
The passenger continued to move laterally to ber right end fully
loaded the shvulderbalt webbing with her right neck &roe. The tautbolt webbing abraded the occupant's neck in a maul-circular pattern
that ertanded from the posterior :Mine forward to tbe right to obaatterioraidlina area. The belt subsequently cut into the neck andevered the neck resulting in a complete decapitation at the C7 - T1level (AI$.-5).

The passengers torso loaded the autcuatic shoulder belt webbingas it continued to rove laterally. The belt abraded and contused the
peaseager'e right anterior chest, left anterior chest, and left arm(a1s1) as bar body was ejected through the door opening. The pas-manger's body care to rest immediately terward of the right trent
corrar of the Benda Accord. There was no contact between the body andthe Monde. NUmerous abrasions occurred so the body as it contacted
the read surface before, canting to rest. Blood spatters were alsofound en the right front wheel of the Benda Rod probably occurred
during the early ejection seq.:once of the body. The decapitated head
was ejected from the vehicle end ceme to rest at the curb, forward cf44. 1....4"

l t;
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The right front automatic
abou/dur belt remained in tte rear-

ward position ea the doer opened. Vehicle deformation deformed the

motorinv trash assembly es the belt retracted 3.2S" forward tram its

--full loCked position.
Occupant loadino on the pelt webbing predaced

two Vortical etriatione
that extended 12.25 - 1C" below tb motorized

track attachment bracket. The striations wars located en tb* leside

(occupant side) surface of the belt webbing and paralleled the edges,

.37S" inboard of tb* edges. Using tbe naked eye, what appeared to be

tissue transfers were visible on the outside CurtACo c: the belt web-

bing 6.62, - 11.75" below the track attachment bracket. Using an 6

power magnifying lens, multiple tissue fragments were wielblo and

Embedded into the woven pottiest et the belt %tabbing. ma Eadicel

Examiner cut two samples from the belt webbing and novena othors from

interior components to test for tissue and blood typing-

?. thorough inspection or both vehieles, separated components,

and internal loose objects failed to identify an alternate mecbanism

for the decapitation. The right upper B-pillar also shielded the

occupant from the possible consect with the frontal surface or the

Honda.

Photogrepta of both vehicles, the police report. Oaul autopsy

report are included with this summary as attachments.
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Accident Research Section
luffsio, New York 1422S

CALSPAN ON-SITE Ainvolic SEAT BELT INVESTIGATION
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Washington, D.C. 2090
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CALSPAN CONSITE AUTVNATIC SEAT DELT INVESTICATUM

CALSPAN CASE NO. 9047

FLCET - 1900 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
LOCATION - 5USWI. HE

&MARV

This crish occurred on four lane roadway in Brunswick. HE, on Sunday.

September 30 at 1531 hours. At the time of the accident the road surface yes

wet due to light rain. The involved vehicle was a marked Ilrunswick Police 1990

Chevrolet Caprice 4 door sedan (V1N:
1g1gLs4271a)e9lea) that was equipped

with a 3-point automatic lap and shoulder belt system. The lap belt and

shoulder belt were mounted on inertia reel retractors that were affixed to the

front doors. The latchPlate is detachable from the buckle as this type Of system

is typically used as an active system instead of automatic.

The Caprice was traveling in an easterly direction on the inboard travel

lane at an unknown rate of speed. The driver was apparently in pursuit of a

vehicle and was traveling with his overhead lights and siren activated. As he

approached the accident scene, a noncontact vehicle entered the roadway from a

parking lot driveway located at the north (left) roadedge. The noncontmct

vehicle initiated a left turn into the eastbound travel lanes. The driver of

the Caprice Swerved into the right (outboard) travel 'ane in an attempt to

avoid contact with the other vehicle. The driver of the noncontact vehicle

continued five the right eastbound lane in front f the police vehicle. The

driver of the Caprice swerved to his left and entered the left eastbound lane.

He again applied a clockwise steering input 21; he successfully avoided the

noncontact vehicle. Due to the wet rood surface and the rapid steering imams,

the vehicle initiated a clockwise yaw as it crossed into the right tra...1 lane.

The Caprice gowned the 5" barrier curb that paratleled the travel lanes

in damage to the left front wheel. The curb impact probably enhanced

yaw of the vehicle as it departed the roadway in a near broadaide orienta-

tion. The left rear door area of tho Caprice impacted a utility pale that was

located l'S" outboard of the curb. Impact speed was computed at 32.7mph by

the damage and trajectory mode of the CRAMS program. The 9 o'clock direction

of force impact (PD0E-80°) crushed the left rear door to a maximum depth of 37.3".

The damage was vertically uniform from the sill to the roof side rail. Tbe

CRASH3 program cmsputed a velocity change of 25.5 mph with lateral component

of 25.1 mph. The impact, having occurred rearward of the vehicle's center of

gravity, reversed its rotation to a counterclockwise direction. The left front

fender area of the vehicle subsequently impacted a concrete reinforced steel post

that was mounted in a landscaped island bordered by railroad ties. The subse-

quent impact crushed the left front fender to a sexism& depth of 16.4" located

13.6" forward of the left front axle. The vehicle came to rest fully engaged

with the utility pole stul guard post. facing in a southeasterly direction.

I 7 3
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The initial utility pole impact displaced the left B-pillar both laterally
and rearward approximately $.6". The pillar displacement exerted a force load
nn the latch and strike asseably of the left front door. The door itself was
not damaged by the impact. The latch and strike post remained closed; however,
the strike separated from the B-pallar.

The D-pillar vas manufactured from a double layer of sheetmetal with an
approximate I" diameter hole bored mid stream in the lower pillar for attachment
of the latch strike assembly. The B-pillar end of the strike was threaded into
a steel reinforcement bracket that was 3" in length x 1.625" in width x
(1/95"1 SA thickness. The reinforcement bracket U05 placed int0 the pillar through
the 1" diameter hole. The strike post was then backed by two 1.5 diameter
(outside diameter) washers. The impact force deformed the reinforcement bracket
to a D-shape which allowed the bracket to pull through the B-pillar creating a
jagged hole that measured 2.5" vertically x 1.75" hori:ontally. As a result of
the strike post separating from the 5-pillar the left front door opened.

The driver of the Caprice was a 29 year old male. 67" in height and 165 lbs.
he was wearing the "automatic" 3-point lap and shoulder belt system. Restraint
usage was supported by a blue belt webbing transfer on his service revolver holster
that he wore on his right hip and by heavy loading marks on the lap belt webbing.
The loading marks consisted Of grooved marks that extended from 12-27.5" above
the latchplate. The grooved marks paralleled the edges of the webbing. The
driver moved laterally to his left and initially loaded the left front door panel.
His contact with the door fractured the plastic armrest panel and bowed the upper
surface of the door outward 0.75". The extent of the door opening was probably
restricted by the inertia reels of the lap and shoulder belt webbing. The driver
began to rotate in a clockwise direction as he moved laterelly to his left. His
rotation was probably initiated by the equipment on his utility belt (revolver
holster. ammo clip, and handcuff case) ss it snagged the lap belt webbing, and
his probable gripping of the steering wheel rim. Due to the 5-pillar failure and
the opening of the left front door, the 3-point automatic belt system that was
affixed to the door no longer restrained the driver. He was ejected through the
door opening and impacted the asphalt sidewalk with the right parietal aspect of
his head. resulting in a skull fracture with multiple underlying cerebral injuries.

The driver came to rest on his back with his feet resting on the left
corner of the seat cushion. The door was fully opened and he was in a

prone position, lying on his beck. The first officers who avrived on scene
found him in this position with the 3-point belt system securely buckled. The
driver was lying between the left front door and the B-pillar with the belt
webbing extending over the anterior aspect of his lower legs.

The driver wes transported by ambulance to a local hospital. He was later
transferred to a major medical center where he expired an October 1, at ifies
hours.

The door mounted automatic 3-point lap and shoulder belt system did not
provide sufficient restraint for the driver due to the strike post separating
from the 0-pillar which caused the doer to open, thus creating an avenue for
his nearly complete ejection from the vehicle.

1 1 4
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GENERAL MO $ MRPORATION
RESPONSE,TO

THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

PROPOSAL ON
OCCUPANT CRASH PROTECTION

OST DOCKET 44, NOTICE 76-0

SEP:TIMER 17, 1976
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CSC l4tC,. Pert IT:

aizLanider ne.01,,ry..rfokArtp.s.:p

For seasons whirl: or,: dist.iiae0 Intnr in tWa
a passive shonlder bc,It nvpaara tha only cur-

rently known passive telt gystcfm c!,ich is both

tially acceptable to at least borne consumers an!

capable of meeting the proposed ter% reguirementr.

Unfortunately, there is far too lit.lo publicly

available data concerning the passive shoulder

belt restraint systom's performance in accidents

to permit making an effectiveness estimate for

this system. The 22 accident cases presented at

the January 27, 1976 National Motor Vehicle Safety

Advisory Council meeting ere the only ones of which

we are aware involving such a restraint concept.

However, our testing indicates that such restraints

may have significant performance limitations. These

tests were conducted using an expgrimental passive

shoulder belt installed in a GM sub-compact.vehicle.

Two potentiai problems should be discussed here.

During a 30 mph lateral dolly rollover test con-

ducted using the rmyss 208 test procedure, a passive

shoulder belt restrained, Sintile dummy initially

iiettiriloned in the oUtboarkfront seating position
.

. .

on the low side of the vehicle was completely..

elected from the pesser.ger compsrtmant. we believe

this result demonstrates that a belt type pelvic

restraint must be combined with the Passive

sgoulder belt tO key/de the same' degree.of 0=2-

pant protection during rollover accidents as the

current active lap-shoull-ir belt system provides.

The second concern is t:le loading of the dummy's

lower abdomen by the passive shOulier belt. This

otmerred during a simulated 30 mph, 9ne cer-to-car

INFININFORIMPROOMMINIONNIMMIMPOM
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ad* impact with tho dummy seated on the °far /Ada.°

unfortunate/ Y. there Le ne way of assessing the po-

tential for injury using the current test technology.

However, we believe this loading pattern to bo

potentially serious durine severe side impacts,

because of the possibility of demage to internal

organs. Lap or lap-shoulder belts, in contrast,

apply restraint forces to the, pelvic structure.

even if these concerns about the pOssible performance

limitations of such systems are not supported by

the field accident data when it becomes available,

we would still have reservations about the appropriate-

ness of depending on a knes Lmpact surface instead

of a lap belt to provide lower torso restraint.

We cannot be sure, for example,.that 4 knee impact

surface used in conjunction with a passive shoulder

belt will adequately protect an out-of-position occupant,

a small 'shalt, or a child occupant in frontal or

angular accidents because the performance of such a

system is highly dependent on the spacing between tI2

knee and the knee Lmpact surface. This spacing Ls

affected by the seat location and the occupant's leg

orientation as well as the Length-of-his-upper leg.

Based on these considerations, we have concluded

that it would be necessary to combine an active

lap belt with the passive shoulder belt to provide

occupant protection equal to that provided by Use

of active lap shoulder belts over the full range

of accident conditions.

Although we have a number of practical reservations

about the passive belt concept (some of which ate

discussed in a later section), we reiterate our

proposal D. r. Mertin'a tecember 0, 1975 letter

to Dr. J. B. Gre;ory that the HHTSA institute a

il7
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study of passive twit field accident data in partner

similar to that alreatly Lein7 followed to evaluntn
air cushion restraint cystems. Wo believe much a
study is a necessary st. ) towarJs dg:termining thf.-

technical acceptahility vf such systems and would

be An appropriate project for tha raderal Gover14-11ne

to usidertake.
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EgY DOCUMENTATION_OF WHTSA'S
nEW OF 'WINDINSHADE flJ4TS

2. March 3, 1973

MHTSA letter to GM: Expresses 'concern about possMale reductions in
shoulder belt effectiveness due to excessive belt slack.' Says
comfort clips, which regulate the amount of slack are permissible.

2. Nov. 8, 1973

NHTSA letter to American Safety Equipment Corp: 'As we understand
the concept of a tension reliever, it allows a small amount of
slack to be introduced into the webbing..."

3. Dec. 16, 1976

NHTSA Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Docket No. 74-14,
Notice 71 States that the tandency of window shade retractors 'to
permit excessive slack in tke upper torso portion (of the belt) is
an argumcsnt against permittang their use." Suggests that improving
belt comfort and convenience might increase belt use.

4. April 22, 1977

GM letter to NHTSA in Docket 74-14, Notice 7: Extensively disagrees
that comfort and convenience factors influence belt use, impact of
comfort and convenience on use is "largely unknown,' disagrees with
"h that "improved comfort and convenience would increase belt
J4e. Also says NHTSA proposals to set comfortable levels of belt

tension across the wearer's chest, which GM opposes, would be "a de
facto mandate of mechanical tension relievers." Ask3 that many belt
retraction test procedures' adopted by NHTSA exclude the use of
tension relievers because they are "user controlled operations".

5. January 1979

Examination of Comfort and Convenience of 1979 Safety Belt Systems,
study carried out for NHTSA (DOT HS-8-01984). Finds that "systems
with windawshade devices have more incomplete retraction and
excessive slack problems than beJts without windowshade devices.
Since excessive slack reduces the protection to the wearer, a
safety problem is indicated." Also

1
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6. June 1979

4et of MSS 208, Comfort and Convenience, on Vehicle
hanufacturing, study carried out for NHTSA (DOT HS-9-02110). Study
is an in-depth evaluation of NMTSA's proposed standards for
increasing comfort and convenience, eliminating some design
hazards. NHTSA's requirements would require better shoulder belt
fit for a wider range of body sizes and a controlled level of belt
pressure on the occupant.

"Tension Relievers Because currently produced comfort clips and
window shade type devices to relieve pressure of the shoulder belt
often allow excessive and dangerous slack in the shoulde: belt,
these devices should not be employed. Allowable tension relieversshould perform so that the belt remains in contact with the
occupant at all times.' The proposed standard vould prohibit (7)such devices.

Study finds that a number of GM belt systems, as well as those ofother manufacturers, are in non-compliance with the proposedstandards but could easily be brought into compliance by the 2981model year. Concludes that $2.91 would be saved by dropping the
wlndowshade device from GM belt designs.

7. Dec. 31, 1979

NPRM, Docket 74-14, Notice 17: "...this notice proposes toeliminate manual or automatic devices that allow the introductionof slack in the belt webbing of an upper torso belt." Also, "theagency is particularly interested in possible performancerequirements or test procedures to measure and limit the amount ofslack that can be introduced in the belt webbing by such devir-,-.-

B. April 1, 1900

'Y 'otter to NMTSA in 74-14, Notice 17: Opposes NHTSA's proposedqfert and convenience standarde because 'information that isavailable is contrary to the NHTSA contention that the lack ofcomfort and convenience in today's belt systems is the cause of lowuse and that the proposed regulation will increase usage."
However, also opposes NHTSA plan to forbid windowshades:"...General Motors believes that a tension relieving device1 suchas the windowshade device, is a highly desirable part of a seatbelt system from a comfort standpoint and is necessary to make thebelt system acceptable to the greatest number of users.* (p. 9)
9. April 1, 1900

MVMA letter to NHTSA in 74-14, Notice 17: "Experience shows thatsuch features as...tension relieving devices...which already havebeen incorporated into belt systems to improve comfort andconvenience have not resulted in significant increased usage.*

9,
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10. January 9. 1981

tinal rule, 74-14, Notice 191 "Nindowshade" or "other tension
xbaseving devices can reduce the effectiveness of belts in crash
situation* if the occupant uses the device to put excessive slack
in the belt webbing, L.e., so that the belt is not snugly against
the occupant..."

Requires that automatic belts equipmm, with windowshades must meet
the dynamic crash test criteria with the belts extended to the
greatest amount of slack enabled by the windowshads. Since manual
Lalts will be phased out in the near future under MHTSA's then-
effective passive restraint rule, theyare net required to meet the
dynamic test criteria. However, "the agency does urge manufacturers
to voluntarily limit the amount of slack that can be introduced in
their manual belt ystems..."

11. March 91 1981

GM petition for reconsideration of the final rule, Asks that the
windowshade belt requirement be limited to the amount of slack
present in 'normal use," i.e., that recommended by GM, rather than
any slack enabled by the device. "...there is no practical way to
completely eliminate all possibility that misuse of a tension
relief device, or any other device intended for occupant use, will
occur. Further, it is doubtful that a vehicle occupant will use
emcees slack, willfully introduced from misuse of a tension relief
device, an a means of defeating his restraint system. No mention
is made of inadvertent introduction of slack.

12. October, 1981

NHTSA delay, revocation of passive restraint ruler Although this
action guarantees that manual belts will remain the predominant
front-seat restraint systems for years to come, it includes no

or limiting of windowshade devices in such belts. (?)

13. August 25, 1981

Patent 4,285,479s Patent to inventor Hebert P. Blom, assigned to
General Motors, covers a device which would deactivate the
windowshade at forces lower than the decelerative forces necessary
to lock the retractor, thus negating the worst feature of the
windowshade.

14. February 18, 1982

NHTSA response to GM and other petitions for reconsideration of
portions of the final rule in 74-14, Notice 19s NHTSA postpones its

1 ? 1
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effective date until September 1, 1983. It later (Nov. 25, 1902)
extends this delay to September 1, 1985.

1. April 12, 1985

NNTSA Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in 74-14, Notice 37, response
to petitions: Acknowledges that windowehades "can reduce the
effectivenese of belts in crash situations where excessive slack
has been introduced in the belt webbing." Findb thet for some
designs a windowshade device is needed "so that a small amount of
slack can be introduced in order to move the belt webbing off the
occupant's neck" when the anchorage has been placed to cause
improper belt fit.

The notice proposes to remove the requirement for testing of
automatic belts with windowahade devices, in dynamic impacts, with
the belt slack at the greatest amount enabled by the device, and
calls for a warning in the operator's manual against excessive
slack. It seeks data and comments on "the potential effect that
tension-relievers may have on belt effectiveness and belt usage."

16. July 17, 1904

NHTSA Final Rule in Docket 74-14, Notice 36: Responding to a
Supreme Court decision, reinstitutes a passive restraint standard
to begin phasing in on September 1, 1986. This insures that manual
lap-shoulder belts in front-seat positions will be standard in
millions of new cars, including those with air bags, for many years
to come.

17. April 12, 1985

NNTSA Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in 74-14, Notice ;2;
Acknowledges that windowshade create the possibility of eeassive
slack resulting in 'unsafe levels of this forward movement' which
---./d occur for restrained vehicle occupants," which 'increases

alances of occupant contact with potentially hostile interiorsurfaces.'

Proposes to require dynamic tests for manual belts, but to allowslack to be set to 'amount...that is recommended by themanufacturer for the shoulder belt under normal use conditions inaccordance with the instructions in the owner's manual."

18. May 28, 1985

Letter from GM to NHTSA in 74-14, Notice 37: Commends NHTSA forallowing crash tests of windowshade belts with the "device ad)ustedas recommend-vd in the owners manual...i.e., occupant usage oftension relief in the intended manner."

1 7
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Tot admits that "There is no doubt that belt slack, even if minimal

and consistent with the manufacturers' recommendations as well as

the concept of 'normal usage, does increase occupant excursion and

the potential for higher values of Head /njury Criterion and cheat
Gs than would be the case without belt slack."

Also admits that ome GM belt designs °may dictate an anchor
location that is not conducive to avoiding shoulder or neck
irritation from the shoulder belt. This could be compensated for,

at least in part, by tension relief features."

Claims that the windowshadm deoice 'is essential for maintaining
high levels of belt use."

19. June 14, 1989

Letter from NTSB to NHTSk in 74-14, Notice 37: Objects strongly to
NNTSkos proposal to allow testing of windowshade belts with only
"recommended" slack rather then full slack.

"...many users who do not know how to use this system correctly

introduce excess slack, end we believe the existence cf

instructions in the owner's manual is not a sufficient guarantee of

proper use." In addition, "research has shown that it is possible
inadvertently to introduce excessive slack in these belts through
normal movements involvedin operating a vehicle." And, "The Board
believes that permitting additional slack in the shoulder belt is
not an acceptable way te deal with belt oemmmalrproblems generated
by poor anchor design and location."

20. November 6, 1989

NIITSk Final Rule, 74-14, Notice 42: Allows dynamic testing of
windowshade belts with only slack recommended by the manufacturer.
Defends windowshades as use Emanating, but offers no evidence of

use increases associatedwithwindowshades; "Allcndmgaamfacturers
to install tension-relieving devtces makes it possib. a for an
occupant to introduce a small amount of slack to relieve shoulder
belt pressure or to get the belt away from the neck. Am a result,
safety belt use is promoted.'

Waives belt pressure limitations for systems equipped with
windowshade devices, thus promoting the latter.

22. June 27, 1987

Insurance Institute far Highway Safety Report: Finds, in a survey
of D.C. area vehicles, much higher levels of slack observed for
belt wearers in cars likely to be equipped with "windowshade"
devices than in those not likely to be equipped with such devices,
i.e., donestically-made v. Jae4nese-leade cars.

1 0 1"),, 4)
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23. November 23, 1907

Final Role, NHTSA,docket 74-14, Notice 53: Again rejects pleas that
windowshade belt systems be dynamically tested with the full amount
of possible slack, and agrees with manufacturers to test with
°recommended* slack. States, *the agency believe* that the
inadvertent introduction of slack into a belt system, which is
beyond that for normal use, is unlikely in most current systems.°
Offers no evidence to support this belief. Describes the excessive
slack problem as 'misuse* rather than windowshade design.

24. March 1998

NTSB Report, Performance of Lap/Shoulder Belts in 167 Motor vehicle
Crashes: Recommends that NHTSA adopt standards requiring either
than window shade belts be crash-tested at full slack under the
FMVSS 208 dynamic test criteria, or that they be equipped with
tensioners to eliminate the slack when a crash occurs.

25. August 2, 1908

Letter from !MUSA to NTSB: Rejects NTSB's recommendation berause
*we do not believe that a safety problem has been demonstrated forwindow shade devices...*

26. Feb. 17, 1989

Letter from NNTSA to FIR: Rejects IIR's request that NHTSA set
?tandarde precluding window shade devices; *We believe that theincrease in belt usage encouraged by some comfort features will
provide safety benefits.* Criticizes IIR program to educate thepublic about the window shade's slack belt hazards: -...thepractical effect of such a publicity campaign is to undermine
public confidence in safety belts..."

27. July 11, 1989

NHTSA Final Rule, 74-14, Notice 61: Rejects petitions and requeststhat window shade devices be prohibited or discouraged by "fullslack" dynamic crash test requirements. Characterizes theintroduction of excessive slack in window shade belts as nnisuse",and avoids discussion of inadvertent slack. Concludes that the'possibility of misuse is not a sufficient justification for

1 ?
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prohibiting devices that have the potential to increase safety belt

use."

28. September 11, 1989

IIR letter to AHTSAs Encloses letters fres IIR urging manufacturers
to disengage window shade devices for safety-conscious motorists
who do not wish to have the hazard of slack present in their belts.
Asks NHTSA to take steps to accomplish that result, including
publicity efforts and an investigation of window shade crashes.

.29. October 13, 1989

NHTSA response to IIRs Notes that petitions for window shade
recalls and rulemaking are pending before NHTSA. Does not respond
to IIR's call for disengagement of window shades for requesting car
owners.

30. December 8, 1989

NHTSA Denial of Petitions NHTSA rejects petition by Mark Goodson
for an order to recall and correct window shade belt systems based
on a crash in which a fatality was found by the County Medical
Examiner's Office in Dallas to have been associated with the
presence of a window shade. 'Since these devices has been used
widely over the past 15 years and the agency has explicitly
permitted their use, there is. no reasonable possibility that such
an order would be issued at the conclusion of an investigation into
this issue."

31. January 30, 1991

NUTS& Petition denials Rejects a petition by Motor Voters to
require adjustable upper seat belt anchorages to increase belt
Safety and comfort by enhancing belt fit for a wide range of users.
finds that the proposal, which would add about $1 to the cost of
each lap-shoulder belt seating position, would not be cost
effective. Calls on manufacturers to make 'voluntary provision' of
adjustable anchorages. Finds 'no significant safety benefit" from
such anchorages.

32. February 19, 1991

NHTSA Termination of rulemakings Drops rulemaking to prohibit or
restrict window shade devices. rinds "no demonstrated real-world
problem resulting from the misuse of tension-relieving devices on
satiety belts." Adds that, "Even if there were some minimal negative
safety effects, window shade type tension relieving devices will
not be installed in any vehicles manufactured on or after September
1, 1991' under cm-rent manufacturer plans, so there is 'no reason
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to proceed with the rulemaking action..."

" wy 5, 1992

NHTSA Denial of petition: Denies request by The Inatitute for
Safety Analysis seeking rulemaking and defect investigation
activity to preclude window shade devices. Restates that because
manufacturers have announced plans to discontinue window shades 'by
the end of the 1991 model year, no rulemaking is warranted.
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Institute for Injury Reduction
Hearing Testimony,
December 4, 1991

Attachment No. 3

'MULE or canons
Page

"Air Bags for All Cars by Joan Claybrook
and Benjamin Kelley

Summary of NHTSA's "Estimated Safety
Benet its frmm Air Bags' by Benjamin Holley

2
"Estimated Benefits of Air Bags, 1990-1995"By NHTSA

3

127
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New York Times
7/30/91
pg. A19

Air Bags for All Cars
By Joan Claybrook

and Benjamin Kelley

WASnitidTON

A
chance ID make public safe-

ty history pubitc
health. really
comes to lew people.
Now It has come to
Jerry Curry in the

torm of the air bag, which a tew years
apo she auto industry scorned.

Mr. Curry. AdminiStrator of the
eiationst Highway Traffic Safety Att.
mtnistration. can ultimately prevent
at least 7,009 deaths and 80,000 celp .
piing iniurtes each year by ordering
that fromseat air bags become avail-
able as standard equipment in all new
passenger vehicles. He is flinching,
because the Administration .vams to
let the industry 4a decide who does
-me doesn't get side cars.

The agency administers the auto-
matic crash protection rule, which
requires manufacturers to Install
front-seat air bags or automatic belts
in ears, and, under a rule change In
March, in vans, light trucks and smiall
buses beginning in late 1924.

7110

Why is the
safety chief
dithering?

For years, auto makers opposedair bags as ineffective. dangerous,
expensive and needless. During the
early Reagan years, the highway ad.
ministration rescinded the rule. At
the behest at insurers and safety
groups, the Supreme Court in 1983
ordered an end to "the regulatory
equivalent of war against the air
bag," and forced the agency to reis-
sue the rule. The rule, phased in for

Joon Claybrook, Administrator Of the
Nauonal Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration in the Carter Adminis-
tration. is president of Public Cowen.
Benjamin Kelley *I) president of the
Institute for Injury Reduction.

1 2

1987 to IMO car models (vans and
he.M trucks will be phased in between
1995 and 1995 models). gives each
company the chtnce of pruviihng air
bags or a user.unfriendly oftenunnle alternative, the automatic
seat Wit.

Despite the air bag's vastly supert
or performance, most new cars made
and sold under the rule since 1287
have been equipped with automatic
belts. Now, with five million ears
equipped with bags on Ihe road, It is
clear the bags provide unique prom-
tton in frontal crashes. Not even auto
Industry officials dispute this; wit-
ness Lee Iacocca's tum-oround from
opponent to head cheerleader for the
air bag, whit% Chrysler Is promoting
in Mat al its new cars.

Since Mr. Curry has not acted on a
Congressional request to order air
bags in new passenger vehicles, the
Congress Is poised to do so. The Sen.
ate recently passed the highway btu.
which mandates front-seat air bugs
for the driver and passengers. To-
morrow, a Haute bill Is to be intro-
duced by Gerry Sikorski. Democrat
of Minnesota, that contains vehicle
safety requirements similar to those
in the Senate highway measure.

Requiring air bags for all new vehi-
des would lead to Important econo-
mies for the Industry tine motorists,
for the'greater and more predictable
the volume of production, the lowerthe unit cost. Mso. requiring them
would heighten compettUon between
manufacturers to produce superior
systems. It hasteen known for years
thief air bags can provide Incredible
protection even in 40 to 00 mile per
hour creshe.s far above the current
30 m.p.h. standard and can be
designed to provide protection in side
impact eras' pes.

Car compantes, particularly Ja.
pan's, which have mostly resisted air
bags. might oppose a Federal man-
date. But Mr. Curry can rally a
groundswell of consumer and Insur-
ance industry support for it. In a 1990
speech to the Society of Automotive
Engineers, he stressed that his seen-
ey "alone is accountable" for making
correct decisions about life and death
in car crashes. If so, this boast leaves
him no choice but to issue an ell-air-
bag rule. If hedoesn't, Coegress
should act.
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NHTShes °Estimated Safety Benefits from Air Saga projects, on
the basis of real-world crash experience with air bag-equipped
cams already on the highways, that by 1995 some 18.25 percent of
the U.S. passenger car fleet will be equipped with firiver-side
air bags and that 10.82 percent will be equipped with both driver
and passenger-side air bags. (See Table 1, 'Estimated Benefits
of Air Bags, 1990-1995).

Am extrapolation from those figures waa carried out to estimate
the reductions in deaths and injuries which would be realised
were all cars on the highways equipped with driver and front
passenger air bags, based on the fleet site assumed by NHTSA for
1995.

NHTSA's estimates for that year, based on 18.35 percent of the
national passenger-car fleet being equipped with driver air bags
ald 10.82 percent with passenger air bags, were that a total of
e79 fatalities and 10,597 injuries would be prevented.
HUltiplying those figures by factors reflecting the projected
presence of driver and passenger-side air bags in all cars (5.45
and 9.24, respectively) produced the estimate of 5,368 fatalities
and 63,590 moderate to serious injuries prevented.

This estimate would be higher by at least 30 percent if such
popular passenger vehicles as vans, light trucks and utility
vehicles (multipurpose vehicles) held or expanded their market
and fleet shares during the period. It would also be higher to
the extent that center front seat deaths and injuries, not
counted in the NHTSA study, were reduced by the provision of
front seat driver and passenger air bags.

December 4, 1991

51-937 0 - 92 - 5
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ESTIMATED BENEFITS OF AIR BAGS, 199D-199S

NHTSA has developed information regarding the portion of the on.road sel.ick fleet that

will bc equi7ped with sir bags and the Wary benefits that will result for each year between

now and 1995. The vehicles tha: will be equippedwith air bags through the 3991 model

year rxr thew:, and an estimate of air bag sales can be developed for 199D anci 1991 ba.sed

on 19E9 sees for those models. For 399-1995, estimates will have to be made based on

vatements made by rnanufacturen and assumptions regarding, the pace of air bag

installation in new models. GM, has announced th a.. it will install drive: and passenger air

bags in all of its domestically prod.iced vehicles by 19P5. Ford has indica:ad that

also install air bags in its entire Lett by the rni3-399Ds (but has no: sincified a specific

year). Chrysler has already installed driver air bags in its entire domestic fleet. Honda has

announced that it will install driver and passenger air bags in all Honda and Accura models

by the 1994 madel year. Air bags are already ins-tailed or arnottneed in many models by
Volvo, Audi, Toyota, Saab, Forcbe, Nissian, Mitsubishi, Marcedes-Benz, Jaguar, BMW

and A3pha Romeo. Overall, it appears most of the new passenger Car Dec: will be equipped

with driver and passenger-side air bags by 1995. We have estimated annual safety benefits
r! on the following assurriptions:

1) 90 percent of model year 1995 passenger ears will have d-iver and passenger air

bags. Half of the increase in sales of models with air bags (over 1991 leels) will
occur in 1995.

2) Half of the remaining increase will occur model year 1994.

3) The remaining increase will be spread evenly between 3993 and 1992.

13u
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4) After 9/1193, (the 1994 model year) all vehicles that have driver air bag systems

wilf also have front seat passenger systems.

90 percent was chosen as the 1995 installation rate because manufacturers' announcements

indicate that about 90 percent of all domestically produced vehicles will have iu bags by

the mid-nineties, and it is assumed that imports will follow suit to stay competitive.

Although Ford has not specified the exact year they will be completely convened. it is

assumed that they wW convert by 1995 to stay competitive with GM, Chrysler, and Honda.

The assumptions regarding the pace of conversion arc somewhat arbinary, but are

consistent with the expectation that installation rates will increase gradually, with most new

models being convened during the 1994-1995 period. This expectation is dictated by

company announcements and leadtime considerations for both driver and passenger

systems.

The assumption that all MY 1994 and later air bag equipped vehicles wW have both driver

and passenger side systems is based on the fact that the exemption whkh allows manual

belt installations at the outboard passenger position if an ais bag is provided at the driver

sition will expire on 9/1193. Although manufacrurcrs could provide an automatic belt at

the outboard passenger position, it is unlikely that they would do so in any significant

production volumes because this would put them at a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis

most other manufacturers who have announced their intention to provide passenger side air

bags.

Based on these assmptions. the portion of the in-use passenger car fleet that will be

equipped with driver air bags %al increase from 1.8 percent in 1990 to 18.3 percent in

1995. The portion that is equipped with passenger side air bags will increase from 0.2
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percent In 1990 to 10.8 percent In 1995. The safety time= that would result frOM air bap

Owing these yean are shown in the attached table (fable 1). During this time period,

assuming that belt usage rates stay at cunent kveh, air bags should save an estimated 2,400

lives and 29.000 moderate to critical injuries.

Note that the benefits shown in Table I do nos include center seats. Center seating

positions an exempted from the automatic minim requirements of FTIVSS 208 and it is

not clear whether passenger-side air bags will provide benefits for these positions.

However, the contribution of these positions is minimal, and would increase total benefits

by DO most than one percent.
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IOU 1

Estimated Islet, benefits from Air Ilaim
Assuming les Center Sem peoefito e

1990-1995

%
et Air 1111

DtIVE4

fates AIS 2-5

PAssuctit
1 fleet
w/ Air So fatal, *IS 2-5

lout

fatal, ASS 2-5

11192 1.79 72 092 0.15 2 21 74 013

11191 4.02 161 1990 8.32 4 45 165 7043

1992 6.62 266 3295 0.94 13 133 279 3426

1993 9.64 387 4794 2.36 32 332 419 5126

1994 13.27 533 6602 5.47 74 769 607 7371

1993 10.25 732 9377 10.82 147 1520 079 10597

TIMM 2152 26659 272 22.9 2423 29476

' benefits reflect ell impre.twews revered se s000 somvee met.
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USW

0.4.er 4tie Sag Instellatlens in
611. 10-111* nut

sonar.) 7 9.993 0.922 0.184 0.115 0.662 0.637 0.753 0.662 0.565vta '955 11187 1988 1489 1490 1091 11102 1493 Irg 1945
1455 49000 78447 77578 46156 73865 70668 65644 54487 52248 lan151117 132000 131076 129624 12714 72340 t17,44 104642 99345 673561180 206000 204565 292292 198886 142610 183752 17745 1551181404

621900 524304 519446 508942 443680 620976 4647601990
2627455 2609045 2580164 2632870 2456573 23416931191

3181679 3159407 3124604 30611311 2416E701492
2919442 8103078 3660066 37696751943

4544424 4606710 4957181996
6006140 60460021m 1945

4011860
Total A18 Cars 39500 144447 111654 674335 22814,0 51,0873 8574792 12706680 17812816 24634120Cart 4n 0perat4on* 717268 114869 121514 122759 124968 121217 129607 131838 136211 136627nut 0.03 0.12 0.26 0.55 1.79 4.02 6.62 4.64 73.27 10.25
itssoles an even $410fs gistribittiOn

throughitlit 67o yfIlf. Thorofore, only helf of the corrent model yearsfleet is blended tar first rear.
** In timnsands. Oased on Salm io WM* facts It figures 14. fotore years astioatos 91144 ft historicaltrend.
* ** Air bsg sales projections are based

on 1984 sales 7,44 for specific nameplates.
Tpte sates in 1989mere 10.073.178

13.;
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'tan 1966

1986 0
11187

19118

1969
1090
1991
1992
1993
7994
1995

Tote 4/1 Cows
Cars go Operetieft 117265

fleet et 4/1 0.00

0.993

198T

0
0

11284,
0.09

Assumes en eren sales distributien
fleet is included the first rpor.
II thOw4"01. hist *ft feta it NM Facts 4 Figures '90. retire ',ors stimates based on historical
trend.

Air bag sales projection* ere based en 1909 sales levels for specific nameplates. Total sales in 1969
lore 10.073.176 orbits.

0.962

1963

0
0

4266

2133
121519
0.00

131

MU
Passewaer Aft leg festelatfeas te

the In.Usi fleet*"

0.164

1969

o
4236
86982

41727
122758
0.04

0.935 0.692 0.131 0.713 0.642 0.560

1199 1991 1992 1193 1994 1015

0 0 0
0 9 0 0 0

ogg 4112 31189 3805 3141 3212
06373 95416 03861 01326 77606 7228/
181896 184195 162150 179204 173813 161619

272629 270731 967731 962624 26s9i7
1361042 1251486 1340471 1315700

2457444 2440242 2413210
6096720 4014092

90/1060

183110 4111443 1223641 3116277 7316060 1083364
121966 127217 121107 131633 134211 0662/

0.15 0.32 0.94 2.36 6.47 10.12

lbraellboot tbe yetr. Therefore. wftly half ef the earnest magol years

I 15
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When Safety Belts
Aren't Safe

A History of Auto Seat Bg4t Protection
..Iwm.r.wpr.w..".....

By Edward M. Riad. EN.
Benjamin Kelley

1 3 t;
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FOREWORD

"Mick le UP For Safety!"
Probably every American who drives or rides in a car has heard the call to "buckle

up=mot once but over and over again. Laws in a majority of states require seat belt
use. In addition, ft-deml and state safety officials. consumer groups, physicians and com-
panies that manufactute and sell cars, loudly and repeatedly utge drivers and passengers
to wear their belts. Drivers and passengers are saying to each other "Buckle up for safety"

Is anybody listening?
In ftm, tensofmillions of Americans am listening and they ate heeding the callevery

day acmes the countrw Belt um has soared in the pet few years, from a low of about
10 percent to well show 50,60 and even 70 percent in some areas. 1114 have become
a nation of belt wearers. 'Ai are, increasingly, buckling up

Bus what are sue bueklfits up with!
In the vast majority ohms on the highweys today, an am buckling up with deficient,

defective, damaging or deteriorating belt*. 1kt the car companies, which havecon.
spicuottaly joined the "buckle up chorus, hive done little or nothing to remedy this
national hazard. And our federal safety officials do not seem to cate.

The bottom law la that motorbts need to buckle ap, bat they need refe, leteetd-ffee
belts. As belt use MTN injuries caused or aggravased by belts soar with

It is tragic enough that car campmate' foil to build sufficient overall awahworthiness
into their cars. But when they do not ewe enough even to ptovide optimum safety
In sew belts, components that twist solely for safety purposes, ft is a scandal- TodeV
that scandal isiga Wee majority of Americans to honendous injuries fiten the
very system provided to protect them.
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trnpaa rot% ,umpatito.: Lip ,09.11.41, ,hrruLier heir polonrw% juturrno 1, a
tap brIt itb hwho tw..es rI41, it how. and hoz,l, than durFpnt,
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ar cmaltworthinen is a lik sad death concept. The widespread. decadesiong
(ghee ci auto manufactutes to adhete to this concept has brought mortal

injury or *time eligibility to infilions upon millions of Americana. The flawed nate
of ens bek design and perk:awake is one of the chkf causes Car crushes we entirely
beneath& and often unmvidabk. But whether canoed by bad weather, inexperienced
driving, deka:the vekkle components, or my other contrition, the cmhes thonsehes
do not in many mes need to candle* deadly injuries. Frequendy, when serious in-
juries do moult is bemuse the companies that manufactuted the can failed or refused
to make those cars ackquately cnshwocthy.

Safety bek performance plays a central role in the triad ofingslwrorthinesg contain,
maintain, mann. The aishworehinels niad dictates that the eses &sign does the
following in a crash:

Contain the occupants by melding doors, windows, sumnafir and other *per
tures that &move ejection. If euch designs cannot be provided and the =nuke-
nuer nmertheless insists on mutating the car, it is obliged to at lesst warn the prospec.
tive buyer and all potential users about the vehick's ejection ham* and their injurkats
or fad consequenon.

Maintain the integrity of the vehicles so they will not collapse, crush, rip open
or otherwise deform in ways that victim the all-important "protective envelope" pro-
vided by the occupant compartment. The sire oldie envelope must, of course, be ade.
quate in the Brit place. 'Maintain" also arches to the integrity dim! units and lines;
defectively designed, they can spew deadly gas snd fumes that produce ming, deadly
posecntsh blares

Restrain the occupants by Farvennng or nummizing their violent mosament within
the vehicle or from it, preventing or minimizing their risk of hitting damaging struc-
tures in the vehicle and making all interior structures as "forgivine tr., energy manag-
ing. as possible in the event of impact. Historically war belts have been the maJor om .

portent for accomplishing this crucially important piece of the cmshworthiness triad.
The properly designed seat belt has been recognised by physicians and independent

safety engineers es the most effective active means for resnaining occupants in vehkles
to minimize their violent movement within or bum crashing velides. It is "active° because
it requires the active, repotted cooperation of the user who must put the belt on each
tirne he or she gets in the car. In contrast, "passive" or automstic systems such as air
bags, energy absorbing steering columns, laminated windshields, padded dashboards
and most other aut., safety features in the car require no occupant activation. And.
despite the pioneered and fierce opposition of car companies to providing standard
equipment seat belts during the 1950s and 1960% they have existed for many years.
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isiton to the Wells &go Museum in San Frandwo can we one of the whew
enions of a sem belt, e set risme that stage conch pawengen dad around

their wenn ea nevem eJecdon during lock, nosecounnykarneys. On the EastCont.
the Smithsonian Akr and Spore Museum exhibit. %Wirer Lens planee thee we *quip-
ped with belts intended terentater pilot* sod paesengers km filling from choir CTth
durirgband menewsers Ewa bdoteRbridSkil, ploonelogphylicbins and vdvide
designation were beginning so identify a crying nerd for sunbelt mud= paisengn
cart As csr take end an& climbedo o did the iketh mid Wm? con Be= =he&

Eiminiongasshesand injurim dine =died and coginraingexpern soon saw pat .
terns of mums ensaging chat nude it dear that by effect** inateloing =wants
from math* or viokot modon during the splimecond mamas of linsiect, serious
iniurin could be avoided or greedy. mbnaboi

Chnoftb earliest alien whom% a Deane phasic susgton named Mire L
devised a seat belt mann asul walled ft in his own car in die early WV& Deck*
the urging, of Straidt,Du Fletcher Sbodward. Hugh Dairen, Dt, Horace Campbell.
Dr. William Medd" Cot John Stapp and others, Mee US car cecisPenin declined
to o&r stenclard equinnent sear belts meg embed co do so, ant by individuid wain
leg:Wanes in the oxic14960s wid, finally, by the fidenlacuernment under the National
Ms& and Motor Ubkle &key Act of BS&

Even them the belt standads set under the Safety Acr contained only minimum
nimbi that left bowl dedga discredon to the mandecturers. For instance, the wan-
dare hen Wed precsake any Me cideownic cadre ke sat befit in theme awfori-
cy tic= now on the highways Meantshik, at kat one European company was fort
log aftesi by providing sew kits in Its cws. hods in Europe and the United States,
although not noire:lb lawAblvm the Swedish maturfactmerwhownew tar =Wag
stressed sety and reliability teller than treed and cosmetics, proclaimed the sidue
obese belts dining the l9Ws an die basis donnish* cgs nosh one, labontoey mirk
anl field evalustionl

By the be 19604 as US maitufanuters wen Setting Waal wows& to require
*shredder insured cikponty Wks in the flaw was anew cleolfirha on able to
show the newly superior gerformsnce of the bpshoulder &sip board on crash =-
Feltner IN the haw number of 'chicks with beb dun it sold in Sweden.

%Ws work baked Da mien= cm critkalk immense pone=
homily claignoisesbeltecould mak a mein iniorpodudogdiffnence in cashes.

rind poody desired beits mild mit tit dscrozed efiativaects and, in lam andel mar,
enhance or panic otherwire moldable Wurim

"A VELT IS A BELT"

1111 oday, more than 20 wars after the Federal Motor *hick Safety Standazds
(FMVSS) required safety belts in motor vehicles, many car companies and

die Nacional lighwey Toifik Safety Administration NifISAistill handle public heikve
that "a bert is bek," that every belt design. no miner how poor or hazardous, is as
safe as any other. NHTSA's position lsfr caret ten people about this injury problem
because if se did they wouldn't sear the lap belts, It apparendy had not occurred
to the agency that its duty was not to delude pro* into wearing unsafe belts but to
force recall and conection of the hazardous laponly designs for which the agency has
amok authority.

11
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The car companies steadfastly tefuse to recall and c-wrect the match'', of their defi-
cient belts. NITISA hes been timing to protect the companies tether than the motor-
ing public. The burden of dealing with the bad-belt injury crisis has fallen an the tort
system. Pack hurt by the en companies' failuro to provideockquste belts in the first

place find they must turn to the coma for redress because the companies end negula-
don have failed them.

As court case after court new meats, belt systems and designs differ vastly and alarm-
ingly in their performance when the chips are downthat is, when a crash occurs and
the belt weame suddenly, crucially, needs the belt's benefits. In that split second, the
manufacturer's failure to have «primed the vehicle with an adequate belt enetem can
become the difference between life ano r the belt wearer who has, after ail,
done his or her part by "buckling up."

BELTS - FOR BETTER OR WORSE

ODow should a prooerly &signed seat belt perform/ What protection should its

wearer expect?
The answer is found in the nature of the car clash itself. In the cat's impact with

a fixed object or another vehicle, the so-called "first collision," t1.- occupant continues
to move after the car itself has decelerated. The movement will onh be slowed or w-
rested when the occupant's body meets an opposing structure in the'sec- it., collirron."

If that structure is hostile, e.g., a rigid metal tool rail, jegged windshiele 101133 or the
hard surface of a pavement outside the car, the mutts can be devastating. ir the stnic-
rute is pnamtive, that is, die spreads cheetah fotres across the occupant's both, diverts
them from body areas especially vulnerable to life-threatening injuries and Odds suffi-
ciently to the body', impact, injuries can be prevented Of substantially minimized.

The rote of a properly designed seat belt system is to provide just that kind o 'protec-
tion in the "second collision* because, when worn, it is the first structure me by the
violently moving occupant's bock% As sewed by the principal tesearch scientist at General
Motors (but routinely violsted by that company in many of its belt design*

"A snug fining lap-shoulder bek tim the occupam direcdy to the passenger con part-
ment and allows chat occupant to ride down' the crash; thus eliminating "the more
severe occupant-to-interior 'second collisions: provided the belts are themselves fairly

tight." And. "Belts are also designed to dumbute testraining loads over strong sketetol
structures, including the shoulder, rib cage, and pelvis, to optimize protection during
deceleration!"

But a belt that is not properly designed, a former Fond engineer warned as early as
1970, "may itself contribute to injury in specific citcumstances!" And a Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) report cautioned as esrly aS 19:4 tbid a belt "should Per-
form in a manner which appties testraisa forces to appropriate antes of the anatomy
and which results in minimal occupant injury, with consideration of skeletal. internal
organ and softeissue damage, including disfigurement"'

How sell have the warnings been heeded by car manufactmers? How cksely are belts
meeting even the bask criteria suggested by OM's own principal reseateh scientist and
the SAE/ The answers are found in the real-world belt systems that Americans arr be-
ing urged or required to °buckle up" in most cars on the highways today.

7 .4° N,.; ""71 aiLE
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Even a link slack can create
serious hatards for occupants in
crashes. So-called window-
shade" slack inducers osn allow
large amounts of slack to be in-
mimed irao shoulder belts, with
or without the user's knowledge.
In these tests, the National
1ighway Traffic Saferi Ad-

mintanuton found that eten bt-
drat of slach can nearly dwelt in-
/scrim fcwces on rhe head in a
crushandthat wishful! slack the
forces tall be4 tnnes those lath
a snug belt A jury found the
"windoulhade" design to be
defective in Raild v. GM.

1 2
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BELT BY BELT A BREF OWIWIEW

car up &km In July 1966 the gublic was jolted by rewlations that rear lap
belts, the kind installed in almost every CV sold in America prior to 1990,

teprestmted a desdly menace in very common crashes, especially to children. The news
came in the form Oa stud% lierfonnance of Lap Belts in 26 Finned Crashes; publish-
ed by the Nacional Trensporambm &ditty Bumf (NTSB), the federal governmem's
safety ustatchdos."

However, the news came as no surprise to the auto manufacturers. For years they
had been told repeatay in medical and engineering brezature dust lap-only beltswould
not only permit needless injuries in some crashes, but abo would cause injuries and
that properly designed tap-shoulder belts would eliminate these hazards.

Updating those warnings, NTSB concluded: "Lap belts may induce inhtrY, ranging
in severity from minor to fatal, to the head; spinc abdomen; immabdominal viscera.
4:orawcting tissue, and blood vessel% and hunt-dtorack viscera, connectingtissue, and
blood vessels. Such injuries may occur singly or in combination" As NTSB noted,
the belts innainte head inJurY bY allowing the upper torso to swing forward, and ab-
dominal and spinal cord injury by overloading the lower nano with crash forces.

Rear-belt USe has increased Finer 1966i ptedictably and tatairally, injuries have alsn
climbed. Even NHTSA, which has failedto recall such belts or effectively promote the
retrufitting of mar tapshou/der belts, has admitted to Congress that OS many as 6.000
deaths and injuries per year could be preventee by the replacement of lei:only rear
belta with lap-shoulder belts.

One reason for the injury proliferation is that the lap belts often ride over the pelvis
in crashes. By doing so, they violate a federal motor vehicle standard requiring the brit
to "remain on the pelvis" in crashes.' This further increases the likelihood of severe
abdominal and spinal cord anima, especially to small children. Their delicate muscular
and skeletal muctures, coupled with the frequency of fantilies putting the kids in the
back seat, mean they am especially exposed to rear lap belt damage.

Stack Inducing "Tension liciieveTs:" An auto manufactuter can choose to in-
stall a properly fitting, comfottable, safe lapshoulder bete for drivers and passengers
or it can chocse instead to provide an ill fitting. Uncomfortable-, danterous belt and
then attempt to offset the poor design with a socalled "tension reliever" that makes
the bek mote tolemble to wear but even mare dangerous in a crash. Faced aith federal
standards requiring front seat outbomd lap-shoulder beltsin new cars starting in the
early 1970a, most US, manufacturers took the second choice. Their lap-shoukler belts
generally were so poorly designed that they squeezed tilesemer's body uncomfortably,
which discouraged use, and were touted acres the necks and faces of shorter wearers
that created or increased injury risks in crashes.

Rather than redesigning the belts to make them safe and comfortable, the companies
instead equipped them with a "tension relieving" device known as a "winclawshade."
This is a device that allows the wearer to put up to several Inches older& in the belt
by giving it a tug. The slack is supposed to solve the bght 6t and clangessms muting
problems, cc at least cover them up Instead it makes them much some. A loose belt
is a grave hand in a clash. Acceding to WHIMtests, even an inch ddackcannjbpten-
tully raise head injury face levels, anda few Inches can Imply eliminate the befes ef-
kctiveness" Further, a slack belt can promoteor *Bow ejection at tante submatining.
The "arindosvshade somata slack both byencoutagbg the belt wester to make the
belt loose and by allowing alseknesesometimes many inches of itro creep into the .
belt without the wearer's knowledge.
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The brat restraim system jor Punt-
se a t canpant in a crash a the air
bag corn ma with a thwe-point
seat bele Biamanufactsurisisove
withheld that system fr.tms mast

hutead, they have roman'
"automatic" seat in kr,

many of which an hagasdassay
designed. This "mat:matte"
shoulder Isek rested by UR in a
rollover, gwes no protection
against ejection when the door
opens in a crash beazuse a is
mantaf to the door inotead of the
ear's interiot
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ADDRIQUAL fROBVMS

IIoady Placed Asekeineger A number of car models popular in the United
Saadi intespdcgard withthne.point hp.shouldtr bek The wet anchowge

locetionsaaters pox dogma &formerly mem Including childless and onsall adults.
A few cm compenies lime attempted to coma these pnelerns by providing newer

mockls with *ate* aboul&r bek inchooges Thiipettnits the shoulder belt to
be positioned in a mote &mode End is& reletionship to the upper tom such m across
the chert rather don across the neck, which mums adequate protection in ash.
lit despite the simplicity and low costa adltniehle enthears. they we found on wry
few cars.

"Convenience" Mum& In an elicit to meet fe&nd standards requiring belt
acceasibility, some MIAIAMISIIM have *noted ssfety.

Fur exerepk, to keep its rear lapooly belts fiam slippine behind the sea of many
Escort models, &of Motor Company attached the belt buckle to the seat by en dials
"KEW Juane' Bekaa% the °KW readThe applied fano thet pulled the belt off
the wedges pehea meaning that in a crash k becomes lethal duvet to abdominal
organs end dte spinal cord. In Gmen t4, Ford, a U.S. District court jury in Beltimore
fnirml the Escort belt to be defective bah because tithe "strap retainer" and because,
unlike Eurepon Escons. it providni no shoulder belt in the oar seat."

Excessive Mayans: A belt that is loose Is a belt thin does not provide adequate
protection. In normal use, the heft must be reasonaNy snug in a aush; it must remain
tight across the chest and pelvis. Although some "give" in the belt webbing is nemssary
to attenuate the crash forces, too much slack will permit excessive forward motion of
the wearer.

Belt systems can have too much slack for a number demon& These include doigns
the delay the lockup ofthe belt mrsdor mechanises. They also inchtde unacceptably
high amouno of opoolnut, ie., belt playas ea the webbing tighmns around the
netractoe And of course. they inchtde the "irin&swshole" slack-inducing &signs
described above.

A longaveilable but timely used device for ofketting these ddidencies is the pm-
tensioner. A pre-undone: is a &vice for dghtening the belt around the wester when
a aash is sensed. Impteadve as this simple technologr has proven to be in reducing
crash Injuries, ft is available only on a few hiejt-peked suw PM

4s,
1,21"t

1.

t:sf.L

itniplegia and sewn inurnal mama ese datl.msm souks of mower *nary
bdtInsMreytee. fa German &ittalednalcomtleanifindMotor teapausri-
blefiwáisjariradane 1 hawaM %PAW boy. The je&ael plunament hes
estimate that as nosy as 6,000 d and *grin odd be menial in cool= esch parr
if &mar sear beta of a II cam assre equippidanit tapsionsider &wad af tapas* beks.
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IllEdwan i ht t Mai, revognit rd as one of the natinn's leading
eel attorneys, has written immune') and lectured Ware
many rufessional end arganieations amass the United States.
His wide mnse of moemise mdsides Irmdset liability, highuay
deign tiVtion, auto neeipmce, inmeance companyunfair
claims/twice and bad fear &slims with policyholdes.
He is principal of the lsiw fimi of Edward Ricci & Almciates,
PA., VIrkst &Ern Beach. Florida, and isa foundang member
of the Ingenue for Nur, Rech4cron.

7.

Benjamin Kelley ispresident of the fluent& for Injury Reduc-
tion. A nationally sengniest authority an mem vehicle safe-
gy perfonnance, injury induction and tette education, Mr.
Racy has you' nearly 25ntass asa reseasther, krturer. writer
andadministrator in major plaita-infteryprirms. He has
held senior Nations with the U.S. Department of%vapor-
ration and the Insurance hutinae forHighway Safety. He is
afro plefilierte ofAil Katy Corgi, a finn pessitlinganondting
sauces in product injury an a s.
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Chairwoman Samogna. Thank you. Mr. O'Neill.

STATEMENT OE BRIAN O'NEILL, PRESIDENT, INSURANCE
INSTITUTE FOR HIGHWAY SAFETY, ARLINGTON, VA

Mr. O'NEILL. Thank you Mm. Schroeder.
I will summarize my statement and ask that the complete state-

ment be placed in the record.
I am President of the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, a

nonprofit research and communications organization supwrted by
the nation's casualty insurers.

At the subcommittee's request, I am submitting comments on the
history of manual and nonmanual automatic restraints and the
safeguards in place for underriding big trucks.

Crashes are the number one cause of death for people under 35
years old. They cause 20 percent of all deaths of 5 to 29 year olds-
40 percent of all deaths of people in their late teens. And deaths
aren't the only problemmotor vehicles are associated with more
than 500,000 hospital admissions annually. Crashes are the leading
cause of head injuries, brain injuries, and spinal cord injuries.

Now that millions of cars are being equipped with air bags there
is no longer any debate, everyone agrees that the combination of a
good lap/shoulder belt plus an air bag is the best way to protect
wople. The road to acceptance of not only air bags but also safety
belts is a long and rocky one. It took longer to get manual shoulder
belts in all cars than it did air bags.

As early as 1903 there was a patent on a restraint system con-
sisting of adjustable lab belts for cars. In the 1940s physicians were
urging car companies to install seat belts as standard equipment. It
was not until 1955 that Ford and Chrysler made seatbelts options
in 1956 models. It was not until the late 1950s and early 1960s that
some state laws required lap belts to be installed in new cars. It
was not until 19'73 that three point lap/shoulder belts with inertial
reels were required by federal standard. Air bags also took a long
time.

In 1952 there was the first air bag patent. In 1970 the Depart-
ment of Transportation ordered automatic restraints to be installed
by the 1974 model year. The standard was on again and off again
and it was not until the 1987 model year that the restraints were
installed under a Federal requirement.

Today all new cars are required to have automatic restraints in
the front seats, either air bags or automatic seatbelts. Automatic
belts have two basic varieties, automatic shoulder belts accompa-
nied by a manual lap belt and you saw some of these in the video.
Such systems do produce higher use rates than manual lap/shoul-
der belts.

As you heard earlier, there is the problem that many people fail
to buckle up the lap belt and consequently they are not as well pro-
tected. They are not as well protected as they would be with a
buckled lap/shoulder belt and an air bag.

Another kind is the three point automatic seatbelt used in Gen-
eral Motors and Honda cars. This is so difficult to use automatical-
ly and so easy to disconnect, it is a joke to consider it an automatic
seat belt.

1 5
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We are fortunate I think that we are finally reaching the point
where all manufacturers have recognized the value of air bags,
plus manual lap/shoulder belts. Automatic seat belts will be disap-
pearing from new cars. We have still the problems of many cars
equipped with them. We will see the automatic seat belts going the
way of the dinosaur. They will become extinct and not too soon.

You have heard from Mr. Bloch about the problem of truck un-
derrides. About 400 deaths occur each year because of collisions
into the back of trucks. Although less than 100 of these deaths in-
volve underride, this is an area of highway safety in which U.S.
standards lag behind those of Europe where effective underride
guards are required on the backs of trucks.

The agency may say the underrides are not a big problem be-
cause of the small number of deaths that occur each year but it is
an issue where we should have effective standard.

The government does have a requirement and it has been in
effect since the 1950s, and this requirement is worse than none. It
says to provide protection against underride. when as you saw in
the video, these devices are totally ineffective. Effective underride
guards can be put on the backs of trucks to prevent deaths. We
should replace the present ineffective standard with one that
would be effective. We should have reflectors.

We should have better conspicuity of vehicles and reflectors on
the sides as well as the rear. We should have effective underride
guards.

I would just like to say one thing in relation to the effects of
safety standards on competitiveness. That is a question you raised
earlier. There is a strong case to be made that effective Federal

reation
enhances U.S. competitiveness.et me give you two examples: In the late 1970s there was a Fed-

eral requirement that all large trucks be equipped with antilock
brakes. That standard went into effect. It was a controversial
standard but there is absolutely no question that as a result of that
standard in the late 1970s, U.S. industry led the world in antilock
brake technology. The rest of the world was licensing that technol-
ogy. This U.S. technology was spurred by aggressive Federal regu-
lations.

The standard was overturned in a court challenge by the truck-
ing industry and the manufacturers, and because there was no
longer any demand for these brakes on big trucks, U.S. manufac-
turers abandoned the technology. The Europeans picked it up.
They have adopted antilock brake requirements for big trucks and
now we buy the technology back from them. We are in effect
buying our own technology which was exported to Europe, than im-
proved in Europe, and we now use the EVropean technology which
was technology that originated here.

Another example where U.S. competitiveness is enhanced is air
bags. Air bags are a big success story. It is also important to under-
stand that the bulk of the air bag supply industry is U.S. The Japa-
nese manufacturers are buying U.S. technology when it comes to
air bags. There are some European suppliers, but most of the sup-
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pliers and most of the technoloa is U.S. I think a strong case canhe made that by leading the world in safety regulations we can en-hance and not impede U.S. competitiveness.[Prepared statement of Brian O'Neill followsl
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PIPAPARAD filmisaris OF BRIAN O'NEILL, blitIRANCS INSWITITH
FOR HIGHWAY &Mr, ARLINGTON, VA

The Insurance WWII for Highway Saab, is a noicrdit march snd communications
orgenliteilon, supported try the nation's properly end aisuelly Mimi% that idsntifies waYs to

reduce motor vehicle crashes and awes loom I'm the Insilhde's president and, st this
coalmines% request, I'm submitting comments on the history of minus/ and automatic restraints

and the Mum* of adequate safeguards against passenger vehicles undenlding big truck rigs.

Motor Wilde crashes have a profound effect on American chadren. youth, and families. Crashes

are. In fact, the number one cause of death In the United States for people ages Ito 35 years

old. They cause 20 percent of el deaths of 5-29 yesr olds - 40 percent of ail deaths of peopie

In their Isle teens. And deaths won't die only probiem - motor vehicles we associated with more

then 500,000 hospital acknisslons annually. Crashes we the leading cause of head Injuries, brain

Injunee, and spinal cord Injuries.

By far the largest category of motor vehicle deaths involves passenger vehicle occupants. More

than 32,000 people died as occupants of passenger vehicles (cars Including the poputer

passenger vans that ere often referred to se minivans, larger rem pichuP hid% and ofifilY

vehicles) in 1990. It Is this pow of people - passenger vehicle occupants -- that automatic

restraints and truck undertide guards are designed to protect.

limed LejsiShoulder Belts

Plow that melons of new cars we being equipped with air bags. we can safely say that the long

debate sbout whether they really save hes le over. Air bags sba save glee - we've known tor

decades they would - end the combination of en str beg and slap/shoulder safety belt Is the best

astable crash protection. But the road to acceptsnce of not only air begs but aiso safety bolts

has been a long end rocky one. In fad, It might surprise this committee to know that It took longer

to psi minuet Ispishoulder belts Installed in et cars then it did to get air bags to their present

status as the automatic restraint system at choke.

As early as 1903. a P. Levee.; of France devised a restraint system consisting of adjustable

cross end leg straps. 14 then took 70 more years to get bells Installed In all new cars sold in Me

United States:
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1920e: Lep belts begin to be used in race cam

1930$ : Earliest sail for factory-instalied seat bees comes from aro physicians, Claire
Straith end C.J. Strickland

1954: Sports Cat Ciub of America mNurs lap belt use mandatory for competing drivers

1954: Automobile Menufacarrare Assoc Werra VeNde Safety Committee says that *until
It Is factually known* whether belle provide Increased protection kr the wearer or
cause increased bogy injury, it would be unethical for the engineers or the
vehicle safety committee to recommend their use'

1955: Ford and Chrysler announce that seat belts will be options in 1956 models:
American Molore and, !atm General Motors, foam suit

1959-61: Seven states enact laws requiring seat belts in new ears

1964: Most U.S. automaluse begin Installing front-seat lap belts as standard equipnlent

1966: Sports Car Club of America mandates shoulder belt use tor competing drivers

1968: Trweporlation Department propoem equipping cars with shoulder belts, beginning
with 1968 models: General Motors responds by saying it knows "of no reliable
statistical data on shoulder belts persuades us to recommend against
mandatory habitation of shoulder belt designs°

1368: Federal standard requires lap and shoulder belts in front-seat positions ot all new
cars except convertibles

1973: Three-point lapfshouider belts weft Inertia reels are required by federal standard

As this Mel chronology indicates, it took a very long time to get lap/shoulder belts in ail new cars.

And atM. people weren't necessarily protected in crashes because requiring manufacturers to

Install the belts ddn't mean motorists would use !hem. Voluntary belt use rates have always been

low and, despite numerous promotional campaigns conducted over many years and at consider-

able cost. liale has been found that worts to °slob motorists to buckle up voluntarily.

It was speckle* to increase use rates that safety belt laws began to be enacted, beginning in

Austraila In 1970. Such laws garnered 11W political support in the United States, however, and

didn't own begin to be *fluted In this country until the mid 19809. Now most U.S. states have

belt use laws, but many of them don't provide for strong enforcement and we, consequently, not

producing use Wes much beyond 50 percent

pArAr-70,0 r. N

s
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Automats flasestnte

Automatic restraints first called ''passiwr rastraints wet. weived as a means of protecting

motorists In a range of crash typal 2dftgill the need for occupants to budde up.

Air Bags. The first automatic restraint was the: ak bag. which was designed to Inflate

automatically and protect occupants' heads end faces In front- and front-angle crashes. It was

known from the beginning that air bags wouid be used ia poor a belts, so they wouldn't

provide a wholly automatic system of OraSh protection. Still. air bags would save lives in the

deadfall kind of crash the frontal crash.

The history ot air bags is not unlike that of lap/shoulder belts in that both are fraught with delay.

Finally. millions of new 1992 model cam are being equipped with driver-side air bags -- most witi

have passenger-side air bags In upcoming model years but the road has been long and bumpy:

1952: First air bag patent is filed

1970: Transportation Department orders automatic restraints by 1974 model year

1972: Automatic protectton rule is amended to allow ignition interlock as an alternative

1973: Genera! Motors pledges to build 1.000,000 air bag-equimed cars in 1974 model
year; actual production Is limited to 10.000 cars in 1974 and 75 model years

1974: Congress outlaws intertock

1977: Transportation Department substitutes demonstration program for automatic
restraint requirement Ford. General Mators. and Mercedes-Benz agree to
manufacture cam with air bags In 1980 model ye= later In 1977. automatic
restraint standard Is reinstated with 3-year phase-In starting in 1991

1991: Automatic restraint standard Is canceled again

1983: Finding canceitation "arbitrary and capndous; U.S. Supreme Court sends matter
back to Transportation Department

1984: Automate restraint Standard is reinstated with phase-in of automasc bolts or air
bap to begin with 1987 model year

1991: Automatic restraint requirement Is extended from passenger cars to light trucks
and vans beginning with 1995 model;
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The theme of this abbreviated chronology Is that air begs, law safety belts betwe them, weren't

greeted nth ;Abram! enthuslawn. The effecheness of WM had been demonstrated in laboratory

tests and on-the-road use. But adoption was delayed by pale* considerations. This is the way

with mast motor vehicle safely innovations. That is, It's usual?), poetical conhoveisy - not technical

pmblerne - that delays them for years. causing nestle= loss of We until safety wins out. often

Wet mew than sooner.

Automatic Safety Setts. Conceived by automakers as a mewls of avoiding air begs, automatic

belts are of two baslo varieties - automatic shoulder belts accompanied by either a manual lap

belt or no lap belt at ail. Such systems do produce higher use rates than manual lap/shoulder

belts and, since first instated In 1975 Volkswagens, SOMO 4903 a/ automatic belts have been

associated with reductions in maw vehicle occupant deaths and injuries.

The first automatic belts were instatieU as option, in Volkswagen Rabbits. beginning with 1975

models. VW's system %as designed to automatically position a shoulder beit wound drivers and

frontasat passengers. In piaoe of a lap belt, a knee bolster was included to restrain the lower

body ke Wink These restraints Were found to be effective - the frequency of insurance claims

for occupant intuits in frontal crashes involving Rabbits with automate belts was 17 percent

lower than for comparable Rabbits with manual belts. The frequency of head Injury wan 43

pernent lower. These findings we important because frontai crashes In general and head injuries

in partioulw cause the mWority of motor vatiles occupant deaths.

The next cars to be equipped with automatic belts were Toyota Cressidal. The shoulder belt

design kw tile cer was the first mot:Kited one - that is. the first designed to move along a guide

reit in the ow rod and position itself around an occupant when the door is closed and the ignition

turned on. Use rates of 90 percent wore observed after such belts were Installed - far higher than

the 20 percent or so rate that prevailed with manual belts. And Insurance claims for injuries ware

lower for amides than for Nissan ibtoodinas, similar C819 equipped with manual belts.

Despite the benefits associated with the first as wee as later generations of automate belts, Mere

are problents with these mama. One ts that Many automatic belts provide only an auto-matic

shoulder portion, so motorists have to mmember to buddy Mak manual lap belts. Another

Problem Is that many automatic hello We inORSIVenient to use and ealty to disconnect - so easy
. - _

1 ) 6
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to detach and use manually. in fact that the automatic; benefit Is lost. Recent studies have shown
no difference at all in use rates between General Motors and Honda cam equipped with manual
bens mid the kind of automatic beit Mats so inconvenient to use and easy to disconnect.

It would be essential to ensure Mats automatic butts were of the ellortifmno end toott-toffotach
vanity except for one imported fact. witioh le Mat automatic bens are becoming obsolete.
About 90 peroent of all 1997 mocks' cms wah macimatio menials had automatic belts. rds pro-
portion le down to about half and decining every year' Sy the 1996 model yew. virtually all
new passenger vehicles mid PQM trucks we expected to be equipped with air bags fOr front-seat

passengers as well as drivers. Then the questbn of which automatic belt le best will be moot.

Muck Underride

About 400 deaths of passenger ow and picture bud' occupietts occur each year because ot
oollisions into die back of big truck rigs. At least 100 of these deaths involve underride a
situation that occurs when a passenger wed* ooddes Int the rear end of a tractor-traller rig
and. because the rear of the truck le so much higher off the pound. the passenger vehicle slides
under the trailer. The trailer may then Intmde into Me consperbrient of the passenger vehicle. and
death or sedous injury even decaMbeion may be die result tor the people Inside.

Underside is an area of highway safety In which U.S. standards lag far behind those In effect In
Europe. altars effective imdeinde guardu are required on the bede of trucie. in 1986, research-
em working with the institute studied the effectiveness of the touglwr undernde guards required
in Europe. Ten relevant crinkles were aided h depth, with dem evidence of the superiority of
the kind of guards already required in Europe but not In the United States.

A Federal Wm Adninistration dmndard, in effect since the 195ffe. PurPOrtil to Ilitifff000 the
talent& issue in this money. Rut lt is. In a sense. worse Sian no standard el all because it
Isola to Me mieipprehension that trucks actuallyga, provide "mond protection. In tact, ihey do
notbeceues the tesdinkle siancird cantons no Crash protection performs*, specifications what-

A comma pabibelion. 'Shopping for a Saler OW gatectied). &stain new ear models with air bags end other
MOW sow tilbale. re trille tor the seeing flom the Emmabet% ke Highway Safety.

I 7
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sower. As a result, many so-called undenide guards we so inspxoprtately designed or flimsy
that they dump, under the force of even low- or moderate-speed knouts. EfiScave underride
guards do exist - remember that they're required in Europe but not in the United States.

Another problem with the underride standard Is its specification that Weems, between the
affective bottom of Bruck) bumpers or devices and the grows' shalt not exceed 30 Inches with the
vehicle empty.* This amount of clearance - 2-1/2 feet - Is plenty to permit many common sizes

and shapes of automobiles, particularly smatter ones, to undentie trucks and end up with their
passenger compartments and the people inside mingled. This is true even when people Me
property restrained by safety belts andlor air bags.

Its bemuse of such shortcomings In the underride standard that the Insurance !White for
Highway Safety petitioned the U.S. Department of Transportation in 1977 to establish
pertomance requirements for truck rear-end underrlde gusts. Since then, the Department has
moved In ate and starts, akvays acknowledging the problem of underride but falling to follow
through with a tough performance standard: In 1981, a flatfootproposed Mansking was Issued
to require lower, sturdier rear truck guards. starting with 1984 models; in 1983, a final decision

was Promised bY 'PAM in 1984. analysis of various underrlds guard designs was completed but
WWI years later no standard has been Issued. The latest word Is that the Transportation
Department in 1991 considering proposing equipment and vehicle standards for regulating the
installation of suitable rear underride guards for various types of newly manufactured trailers' -
the same thing the Department has been saying for, literally, decades.

Conclusion

What I've covered in this stetement Is one case of success at lung last when it comes to air bags
in passenger vehicles and another case in which years of attention have been paid to a serious
problem truck underrlde without resolution. There's been no government action, so lives con-
tinue to be lost in underrlde crashes. Families continue to be cgs:Wed. Society pays. Ifs time for
action - not because so many deaths are involved in underride crashes but because the solution
is so simple.
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Chairwoman SCHROEDER. I thank you both very much. I appreci-

ate your patience in waiting.
Mr. Kelley, I want to go through what you said about disconnect-

ing. There is the automatic belt and the slack mechanism. You are
talking about the slack mechanism, correct?

Mr. KELLEY. I am. I am not in any way in this proposal referring

to anything but the windowshade slack mechanism which is found

on three point lap/shoulder belts placed on domestic cars up until

last year.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. SO that mechanism is the thing that

cuts in after you have closed the door?
Mr. Mum' [Demonstratingj. When I have closed the door on

this button, V retractor, here, is down in the base of the ear's B-

Pillar. If my cuileague will keep the door closed for me, I will then
extend the belt and show how much slack can be put in it. That is
all looseness in the belt across the upper torso, put there as you
saw in the film by simply riding in the car. That slack stays until

you give it a good yank and then it is released.
When the door is opened the slack is taken out of the belt so it

won't be caught in the door. This has nothing to do with the belt
following you when you move forward. All this slack is caused by

this little lever here. This little lever which is attached by a tiny

spring can be removed. The little spring can be removed or the
button can be removed. Any one of those steps which a backyard
mechanic can do in 2 or 3 minutes, stops the slack mechanism.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. But if you do that, you would not be

lashed to your seat?
Mr. KEL/XY. That is correct. The car companies have implied

that would be the result. You can still move back and forward. The
belt is in no way impaired.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. You are now moving the belt without
the slack mechanism?

Mr. KELLEY. That is correct. The slack only happens if the button

is pushed in.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. You sort of lock it in?
Mr. KELLEY. That is right. Sometimes it works. Sometimes it

doesn't.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. You are not coming out against the

shoulder harness. You are not coming out being lashed to the seat
which could be harmful?

Mr. KELLEY. Not at all. The inertial belt reel which follows you

when you move is inside the retractor. The windowshade device,

which the car companies added to the car, increased the car cost by
$25. (NHTSA said in a report that it costs the companies $2.50). It

can be disconnected with no trouble.
Chairwoman Samosas:a. What happens if you take this into

your car dealer because you are a klutz like Pat Schroeder and you
saylsaw this in a hearing and I want this taken off.

KELLEY. Don't do it yourself. If something else goes wrong
with the belt, the car companies will blame you. But if you go to
the dealer and ask that it be disconnected, the dealer's response
will be, I am not allowed and I am not going to touch that system
because it is covered by Federal safety regulations.
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We have written to every manufacturer and to NIITSA asking
them to make this disconnect available. They have completely re-
fused.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Is there a Federal regulation?
Mr. KELLEY. No, there is no Federal regulation whatsoever gov-

erning the presence of this windowshade.
Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Do you think their mindset might

change when you see recalls like today?
Mr. KELLEY. My wish has been for some time that the car compa-

nies simply recall this and do it on their own, that they do it with-
out every consumer having to go to the dealership and asking that
it be done. I don't see any chance of that happening given
NH'ISA's attitude. Every one of these should be disconnected.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Does anyone know why the car compa-
nies have stopped using these as of late? I don't think they are
using the windowshade belts, are they?

Mr. KELLEY. That is correct When NHTSA was petitioned to set
a standard on this, one of their reasons for denying it was that car
companies were going to take them out anyway. I found that inter-
esting. If windowthWes are fine but the car companies are going to
take them out, there is a certain contradiction in now not investi-
gating why.

They are not now being included in new cars. Yet new-car
manual belts are being worn and are doing very well in cars with-
out windowshades. There is no reason whatsoever they could not be
disconnected in the past cars.

I believe the car companies are taking them out because they are
being sued by an increasing number of people who have been in-
jured or whose loved ones were killed because of the belt slack.

Chairwoman ScnaoRom I understand, Mr. O'Neill, your agency
did a survey of car dealers about what families want in a car?

Mr. O'NEiLL. Yes. We asked car dealers in the area a number of
questions relating to what the perceptions uf the dealers were and
the items that were most important to new car purchasers today.

The item that received the highest response was quality. In other
words, the dealers believed that the new car purchawr was over-
whelmingly interested in the quality of the product. Number two
was safety, it ranked higher than price, performance, styling.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Why don't the dealers convey that to
the car manufacturers?

Mr. O'Ntouu.. I think they are today. I hear from manufacturers
that they are getting tremendous pressure from their dealers on
air bags. You heard about the Saturn. A very bad decision was
made by General Motors a few years ago not to design an air bag
into that car.

I understand there is an accelerated air bag design for the
Saturn. Saturn dealers say they have too many people asking for
air bags. I think the message is coming back today. This is a new
message from the dealers.

Mr. KwEv. We have recently heard interesting reports that un-
derscore how popular the air bag is. We have heard from people
who purchased care without air bags after being told by the sales-
man that the car had an air bag.

fh)
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It is difficult to see if there is an air bag in that steering wheel
or not.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. They are terribly popular. I know all
sorts of people where that is the only thing they are looking for.
They don't care if it has tires.

S%at was NUM's response to the truck underride information
we saw in the film before?

Mr. O'Nsiu.. There have been proposals languishing since the
early 1980s. In fact, the agency lids just allowed that pending rule
making to in effect sit on a shelf. There are now rumors that some
sort of a rule will be proposed before the end of the year.

We have periodimlly put research information into the docket to
keep the issue alive but there has been virtually no interest on the
part of the agency on truck underride rule making since the early
1980s, despite the fact that we have among other things put into
the docket evidence of the effectiveness of the European require-
ments.

This is not major or complicated rule making. We are not tolking
about sophisticated devices. This is just simply saying if we are
going to have underride devices, let's have some performance,
strengths and height requirements that make sense with reference
to the problem that is supposed to be addressed.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. And we are waiting.
You saw also the videos on crashes and the slack inducing belt.

Is that an accurate portrayal on what is going on?
Mr. O'Nsux. There is no question that slack in a seat belt Feat-

ly compromises the ability to restrain people in crashes. We did
studies to fmd out how often slack was out there in the traffic
stream. In domestic cars that permit slack in the belt, many motor-
ists had excessive slack in the belts.

By contrast in Europe cars where there have been no such things
as windowshades and other devices, you saw no slack, yet people
still buckle up. It is not a question of people will only buckle up if
they have the so-called comfort and convenience features in their
belt systems because clearly people are buckling up in imports
which don't have these features.

Mr. KELLEY. The imports had a higher rate of use even though
the domestics provided these windowshade slack features. I have
looked at many cases where the slack was the cause of injury and
many were low-speed crashes where a properly buckled person
would have no injuries.

The injuries were devastating, including quadriplegiac because
they were permitted as the body moves forward over the lap belt.
It was as if you had no shoulder belt at all.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. I guess one of my real frustrations is I
thought we would have good news, since Congress passed the high-
way bill. I had hoped NMA would tell us they were moving for-
ward. I think some American manufacturers are moving ahead.
They are not using sex to sell cars. They have been talking safety.

So I am saddened to hear that it may be a front, and maybe not
what is going on behind the scenes. I hope what is going behind is
that the dealers are telling them that safety sells.

I am sure if we hear from them they will say Mr. Kelley and Mr.
O'Neill are representing lawyers and insurers and we know law-
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yers and insurers because they are the people you bury 26 feetdown because deep down they are really good people.
How do you respond to that? You have had two groups here thatthey love to taint, too. One of the things I heard in this debate iswe cannot make this debate nonpartisan or figure out what weshould do economically and competitively about safety, they tendto attack the messengers, that anybody who attacks Americanautos are flakes.
I am sure they will say your money came from lawyers or insur-ance companies. So they may say we may be bad, but those guysare wome.
Mr. KELLEY. I am double tainted because for 16 years I was withthe Insurante Institute on Safety. The only answer I can give youis this one: The peal:de who support my present organizationnumber fewer than 200 attorneys. These particular attorneys don'tlike to see the broken bodies. They have seen a lot of them. Theyknow there are unsafe products and want them taken off themarket.
When I was with the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, theinsurance Nople I knew were similarly commitW, and I think Mr.O'Neill will tell you that is what is happening today. Today we areseeing safety advertised by car companies as you observed,Madame Chairwoman. That is exciting, but underscores a tragical-ly missed opportunity by the NHTSA.
NHTSA should be saying, we will mandate what you want, man-date what we see in these commercials--air bags, better safety,more crashworthiness, safe belts.This is an unparalleled opportunity to move on a wave of publicsupport and NHTSA is totally ignoring that public support. Weneed to mandate these and not have them for the rich folks. Wedon't have pasteurized milk just for those who can afford it.Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Why aren't we the pit bull for theAmerican people? Why don't we say car A is the safest car you canbuy, and put all the cars in the showrooms and see who buysthem? They wouldn't all have to have the same things. Then theycouldn't say "gee, we can put that in because it costs us moremoney." Lets see if the Sweedish Bikini team can sell it without it.We don't see them being a bridge or trying to build this consen-sus or give the seal that people rel3r on rather than duck behindthe Dan Quayle competitive council shield, which I think people aretired of.

Mr. O'NEn.L. Let me add my response as well. The insurance in-dustry is unique in one respect because when it comes to highwaysafety and reducing deaths, injuries and losses on the highway, theinterests of insurers coincide with the interest of the generalpublic. That is the motivation for insurers to support efforts likethe institutes, which are aimed at reducing the losses. In terms ofsafety, their objectives coincide with those of theieneral public.A few things about the car companies and NHTSA. A number ofissues talked about today reflect history. The windowshade deviceis gone at least from new cars. Automatic seat belie are disappear-ing as fest as manufacturers can get suppliers to provide airWe are hearing about new improved ode impact protection, andthere is competition to claim the safest product out there.

i;
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I agree with Mr. Kelley this provides wonderful opportunities for
the Federal a gency to play an aggressive role in making sure that
we don't finish up with Volvos with protective features, but
that all car manufacturers & up the technology that is out there.

This is an exciting time. e need to promote competition among
car manufacturers. I think ranking and rating cars by name has a
role in this. But I must say in contrast to the car companies, which
do underctand that safety sells, we have a problem with the truck-
ing industry. The attitude of the trucking industry to regulation is
that we have to fix all the bad drivers and shippers; don't make us
do anything to our trucks. Big trucks are involved in 5,000 fatah-
ties a year.

We need antilock brakes, on-board recording devices, and other
safety improvements on trucks, but we don't do this because the
truck industry attitudes are like the car industry attitudes of the
1960'sit is not the vehicle, it is the nut behind the wheel.

It is time we got the trucking industry to come into the 20th cen-
tury and understand that thing); need to be done to their equip-
ment to make it safer on our highways.

Chairwoman SCHROEDER. Just as there are some good lawyers
and some good insurers and some good Congresspeople, let's hope
there are some good trucking companies and auto firms, and we do
need to make progress on it. As I recall my physics, the greater
mass wins, and the greatest mass on the highway is the truck. So
that becomes a great concern as to what you do in any kind of a
accident.

It is interesting how automotive companies were willing to use
that greater mass in the commercials. As we were talking about
fuel efficiency, suddenly the Congress was finding that you drive a
little blow-up car that was going to be crushed by a pickup. If we
wanted fuel economy we would have to drive small dangerous cars.
We have a lot of work to do and let's hope the highway bill is the
kickoff. The more we can encourage that kind of competition, the
better off we will be.

I thank you both for being here and I appreciate your contribu-
tion to the whole oversight.

Our last witness was supposed to be our Federal rulemaking au-
thority funded by all the happy taxpayers, the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration in Washington, D.C. I don't think
they are here, and I guess they kept their wordthey did not
come. I find that very sad. I guess that shows that Sununu is not
the only one with an overgrown ego in the city.

People get mad because they fimd agencies that are supposed to
defend them, and we were hoping they could come and shed light
and it would be a new day. Maybe we will have to subpoena them.
It saddens me that they feel that they can thumb their nose at the
Congress and not appear and not answer many of the very serious
questions that I think we had today.

With that, since we don't have our last witness, we will adjourn
the hearing. We will be more than happy to hold the record open
for anyone who has things they would like to add.
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Thank you very much, and the hearing is adjourned.
ereupon, at 12 noon, the select committee was actiourned.1terial sulnnitted for inclusion in the record followsj
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Ms. Joan Claybrook, President
Public Citizen
2000 P Street, W.V., Suits 610
Washington, DC 20016

Dear Ms. Claybrook:

I want to express my personal appreciation to you for appearing
before the Selct Committee on Children, Youth. and families at
our hearing, Automotive Safety: Is Enough Being Done to Protect
America's families?* held hers in Washington on December e, 1991.
Your testimony was liperbmft to the work of the Committee.

The Committee is now in the process of preparing the transcript
for printing. It would be helpful if you would go over the
enclosed copy of your remark, to assure that they are accurate,
and return the transcript by MOnday, December 20, with any
necessary corrections.

In addition, Representative Clyde C. Holloway, a sember of the
=mitt**. has requested that you answer the following questions
-.I* inclusion in the printed record:

The written statement of a witnees who hes testified,
Mr. Benjamin Kelley, notes that he produced film on truck
underride for the In:our:once Institute in 1971. You.
Ma. Claybrook, were a SSTS& administrator for four years,
fru.% 1977 t^ 1981. If this problem was so parlous and well -
documected, 'y did you welt so long to address it?

2) Am an SAWA asinistrator you pushed the auto industry to
improre the 4.omfort and convenience of safety belts, did you
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not? Didn't autoushers develop tension relievers or so-
called windoushades in response to concerns about the
comfort and convenience of safety belts?

401,4

Chairumean
Select Committee on Children.

Youth and families
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HERON= FROM JOAN CLAVBROOK 10 Quarno Ns POE= By
CONOKSBEIMAN CLYD1 C. HOLLOWAY

1. The written etetement of a witness who has testified, MX.
Benjamin Salley, notes that be produced a film on truck underride
tor the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety in 1973. You, HA.
Claybrook, were a PHTSA administrator tor four years, from 1977
to 1991. It this problem vas 10 serious and well documented, why
did you wait so long to address it?

Response: A. NNTSA Administrator, I did address the problem of
truck underride. The agency under my direction conducted
research and testing and issued a proposed safety standard.
However, after I left, little work continued and no final
standard has aver been issued. As the hearings were being
initiated in late 1991 by Hrs. Schroeder to investigate the
agency's inaction, the NHTSA issued a new proposed standard.

2. As an NHTSA administrator you pushed the auto industry to
improve the comfort and convenience cof safety belts, did you not?
Didn't automakers develop tension relievers or so-called
windowthades in response to concerns about the cwatort and
convenience of safety belts?

Response: I did push automakers to improve the comfort and
convenience of safety belts. In fact prior administrators, from
the beginning of the agency, had urged belt design improvements
and issued requirements for three point belts because of the
difficult to use designs offered by the manufacturers.

The windowshade ccuicept, of allowing the belt to retain slack
while in uee, was originated by the manufacturers and never
required or urged by PHTSA. In fact, the agency made it
abundantly clear in its internal and contract research work add
its rulemaking that the windowshade system created unsafe slack
and was not the best solution for improved comfort and
convenience of belt systems. It may be the least expensive
option for encouraging use but it is also unsafe. I doubt that
any vehicle manufactured with the windowshade device that is
crash tested at 30 mph under Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard 205 frontal crash would pass when the bolt le adjusted
with the slack.
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"larnyron Dlodh
Auto Safety Design
7731 Tuckerman Lane
Potanea, Maryland 20884

Deer Mt. Bloch:

December 18, 1491 IIIIPNIMI 'NI 1144110

want to express my personal appreciation to you for appearing
before thc Select committee on Children, Tooth, and Fasilies at
our hearing, "Automotive safety: I. Enough Being Done to Protect
America's Families?" held here in Washington an December 4, 1991.
Your testimony was important to the work of the Committee.

The Committee is now in the procees of preparing the transcript
for printing. It would be helpful If you would go over the
enclosed copy et your remarks to assure that they ere accurate,
and return the transcript by Monday. December 30, with any
necessary corrections.

In addition, Representative Clyde C. Holloway, a member of the
committee, has requested that you answer the following questions
tor inclusion in the printed record:

1) Materials distributed by committee mtaff describe you es an
*auto safety design engineer." For the record, do you have
any formal education in a field related to auto eafety
design? For whom have you been employed as an auto safety
design engineer?

2) Pegs six of your testimony urges a warning label an
windowshade seat belts, to be placed an the sun visor of
chevrolet and Ford cars with this typ. or seat belts, to all
registered owners. Aren't you running the riSk of reduced
seat belt use? Row do you encourage more people to comply?

Chairwoman
Select Committee on Children,

Youth, and Families
Enolosure

)1 C
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REspoNse nom BYRON BLOCH so queenoNs Poem BY
CONORRSRMAN CUD* C. liOLLOWAY

L. My formal education includes a Bachelor of Arts degree from
the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) in 1961. My
major field was Industrial Design. I then continued studies
in the Master's Program at UCLA, also in Industrial Design.

I have been employed as a consultant in Auto Safety Design by
ROAD TEST Magazine (as Research Editor); by Automotive Safety
Devices, Inc. (to assist in safety seat evaluation and testing);
Inca Manufacturing Company (regarding energy-absorbing bumper
systems); numerous law firms (regarding evaluation of alleged
defective designs of motor vehicles); ABC Television News (to
prepare and present Auto Safety Reports to the public).

2. I urge a warning label be placed on the sunvisors of CM and Ford
vehicles that are equipped with slack-inducing "windowshade" type
of seat belts. (Preferably, the cars should be recalled and
these hazardous belts replaced with safer non-windowshade belts.
Another recall option could be to disable or disconnect the
slack-inducing windowshade feature)

I don't believe there's a risk that such warning labels will
cause reduced seat belt use. I think many people have avoided
using such windowshade seat belts because they felt they were
too loose to be effective in a crash anyway. Warning labels
that prompt them to use their seat belt with a more secure,
snug fit, would encourage more people to regularly wear such
windowshade belts with more confidence in the belt's ability
to safely restrain them in a crash accident.
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Mr. Benjamin (alley
Inetitute for Injury Reduction
375 Prince George's Blvd., Suite 200
Upper Marlboro, MD 70772

Dear Mr. Kelley:

I want to express my personal appreciation to you for appearing
before the select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families at
our hearing, '*Automotive Safety: Is Enough Being Done to Protect
America's Families?" hold here in Washington on December 4, 2991.
Your testimony was ioportant to the work of the Committee.

The Committee Is now in the process of preparing the transcript
for printing. It would be helpful If you would go over the
enclosed copy of your remarks to assure that they are accurate,
and return the transcript by Monday, December 30, with any
necessary corrections.

In addition, Representative Clyde C. Holloway, a member of the
committee, has requested that :ou answer the following questions
for inolusion in the printed record:

1) Do you get a salary or fee as president of the Institute for
Injury Reduction? What percentage of your income is that?
what percentage of your income comes from serving as an
expert to plaintiffs in product liability cases? What
percentage of your income is in no way related to product
liability-related issues?

2) Do you have any skill, training or education which would
establish expertise in the subjects about which you offer to
testify today?

3) You state that NHTSA has had "totally unqualified and
totally uncommitted leadership" since 1981. Isn't it true
that the current MUSA administrator has put in place more
significant safety regulations than any of his recent

I. 7u
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predecessors, including Ms. Claybrook (who testified et the
hearing) and that unlike the experience of some of his
predecessors, these regulations have not been seriously

challenged or overturned?

P CIA EDER
Chairwoman
Select Committee on Children,

Youth, and Familis

Enclosure
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Resporisi Atom Bisaum Krtuzir io QUEBTIONII Pomp sy
COMMEIMILILM CU= C. HOLLOWAY

December 29, 1991

The Honorable Patricia Schroeder
U.S. 1101190 of Representatives
The HOuse Select Committee an

Children, Youth and Families
395 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, DC 20515-5401
Mut Joan Godley, Clerk

Dear Chairwoman Schroaders

Inclosed please find the transcript, with
corrections, of my testimony before the Dec. 4
hearing onAutcmotive Safety.

Hers are the answers to the questions raised
Holloway:

1. By salary from the Institute for Injury
Reduction, which le a matter of public record under
IIR's status as a tax-exempt organisation, is $1,000
per year. $o other part of my income is received
from public-service work, and those parts of it that
involve my work in the private sector, as a salaried
employee of A. B. Kelley Corporation, are not
relevant to this hearing and would be inappropriate
for discussion in connection with it.

2. A copy of my biography and bibliography is
attached end is remponsive to this question.

3. So. The current administrator has held the office
for only, a relatively short period within the 1991-
1991 time frame, but during that period he has
failed to implement very impartant rulemsking
actions in a number of areas which have been pending
since prior to 1991, including the subject. of these
bearings (windowshade prohibition, truck underride
end hazardous automatic belt designs), utility
vehicle rollovers, adjustable belt anchorages and
many others. in addition, his failure to mandate

act such a t over his opposition.
front seat air be "in all new cars led COOP. to
en

bY Raft.
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His predecessors records were even less impressive; sort
notoriously, they included a full-scal attack on then-pending
passive restraint requirements which, if left in place, would
have brought air bags into American oars in the very early 1900e.
ASupreme Court decision was required to overturn this /Attempt to
scuttle air bags and other passive restraints, end finally forced
MBA and DOT to rein/Mete the standard. Administrator
Claybrook's record, which you also mention, included adoption of
that critically important regulation - probably the single most
important rulemaking in MHTSA's history.

Mt. Curry has had an unparalleled opportunity to be an effective
DMA administrator. His actions and attitudes - including those
reflected in his refusal to testify at, send an agency witness
to, or even attend this hearing - are eloquent evidence of his
decision to forego that opportunity.

ally,

Benj

Enclosures

1 73
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MIJAIIIM =UHT

:=1:min Kelley is a nationally established authority on motor
le crashes and crash injuries. Hia experience includes service

as a senior official of The federal highway and motor vehicle safety
programs; overall policy and program management of a highly-regarded
highway safety research org oration; expertise as a witness before
national and local legieletive bodies, regulatory agencies and courts
of Dow; and two decades of continuing activity as an author,
lecturer, documentary film maker, analyst, investigator and
commentator in the highway-motor vehicle crash field.

-- Mr. Kelley is President of the Institute for Injury Reduction, a
non-profit research and educational group founded by plaintiff's
attorneys to address issues involving product-related injuries. He
is also President of A. S. Kelley Corporation, a consulting
organization which he founded in 1984 to provide a rings of advisory
service* in the safety and health fields.

-- From 1969 to 1984 he was Senior Vice President of the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety, and was a principal architect of its
highly-regarded research and communications work. With the late
William Haddan, Jr., M.D., a highway safety pioneer who was the
Institute's president during the sams period, he was intimately
involved in the design, execution and interpretation of the
organization's many groundbreaking research Efforts, as well as in
the conduct of its overall sdssion to reduce motor vehicle crash
deaths, injuries and property damage.

-- From 1967 to 1969 mr. Kelley was Director of the Office of
Public, Legislative and Governmental Affairs for the U.S. Department
of Transportation's highway, motor vehicle safety and highway safety
programs within the U.S. Federal Highway Administration. In addition
to founding and managing this office and its staff, he served as a
poliry advisor to the motor vehicle and highway safety bureau
director and the federal highway administrator in issue areas
involving motor vehicle and highway safety regulation, statutory
consistency and intent, harmonizing and public interests.

1
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A summary of Mr. Kelley's prior experience follows:

-- 1966-67s Manager, Transportation and Communications Policy
Depsrtment, Chamber of Commerce of the United States -- responsible
for analyzing and implementing Chamber policies involving
transportation regulatory and legislative issues and developments.

-- 1963-661 Special Assistant to Interstate Commerce Commissioner
William H. Tucker -- provided policy advice and execution in the
areas of motor vehicle and rail regulation, including safety
regulation; transportation company mergers, and government
organization of transportation promotional and regulatory activities.

- - 1961-63s Transportation Editor, New York Journal of Commerce,
Washington (DC) Bureau --responsible for coverage, editorial opinion
concerning transportation regulation and legislation.

-- 1960-611 Reporter, Traffic World Magazine, Washington, D.C.--
covered Interetate Commerce Commission regulatory activities; writer,
Washington column, Automotive News magazine.

-- 19$7-60s Editor/Reporter, Shipping and Trade News, Tokyo News
Service, Tokyo, Japan.

1954 -571 Military Services U.S. Army Security agency/National
Security Agency.

Educations Diplomas in Korean (U.S. Government Language School,
Monterey, California), Japanese (Nagma= Institute, Tokyo, Japan).
Course work at Sophia University, Tokyo, japan. Special mid-career
executive course, Harvard Business School.

ftiting, Lecturing: Lecturer, 1979-present, Johns Hopkins
University, School of Hygiene and Public Health. 1983 Roscoe Pound
Foundation icipant. 1990 American Assembly participant. (Bee
attached big=graphy for complete list of writing, testimony,
lectures.)

Present, Past memberships: National Coalition for Car Crash Injury
Reduction; CRASH (Citizens for Reliable and Safe Highways)(Hoard of
Directors); Center for Auto Safety (Board of Directors); National
Safety Council (Board of Directors); American Peblic Health
Association; National Press Clubs American Association of Automotive
Medicines CINE (Board of Directors); Society of Automotive Engineers.

Awards, Recognitions: CINE Golden Eagle; Zagreb Film Festival; U.S.
Department of Transportation Special Achievement Award; Who's Who In
America.

1 "4:-
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PARTIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
of

BENJANIN KELLEY

Meat
1. ...with Hoc:don, et al. REPORT TO CONGRESS ON ALCOHOL AND

HIGHWAY SAFETY. U.S. Department of Transportation, 2968.

2. Kelley, Sons THE PAvERS AND THE PAVED, Hew Yorks Donald W.
Brawn, Inc., 1971.

Acticles and_Chaptere Prefesaionea Journals /ad Boob:

1. ...with Haddon. SPEED DOES KILL. The National Underwriter.
September 5, 1969, 1, 29.
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The Honorable Jerry R. Curt,
Administrator
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
400 7th Street, s.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Mr. Curry:

As you know, the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and
families held a hearing on Wednesday, December 4, 1991, on
automotive safety, ntitled: ',Automotive Safety: I. Enough
Being Done To Protect America's FamiliesTo

UnfOrtunately, and for reasons which still dO not make
sense to me, the Select Committee was informed at the last
minute that your agency would not be attending the hearing
unless they appeared as the first witnese. As chair of this
Select Committee, I want to make my position on your agency's
no-show perfectly clear to you. NHTSA is an agency created
by the Congress, funded by the taxpayer, end subject to the
oversight responsibility of this Committee. I am sure that
you will agree that in the future, your agency will be more
responsive to the Committee's requests and this type of last-
minute maneuverings won't occur again.

Since your agency did not appear at tto Decanter 4th
hearing, there wore many questions regarding seatbeltS and
truck underride that were not able to be asked. Therefore.
please respond by December 18, 1992, to the following
questions in writing so that they can be subsitted into the
record of the December 4th hearing.

UAIDELLSSINAMBE
1. NNTSA's views regarding windowshade sestbelte have
changed over the years. 211 2979, NNTSA issued a rulesaking
which called for the elimination of slack in the shoulder
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portion of the belt system. Yet, this proposal was never
enacted. Why?

2. In 10$1, NN2SA issued a final rule on the comfort and
convenience issue by stating that wind:in/shade belts would be
tested with their easimus amount of permissible stadk about26 inches. However, this final rule was delayed for 4 years
and changed to permit testinn of the belt with the
nfantursr'o recommended amount of slack, about 1 inch,

oven though muO4 ^ore slack is routinely introduced into theseatheit system. Shy did NNTSA change its mind in the amount
of slack it would allow to be tested? Opp wbat data did
NMI base its decision? What was NNTSA4s response to the
National Transportation Safety board's Fattest to this change
in what amount of slack meld b.' tested

3. When the Merit= auto industry wrote to your agency in
2.911 stating that they were looking tar better ways to reduce
the potential for occupant *misuse, of windowebade belts.
what was your agengy's reaction to the induptryos use of theword *misuse?* Isnot it true that winlowehade belts
introduce excess slack into, the belt system during normal
usage? Novircan something that happens from normal usage of
the belt system be described as ftisuses Is it NIOSAos
position that it is the consumer's fault for having slack inthe system?

4. When the American auto industry wrote to your agency and
stated that they were going to eliminate these windowehade
bolts by 1991, what reason did tbey give? Didn't it seem odd
that if these belts were working so well, that the industry
would decide to stop using them?

5. In a JUly 13, 1987, Wall Street Journal article regarding
windowshado seatbelts, NNTSA41 Associate Administrator for
Hulemaking, Mr. Barry Fairies, stated that *I see people
riding around with their (shoulder) belts really loose. Theyjust as well not be wearing ono.0 This statement tells methat over 4 years ago, your agency was aware of the danger of
elm* in the windowehede belt. Don't you think that WHISA
end the American auto industry should initiate an intansivs
and thorough public information campaign to warn the drivers
of sore than 50 million cars of the inherent danger of the
belt systems that they are relying on to protect thee?

6. What is NNTSA currently doing to imform the public about
the inherent dangers associated with windowshade seatbelts?
7. =ISA was supposed to release a report late this year
wbich discusses the inferior protection provided by samepassive ismtbelt systems that were permitted under the 1984
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Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208. I. this report
finished? If not, why not? When will it be finiahed?

TIONIUMBRIDILMEETIMill
1. ORTSA proposed a truck underride rule in 1967, 1989,
1970, 1977, and 1981, always nating that many needless deaths .

and severe injuries could be prevented by suitable underride
guards et the rear of large trucks and trailers. It is now
more than zi_xjan after the first MOM proposal and IQman after the upgraded, well-supported 1981 proposal. Yet,
!MBA still has not lau a! a truck underride guard rule. Why
has MBTSA delayed a truck underride guard rule for more than
24 years? What could possibly cause this long of a delay?

2. =TWA and automotive industry craeh tests conducted beck
in 1212 and gag showed that a suitable truck undarrids guard
could prevent the rear structure of a large truck !ram
mashing into the passenger compartment of a car in a rear-
end collision. Didet these tests, conducted over 20 years
ago, convince WHISA that a solution to the underside guard
problem was in-hand?

3. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety conducted a
series of crash tests in Agn with the existing ICC guards
and improved underride guards and showed the dresatic life-
saving difference tbst an effective underside guard would
make. Later, in 1979, KFITSh *Pent $578,000 for 0 series of
crath tests that pointed out haw a stronger, wider, and
lower-to-the-ground umderride guard could prevent a large
truck !roe penetrating the passenger coeparteent of even a
smell car. Why didn't MUSA proceed ahead in the 1980s by
'wafting that such underride-prevention safety guards be
required?

4. According to NVERA's recant analysis, there have been at
least 136 deaths per year in truck underrids accidents over
the past 10 years. In addition, tens of thousands of people
have been seriously injured in such accidents. How does
!Wm justify its continuing delay in failing to issue a
final rule that would require these underride safety guards?

S. Improved truck underride prevention devices were
implemented in Sweden in the 19708 and then extended into
Great Britain and moot of Europe in the early 1980s. with
th rest of the world moving ahead with regulations,
directives, and actual installation of truck underride
prevention devices, why doos America's vehicle safety agency
not do the same?

6. In the long history of this on-again, off-again truck
underride proposal, cars have gotten smaller and lower. Yet,
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the Nalta proposed underride guard height has gone in the
opposite directionfro* la inches above th ground in 1669
to 0521Ass current strategy to accept 22 inches above the
ground. Why does MYNA tavern 22 iftCh height for a rear
Underride guard when At knows that perhaps 40 to 50 percent
or the cars an the road will go beneath swell a guard height
and cause excessive penetration into the passenger
compartment?

Thank You for your cooperation in this matter. If you
1111WIP any questions, please call Nr. Tie Harrison or Ns.
Mickey Miss at (202) 226-7660.

4aidarP
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DEC 3 I NO

The Honorable Patricia Schroeder
Chairwoman, Select Committee
on Children, Youth, and Families

United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 205I5-6401

Dear Madam Chairwoman:

Enclosed are the answers to questions contained in your

letter on seathelts and truck underride.

Enclosure

I

Sincerely,

errosowillgetfilyilg.urY
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RESPONSE PROM JERRY CURRY TO (lUESTIONS POSED BY
CHAIRWOMAN PATRICIA SCHROEDER

2MM= oUgSTIoNS

211111i2n..lablinasra

Prior to answering your specific questions, we believe it
appropriate to provide a brief statement of this agency's
position on tension relievers, or nvindowshade," devices. First,
it nmst be understood that the most effective means of reducing
highway casualties is the wearing of safety belts. Accident data
analyses have shown that front seat lap/shoulder belts are 40-So
percent effective in reducing fatalities, compared to
unrestrained occupants. Hosever, belt usage in the late 1970's
.and early 1990's hovered around the 10-15 percent range. Thus,
the primary goal of the agency at that time was to increase belt
usage.

Study after study conclvded that two of the primary reasons that
people did not wear belts were the incorrect fit (e.g., cutting
across the occupant's neck) and uncomfortable pressure of the
belts. In an attempt to address these problems, manufacturers
introduced devices which, with the introduction of a minimum
amount of slack, could address these issues and result in higher
belt usage. This was a laudable goal -- increasing belt usage --
and one which Was supported by all ageney Administrators over the
past 15 years.

At the same time, it was recognized that sumgalimt slack would
reduce belt effectiveness. The opeetion *hen, was, on balance,
did tension relievers -- with their prope._ity to increase belt
usage but slightly decreasa effectiveness if excessive slack were
introduced -- yield net safety benefits to the motoring public?

Because of the myriad factors affeeting belt usage, tension
relievers could not be eonvincimely ehown to increase belt usage
(there ware some studies whieh demonstrated higher bolt usage).
Nevertheless, since tension relievers addressed two of the
principal reasons why people did net wear belts, logic would
dictate that same number of people wore their belts who otherwise
wouldnot have. At the same time, HHTIA studies allowed that
excessive slack was exhibit** by less than two (2) percent of
belt wearers. At this rate, if tension relievers increased usage
by as little as one percentage point, they would yield net safety
benefits.

Asa result, ?MBA nalthoz_mosubludji2x_agswarisagg
.trip4on relievers. Instead, AMTSA coneistently allowed their
uss, while it actively informed consumers that belts must be worn
slusily to be moot effective. While excessive slack can degrade
belt effectiveness, a belt not warn bass zero effectiveness.
Tension relievers were intended to increase belt usage. While
there have not been studies that have shown that tersien
relievers have demonstrably imprommdmetor vehicle tlfsty, there
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have also not been studies that have shown that they degrade
safety. In essence, this agency strongly believes that the
effect of tension relievers on safety is basically unknown,
allegations on both sides to the contrary. We believe that the
public needs to be continually advised that belts must be worn
properly, and we encourage the Committee to use its resources to
help the agency deliver this message.

11."a Ago
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QUESTION il.: NHTSA's views regarding windowshade seatbelts have
changed over the years. In 1979, NHTSA issued a rulemaking which
called for the elimination of slack in the shoulder portion of
the belt system. Yet, this proposal was never enacted. Why?

AMMER: We do not believe that the agency's policy on tension
relievers -- or "windowshade" devices -- has changed over time.
The agency's policy has consistently been to increase belt usage,
while minimizing decreased effectiveness of belts when used.

For example, in an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on belt
comfort and convenience issued in 1976 (41 FR 54961,
December 16, 1976, copy enclosed), NHTSA stated that "improved
comfort and convenience would increase belt usage and thus
contribute to motor vehicle safety." The agency further
recognized that it was essential to "balance comfort and
convenience considerations against potential loss of safety
performance..." As to tension relievers, the agency indicated
they "might be allowed if they retract automatically...whenever
the assembly is unfastened and the belt released, and whenever
the door is opened." The agency went on to recognize that
"excessive slack...is an argument against permitting their use"
and specifically sought comments on this issue.

In its next rulemaking notice, an NPRM issued in December 1979
(44 FR 77210, December 31, 1979), NHTSA noted the continua, low
usage of safety belts and the prominence of comfort/convenience
issues being reasons for the low belt usage. The NPRM noted that
nAnx comfort or convenience problem which is beyond the
capability or willingness of the potential user to tolerate
can...create a non-user." The agency noted that "Many belts...do
not fit properly (e.g., cross the occupant's neck, apply too much
pressura...)." These are the very problems which tension
relievers address.

In this NPRM, NHTSA believed that the proposal to limit belt
contact force to 0.7 lbs, "would serve essentially the same
purpose...as...'window-shode devices'." "Therefore...this
notice proposes to eliminate...devices that allow the
introduction of slack in the belt webbing of an upper torso
restraint." The notice went en to specifically request comment
on "methods to preclude excessiie slack if.../window-shade-
devices, continue to be permitted...n(emphasis added).

In responding to comments to the above NPRK, NHTSA noted that
"there is some merit to [manufacturer] arguments" that some
amount of slack should be permitted and that the 0.7 lb. belt
contact force was not an adequate surrogate (46 FR 2071, January
8, 1981). The final rule issued by the agency in January 1981
clearly stated that "tension-relieving devices are agl
prohibited..."(eeptasis added). Thus, the agency first magg if
tensioe relievers should be banned and then concluded that they
should na be.

Pt? Eris ,50 Olt",
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While the rule issued in January 1983. would have effectively
.banned tension relievers insults's:tie WI', (requiring them to
be tested with the maximum amount of sleek that it was possible
to induce), it specifically ellema them for nanual belt systems
Mho ageney does urge manufacturers to veluntsrirr limit the
amount of slack that can be introduced in their manual belt
eysteme (emphasis added). Thus, all light truCks and vans and
all passenger cars with air bags would have continued to be
allowed to have tension relievers under the January 1981 rule.

In 1985 (30 FR 46056, Wevember 6, 1989) the 1981 rule was further
amended. As noted above, the 1981 rule required the dynamic
testing of vehicles with tension relievers in their automatic
belts to be tested with the maximum amount of sleek that could
possibly be introduced into the system. Several manufacturers
A:objected to this provision, arguing that the standard's injury
criteria would have to be met even when the tension relievers
were nisused to produce excessive slack in order, essentially, to
defeat the system. The agency found this requirement "unduly
stringent" and amended the rule to require testing with whatever
amount of sleek the manufacturer reconmendad could be safely
introduced into the system. Furthermore, the rule ruquired that
the vehicle's owner's manunl state this maximum amount of safe
sleck,,esplain how the tension reliever works and "yern_that
iptroduqinc_alsok levond Coe epecitissimemnt could pianificantiv

man (49 cFR 571.208vs .1
S7.4.2) (emphas s added ).

Thus, vehicle owners were required by regulation to be warned
that belts east be worn snugly for maximum protection and they
were informed how to eliminate belt slack if it became excessive.

While Some allege that most people did not read owner's manuals,
we disagree. Furthermore, the Congress itself, in the recently
enacted NUTSA. Authorization Act of 1991, required the agency to
inform the public, vis_aelimuirj_thashiallatjantrit,
that safety belts nust be worn all the time, and that air bags
offer supplemental protection to that provided by Nolte, and are
not subetitutes for them. Thnethe Cesare's itseltzecognizes
the_valqs,of information provided in ownere' maneale.

Finally, the agency tn 1986 corrected a deficiency in the 1981
rule by extending its requirements for tension relievers to
manual bolt systems (51 FR9800, March 21, 1986). Thus, all
light trucks and vans and vehicles with air bags (which usually
have manual belts) were noir covered -- more than doubling the
number of vehicles subject to the standard.

Atttachment 1 contains copies of the above-mentioned notices.

194
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QUESTION 42.: In 198, NHTSA issued a final rule on the comfort
and convenience issue by stating that windowshade belts would be
inches. However, this final rule was delayed for 4 years and
changed to ;emit testing of the belt with the manufacturereg
recommended amount of slack, about 1 inch, even though much more
sladk is routinely introduced into the seatbelt system. Why did
NHTSA change its mind in the amount of slack it would allow to be
tested? Upon what data did NHTSA base its decision? What was
NHTSA's response to the National Transportation Safety Board's
protest to this change in what amount of slack would be tested?

MIZE: The final rule issued in 2981 would have required the
dynamic testing of vehicles with automatic belts with any tension
relievers in such belts adjusted to introduce as much slack as
possible. In some vehicles, as much as 26 inches of slack could
physically be introduced. As noted in the previous answer,
tension relievers in vehicles with manual belts (such as those
with air bags and light trucks and vans) were nee regulated by
the 1981 rule.

The agency amended the 1981 rule in 1985 to require testing (in
vehicles with automatic belts) with the tension relievers being
adjusted to the maximum amount of slack that could be safely
introduced into the system, as recommended by manufacturers in
the owner's manual. This amount is typically &bout one inch.
This change was based on manufacturer comments contained in
petitions for reconsideration of the 1981 rule. Manufacturers
argued that it was highly unlikely that consumers would introduce
the maximum amount of slack that the system was physically
capable of accomwodating (e.g., 16 inches). Thus, such testing
was unreasonable. The agency, in the 1985 amendment, found such
arguments persuasive and termed the 1981 rule "unduly stringent"
in this regard. The amendment was based on the petitions for
reconsideration, not on additional accident or test data.

On June 14, 1985, the National Transportation Safety Board
registered its objection to the proposed change of testing
vehicles with tension relievers from the original "any position
to which it could be adjusted" to "that is recommended by the
vehicle manufacturer in the owner's manual..." The Safety
Board's objection was based on their conclusion that "many users
who do not know how to use this system correctly introduce excess
slack, and ... the owner's manual is not a sufficient guarantee
of proper use." The agency did not agree with thin position. In
the Final Rule, on November 6, 1985, the agency concluded that
"the occupant should notice that excessive slack is present and a
correction ius needed regardless of whether he or she has read
the vehicle's owners manual."

we believe that tension-relievers may in fact prevent safety belt
misuse and, moreover, may prevent safety belt non-use. These
devices make safety belts more comfortable for small adults and
children. With have received an increased number of complaints
os safety belt discomfort for smaller people.

1 5
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CUBSTICM 03.s When the American auto industry wrote your agency
in 198e stating that they were looking for better ways to reduce
the potential for occupant "misuse" of windowshade belts, what
was your agency's reaction to the industry's use of the word
"misuse?* Isn't it true that windowshade belts introduce
excessive slack into the belt system during normal usage? How
can 'something that happens from normal usage of the belt system
be described an "misuse?* Is it AHTSA's position that it is the
consumer's fault for having slack in the system?

=HER: It is the agency's position that the term "misuse," as
it relates to this subject, refers to responsibilities of both
the manufacturer mg the consumer. Manufacturers are responsible
for providing safety belts that meet the safety performance
requirements aet out in our standards. They are also responsible
for including in the owner's manual specific information on the
operation and use of a safety belt system that incorporates a
tension relieving device. Consumers ar responsible for properly
utilizing the safety belts installed in their vehicles. In
addition to information supplied by the manufacturer, this agency
provides information to the public on safety belt use in general
and information on the proper use of the tension relieving device
in particular.

while windowshade devices can inadvertently induce slack, it is
unlikely that the maximum amount that can physically be
introduced can be introduced by the system itself. Such
excessive slack (e.g., 26 inches) would occur as the result of
the occupant acting deliberately.

Thus, we believe that "excessive" slack is often caused by a
combination of the system itself glue consumer action. We do not
believe it is the fault of the consumer that small amounts of
slack are introduced into the system. Thus, we required warmings
in owner's manuals and instituted consumer information programa
to advise consumers on correct usage.

1 9
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OUEsTION When the American auto industry wrote to your
agency and stated that they were going to eliminate these
windowshade belts by 1992, what reason did they give? Didn't it
seem odd that if these belts were working so well, that the
industry would decide to atop using them?

aging: On Septetber 7, 1988, WHTSA wrote to Chrysler, Ford, and
General Motors (GM), referencing the National Transportation
Safety Board's report on belt usage which adversely commented on
the role of belt slack in inducing injury. The agency sought
information on these manufacturers' plans regarding future use of
tension relievers so as to enable NHTSA to factually respond to
the Board's report.

Each of the companies provided its future plans regarding these
devices (the individual responses are enclosed as Attachment 2).
Chrysler indicated that by the 1990 model year (MY), tension
relievers would n21 be used except on two light truck models.
Chrysler indicated that "new.belt systems have been refined to
minimize friction so that the amount of tension required to
retract the belt when it is unbuckled is substantially reduced."
Thus, Chrysler believed that advancement in belt technology
reduced the need to continue to produce tension relievers.

Ford stated that tension relievers would be removed "from all of
its safety belts by September 1, 1989 (MY 1990)." Ford did not
provide a reason for its phase-out of tension relievers.

GM indicated that they are continually looking for improvements
to their belt systems. GM stated that certain "restraint design
concepts we are considering for the future might help increase
the level of perceived comfort...without the use of a tension
relieving device." In an amendment submitted on
September 1, 2989, GM indicated that "multiple factors --
mandatory belt laws, education programs and a rising level of
driver safety awareness -- have combined to increase and sustain
higher usage rates. Therefore, GM is currently reducing its
usage of [tension relievers]."

The spread of mandatory use laws and their enforcement, coupled
with the increased awareness of the public about safety in
general, led to increases in belt usage from 10-15 percent in the
early 1980's to nearly 50 percent in 1988. As a result, the
incremental usage effect of tension relievers seemed
inconsequential with respect to these more powerful inducements.
Thus, manufacturers apparently felt that it was no longer
necessary to take advantage of the use-inducing features of
tension relievers.

I 9 7
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common es.: In a July 13, 1987, Wall Street Journal article
regarding windowshade seatbolts, NETSA's Associate Administrator
for Mulemaking, Mr. Barry Felrice, stated that "I see people
riding around with their (shoulder) belts really loose. They
just as well ('might) not be wearing one." This statement tells
me that over 4 years ago, your agency was aware of the danger of
slack in the windowshade belt. Don't you think that NHTSA and
the American auto industry should initiate an intensive and
thorough public information campaign to warn the drivers of more
than 50 million cars of the inherent danger of the bolt systems
that they ars relying on to protect them?

AUNFE: NHTSA has been aware for at least 15 vears of the trade-
offs between higher usage and the potential for decreased
effectiveness. As noted earlier, the agency's ANFM4 in 1976
noted that there was a need to "balance comfort and convenience
considerations (e.g., tension relievers) against potential loss
of safety performance" 142 FR 54961, December 16, 2976).

Also, the agency has long attempted to inform the public of the
need to wear belts properly; i.e., as snug against the torso as
possible. We have not only mandated that owners' manuals inform
consumers of the maximum amount of safe slack to be introduced
into the belt system, but in an attempt to limit that amount, we
have stated that we will dynamically test the vehicle with the
maximum amount of slack recommended by the manufacturer. As a
result, manufacturers recommended that no more than 1 inch of
slack be introduced. One inch of slack has no significant effect
on occupant safety.

Also all of the agency's consumer information brochures,
repe;te, instructional documents, etc. that are distributed to
the public, educators, physicians, the law enforcement community,
et al, stress that bolts should be worn with a minimal amount of
slack so as to provide maximum occupant protection. Oafetv belts
ecaagegg_witIL.tensign_relineu, wheq worsk vronlr1%, &jutiroposcjay_ajnhugat_dangsr," as your question implies. We hope
that the Conmittee will join the agency and the safety community
in advising consumers to wear their belts properly, so as to
obtain the maximum safety benefit possible. Informed consumers
should be assured that they are adequately protected.

1
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inagaleliAtLo What is NNTSA currently doing to inform the public
about the inherent danger, associated with windowshade seatbelts?

ANSWER: Again, we want to repeat that safety belts equipped with
tension relievers, when worn properly, do not impose any
"inherent danger." As stated in response to the previous
question, the agency's consumers information bulletins and
documents that are distributed to the public indicate the proper
manner in which to wear safety belts and stress that safety belts
equipped with tension relievers should be worn with a minimal
amount of slack. We urge the Committee to join us in so
informing the public.

NHTSA encourages correct use of safety belts through publication
and distribution of consumer information. We provide this and
other information on correct use to the public directly and
through health and safety professionals such as physicians and
nurses, as well as through state and local government agencies.
Agency officials also promote correct safety belt use at every
available forum.

For example, our Consumer Information Bulletin on the proper use
of safety belts explains that some manufacturers have installed
ten:1'ton relieving devices in the belt systems and provides
specific information on how to use them properly. A copy of the
bulletin is attached. This bulletin is distributed to the public
through our Auto Safety Hotline and to consumers who call our
offices requesting information on safety belt use. Approximately
5,000 of these bulletins have been distributed to the public over
the last three years.

This agency's concern on the proper use of safety belts by
consumers is carried over in our public service releases that are
utilized in newspapers and magazines. Examples of these releases
are attached and emphasize: "Wear it right! Shoulder belts
should be snug. Don't allow more than 1 inch of slack."

The Committee is being provided with two othkr reports as
examples of how the agency works with health and safety
professionals In supplying them with information on the proper
manner in which to wear safety belts and in particular the proper
way to correctly utilize any tension relieving feature. one is
titled "Sudden Impact" and the other is titled "Protecting Our
Own."
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Also, we require aanufacturers that utilise tension relieving
devices to place information in the vehicle owner's manual as to
the propsr operation of the device and the recommended amount ofslack and 'warn that introducing slack beyond the epecifmkk
amount could significantly reduce the effectiveness of the beltin a crash" (49 CFR 208 87.4.2).

Attachment 3 contains the above-referenced material.
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gUE,TION 07.: NNTSA war supposed to release a report late this
year which discussed the inferior protection provided by some
passive seatbelt systems that were permitted under the 1964
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208. Is this report
finished? If not, why not? When will it be finished?

Anna: NHTSA's report is na about "the inferior protection
provided by some passive seatbelt systems." The report is an
evaluation of the "real-world" costs and benefits of the agency's
1984 amendments to FMVSS No. 208. In our report, we plan to
develop estimates of the actual effectiveness, in crashes, of the
various types of restraint systems manufacturers have used to
meet the requirements of the 1984 amendments, as well as an
assessment of the costs of these systems. This analysis requires
substantial accident data to reach statistically significant
conclusions on the level of occupant protection provided by each
type of restraint system. We have revised our schedule for the
evaluation because there are still not enough cases available to
provide results about the effectiveness of automatic belts. We
will do further analyses when more 1991 crash data are available.
New target dates for a report have not been established, but we
hope to complete a report in 1992.

201
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TRUCK UNDERRIDE QUESTIONS

QUESTION 11.: NHTSA proposed a truck undarride rule in 1967,
1969, 1970, 1977, and 1982, elways noting that many needless
deaths and severe injuries could be prevented by eal''able
underride guards at the rear of large trucks :4..4 trailers. It is
now more than 24 veers after the first NHTSA proposal and
19_ygare after the upgraded, well-eupported 1981 proposal. Yet,
NHTSA still has not issued a truck underride guard rule. Why has
NHTSA delayed a truck underride guard rule for more than 24
years? What could possibly cause this long of a delay?

AMMER: First, we are unable to reconstruct all agency actions
on this subject since 1967 as those responsible are no longer
employed here. What we can say is that this Administration,is
treating the sUblect of truck rear undsxride devives seriouelv.
We stated publicly in our Priority Plan issued in 1990 that in
1991 we would make a regulatory decision on this subject. In the
1991 version of the Plan, we stated that the regulatory decision
would be made in the sumer of 1991. We met that commitment,
having decided to issue a supplemental notice to the one issued
in 1981. This decision wan announced in a public meeting held in
Detroit on August 20, 1992, a transcript of which is publicly
available for those who could not attend the meeting and which is
included in attachment 4. We also noted in our recently issued
conspicuity NPRM that we expected to soon issue a notice on truck
underride. The underride proposal was cleared by OMB on December
26, 1991. and it should be published in the Federal Register
during the week of December 30, 2991. Attachment 5 is the
supplemental NPRM.

Second, while some advocates would have the agency focus solely
on the potential safety benefits of its rulemakinge, the law does
not permit this single focus. NHTSA's authorizing legielation
requires that its standards be "practicable." Legislative
history and court decisions have led us to conclude that the term
not only includes the capability of producing the required safety
performance, but also a balancing of benefits and costs, which is
also specifically required by Presidential Executive Order.
Furthermore, the Administrative Procedure Act, which governs all
rulemaking, requires that agencies be responsive to public
comments on their proposals.

This process was ably summed up by Chairman Dingell, in an
October 8, 1991, oversight hearing of NRTSA, wherein he said that
"Regulations must be made with care to consider the rights and
interests of all persons, the consumers as well as the
manufacturers...The process of making regulations...is something
that takes an enormous amount of time and is subject to an
enormous number of vagaries. That includes...the
requirements...with regard to due process, the development of an
adequate record, the gathering of appropriate information upon
which you may properly act and, of course, the requirements of
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due process and the supervision of the Congress and the courts."

The above, of course, does not mean that it should take decades
to decide regulatory issues. In the case of truck underride,
NHTSA did decide, in 1970, to no longer pursue this issue, as it
felt that the benefits were not commensurate with the costs.
While one can disagree with that decision, it ma a decision and,
thus, it is not accurate to imply that this rulemaking was
pending for all those years.

Since the 1981 NPRN, the agency has concentrated on two major
aspects of the truck underride issue. The first concerns the
subject of truck conspicuity. Clearly, it is more desirable to
prevent rear-end crashes into heavy trucks than to minimize the
consequences when they occur. The agency specifically mentioned
this activity in the 1981 notice. Commenters to the docket
strongly suggested that MBA consider a conspicuity rule as a
substitute for underride protection. As a result, the agency
embarked on a fleet study to evaluate the effects of conspicuity
treatments (e.g., reflectorized tape). The time for the
procurement process, the actual fleet test, and comments on the
study, consumed several years, and these activities were not
finished until 198 L An NPR)! on that subject was published on
December 4, 1991.

The second subject was the concern of small (in size of number of
employees) trailer manufacturers that the destructive testing of
the underride guards was too costly for them and thus not
"practicable," as required by law. The Regulatory Flexibility
Act, P.L. 96-354, September 19, 2980, required regulatory
agencies to specifically consider the effects of their rules on
small businesses. As noted in attachment 4,while the top 25
trailer manufacturers produce 38 percent of all trailers, the
remaining 17 percent is produced by over 200 firms. Fifty of
these firms produce 20 or fewer trailers per year, and 35 of them
produce fever than 10. Thus, most trailer manufacturers are
small businesses whose needs had to be specifically addressed.
Hence, the 1901 proposal had to be amended to accomplish this
goal.

Again, this Administration has stated that truck *.ear underride
is an agency priority, has announced its schedule to resolve the
remaining issues, and has met its commitment!.

t
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QUESTION 02.: NHTSA and automotive industry crash tests
conducted back in nu and mg showed that a suitable truck
underride guard could prevent the rear structure of a large truck
from crashing into the passenger compartment of car in a rear end
collision. Didn't these tests, conducted over 20 yearm ago,
convince NHTSA that a solution to the underride guard problem was
in-hand?

AMUR: The results of heavy truck underride protection research
in the 1969-1970 time frame and other information convinced the
agency that effective underride guards were worthy of further
consideration. That is, guards capable of preventing passenger
compartment intrusion that cmn occur when a small passenger
vehicle collides with the rear of a heavy truck or tmiler, were
pachnicallv feasible.

The agency issued notices in 1969 and 1970 proposing underride
protection guards for heavy trucks and trailers. These notices
were based on the physical research mentioned in your question.
However, many of the comments to these notices stated that the
anticipated injury and fatality reduction benefits of the
proposals were insufficient when compared with the projected
costs associated with the development and installation of the
guards and the payload capacity lost due to the weight of the
guards. Based on the comments received and the evaluation of
cost and accident data, the agency concluded that, at that time,
tho safety benefits achievable in terms of injury and fatality
reduction would not be commensurate with the cost of implementing
the proposed requirements.

2
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OUESTION 030 The /nsurance Institute for Highway Safety
conducted a'series of crash tests in 222A with the existing ICC
geards and improved underride guards and showed the dramatic
life-saving difference that an effective underride guard would
sake. Later, in 1979, UHTSA spent $578,000 for a series of mash
tests that pointed out how a stronger, wider, and lower-to the-
ground underride guard could prevent a large truck from
penetrating the passenger compartment of even a small car. Why
didn't NHTSA precool ahead in the 1980$ by mandating that such
underride-prewntion safety guards be required.

Wfina: See answer to i.rnok underrids question No. 1. Further,
NHTSA did proceed with rulemaking in the 1980s by issuing an NPRM
on Jan. 8, 1981 which proposed performance requirements for
underride protective devices on most trucks and trailers that
have gross vehicle weight ratings greater than 10,000 pounds.

Some commenters objected to the proposed requirements and
suggested alternative means to reduce the deaths and injuries
associated with underride crashes, such as by reducing the
incidence of such crashes by improving the conspicuity of heavy
vehicles. A. a result of those comments, NHTSA undertook
research on whether the potential reducti/n in fatalities that
might be achieved by underrids guards could be achieved by
improved conspicuity as well.

Comments on the NPRM also expressed concerns that the proposed
requirements would impose substant4.12 burdens on trailer
manufacturers. The trailer manufacturing industry consists of
many firms that vary widely in sire and engineering capabilities.
Some of the firms may lack the financial or technical resources
to conduct the vehicle-based test that was proposed in the NPRM.
As a result of the comments, the agency sought to determine
whether it could revise its proposal to reduce the burden on
small manufacturers.

("-
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puRATION #4.: according to NHISAts recent analysis, there have
been at least 136 deaths per year in truck underride accidents
over the past 10 years. In addition, tans of thousands of people
have been seriously injured in such accidents. Hoy doss NOM
justify its continuing delay in failing to issue a final rule
that would require these underride safety guards?

Amfilm: Ths agency's analysis of fatalities in which a paspanger
car or light truck munderrodeo a heavy truck, averaged 134 tor
the 8-year period 1962-89. We ars unaware of data which indicate
that "tens of thousands ot people have been seriously injured in
such accidents*. Our information shows that in fear-and crashes
into heavy trucks, there are only about 600-900 injuries per year
to light duty vehicle occufants which are coded as *serious* or
above. However, only a small percentage of these (approximately
20 percent) involve sunderride". The remainder are rear-end,
non-underriile-saused injuries.

Also, halt of the underride fatalities occur in side crashes.
The agency has never considered a side underride rulenaking. Nor
does any other country have a side underride standard. Thus, the
fatality magnitude associated wlth rear underride is
approximately GO per year. Based on Buropean experience and
agency research and analyses, we could expect to reduce this
number by abut 15 percent, or 9-20 lives per year.

As stated previously, thin Administration is not delaying
rulemaking on this subject. We have consistently pointed out our
intention to move on this issue and have met all our commitments
to do so.

21 CI
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QUESTION #5: Improved truck underride prevention devices were

implemented in Sweden in the 1970s and then extended into Great

Britain and most of Europe in the early 1980s. With the rert of

the world moving ahead with regulations, directives, and actual

installation of truck underrido prevention devices, why does
America's vehicle safety agency not do the name?

Mow While Sweden and Great Britain have mandatory
requirements for heavy truck underride protection guards, it is

our understanding that the majority of the member countries of

the European Economic Community (EEC) and the Economic Commission

for Europe (BCE) do not require truck underride protection. ECE

Regulation No. 58 and EEC Directive 79/490 are similar heavy

trr-k underride protection standards ',adopted* by the respective

member countries. NHTSA is in the process of determining which

European countries actually require truck underside protection.
Adoption or endorsement of an EEC directive or an ECE regulation
does not obligate a country to enforce it.

As we have frequently stated, this Administration has committed
to address the underride issue and we are meeting our

commitments. In our priority plan, we have stated that we would

reach a regulatory decision on the matter this past summer. We

did reach and announce that decision. A Supplemental Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (SMARM) addressing the concerns raised in
comments to the 1981 NPRM was issued on December 26, 1991.
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QUESTION 141: In the long history of this on-again, off-againtruck underride proposal, cars have gotten smaller and lower.Yet, the NHTSA underride guard height has gone in the oppositedirectionfrom 28 inches to 22 inches abov the ground. Whydoss NHTSA favor a 22 inch height for a rear underrido guard whenit knows that perhaps 40 to 50 percent of the care on the roadwill go beneath such a guard he ght and cause excessive
penetration into the passenger compartment?

ARANO: There are many trade-offs that enter into any decisionas to what is an appropriate maxisum guard height-above-the-
ground requirement. Obviously, if one looks at only the safetyof underriding vehicles, sere ground clearance provides the mostprotection. This is clearly impractical, as a truck needs
sufficient underride guard ground clearance to perform itsfunctions, such as loading and unloading st docks, clearing rampsand other obstacles, etc. In general, the higher the guardground clearance the greater performance flexibility a truck has.

In ?WSW* January 1981 NPAN, the agency expressed the view thata 21.65 inch maximum underride ground clearance requirement wouldadequately balance both underride protection and truck
performance requirements. The agency believed this groundclearance allowed trucks the flexibility to perform soot of thetasks they need to perform and also assured that the guard wouldbe low enough to pick up the significant load paths of theunderride vehicle structure.

Ws do not believe that an 18 inch ground clearance requirement isa key issue. Car bumpers essentially prevent coesetic damageduring low speed crashes. During higher intensity crashes thathave the potential to produce significant injury, the energydissipated by the bumper is insignificant when compared to theenergy dissipated by other load paths. What is necessary is thatan underrid guard engage the main structural members of theunderriding car such as the engine, and not the vehicle's bumper.

Also, NMI has no information indicating that 40 to 50 percentof the cars on the road will go beneath a 22 inch height guard.

We would like to also point out that there are other geometric
requirements -- such as the width of the guard relative to thetrailer's width -- and performance requirement* -- such am the
energy-absorbing capacity of the guard -- that are just as, ifnot more important, than guard ground clearance. These issuesare all being addressed in our recently issued underride notice.

2. S
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In addition, in your letter you point out that Sweden, Great
Britain, and most of Europe have moved ahead with underride
prevention devices while the United States has not. The
Committee's letter suggests that NETSA Should follow their
example. The agency notes that, to our best knowledge, ell these
countries require maximum underride guard ground cleftrances of
approximately 22 inches (55 centimeters), the same value being
condidered by us.

[Attachments referred to in MITSA's response are retained in
committee files.]
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Dear General curry:

Pursuant to Rule XI of the U. S. House of Representatives. the
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families is conducting an
inquiry into NHTSA's rulemaking concerning the issue of truck
underride protection. As an aid in this inquiry, we request that
NHTSA provide the following information to the Comeittee no later
than December 20, 19911

1. Copy of October 14, 1967, Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(ANON) regarding truck and trailer underride.

2. Copy of March 22, 2969, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (MN,
on rear truck underride; summary of comments to the docket on the
NPR*. Results of crash teats conducted by NNTSA at this time.
Copy of NHTSA study conducted by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory,
Inc., DON CALSPAN, an *Underridefoverride of Automobile Front
Structures in Intervehicular Collieions0.

3. COpy of JUne 10, 1971, Federal Register Notice of Termination
of Rulemaking on truck underride. Copy of National Transportation
&Witty Hoard's comments to NHTSA urging MHTSA to renew its plans
to require underride protection.

4. Copy of 1972 cost/benefit rationale tor terminating NPRN.

5. Copy of August 29, 1977 ANPRN on rear end underride protection.
Copy of summary of comments to the docket.

4. Copy of Septesber 19a0 NHTSA report *Development of Compliance
Test tar Truck Rear Underride Protection*.

7. Copy of January 1921 NPR.' on Rear underride Protection.
Summary of comments t the docket.

0
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S. Current states of 1991 NMI. Chronology of review process and
notion taken each time MPRK went to Office of the Secretary of
Transportation, Caries of Management and Budget, and beck to MHTSA
together with comments from Office of the Secretary and Office of
Maimmement and Budget.

9. What objections, if any, does oMB have to the proposed rule?

10. neve all reviews been conducted?

11. When will the final rule be published?

22. In SHTSA's Highway Safety Priority Plan, a regulatory decision
on rear truck underride was expected to be mad, by Summer of 1991.
What led the agency to believe it would meet this goal?

Me appreciate your cooperation in this inquiry. Please
contact Tim Morrison or Mickey Holmes of the Committee staff if
further information ix needed.

PATRICIA SCHROEDER
Chairwoman

211
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DEC 3 0 I991

The Honorable Patricia Schroeder
Chairwoman, Select Committee

on Children, Youth, and Families
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-6401

400 Swann% Strait, 14.W.

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Madam Chairwoman:

Enclosed are responses to the questions in your recent letter on

truck underride devices.

Enclosures

Sincerely,

2 '_
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RantamortlaftityR.Cuan-rogumsnorisPoszpsy
CHAIRWOMAN PATRICIA IJOHRORDIN

The material requested by items 1-7 of the Committee's letter is
attached. Please note that:

Item 2, summary of comments to the docket on the
March 19, 1969, NPRM, is not available. We have
checked both NHTSA and PHVA dockets (NHTSA was part of
THWA at the time), as well as with current and former
employees, and a docket summary does not appear to have
been prepared. We would be pleased to provide the
individual docket consents to the Committee if desired.

The notice of termination of rulesaking was dated
June 18, 1971, not June 10, as indicated in item 3. We
have also included the Safety Board's January 12, 1972,
letter to NHTSA asking the agency to reconsider its
termination of rulemaking. The agency's
February 14, 1972, response to the Board is also
included.

As with item 2, we could not locate a summary of docket
comments to the ANPRM issued in 1977, as requested in
item 5. However, the individual comments are available
if the Committee desires them.

The material requested in items 1-7 follows the answers
to your questions in items 8-12.

213
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oUBSTION 141: Current status of 1981 NPRK. Chronology of review
process and action taken each time NPRK went to Office of the
Secretary of Transportation, Office of Management and Budget, and
back to NHTSA together with comments from Office of the Secretary
and Office of Management and Budget.

Awing: The agency's subsequent regulatory action to the
issuance of the 1981 NPBN, was the preparation of a supplemental
NPRH, which addresses public concerns expressed to that earlier
notice. This supplemental notice was submitted to the office of
the Secretary of Transportation on August 1, 2991. There were
not any earlier submittals. It was returned to NHTSA on August
28, 1991 to add questions to the preamble concerning the
limitation of the SNPRK to trailers and to the ground clearance
of the guard -- the proposal itself was not changed -- and
resubmitted to tho Office of the Secretary on September 13, 1991.
The notice was submitted to the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) on December 8, 1991, and was cleared by OMB on December 26,
1991. OMB only asked that we add a sentence regarding the
relationship of this notice to the conspicuity proposal issued
earlier in December.

A copy of the notice is included in the attachment.

21 1
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QUE$TION E9s What objections, if any doss OMB have to the
proposed rule?

Amu: The supplemental NPRM was sent to OMB on December 5,
1991, and cleared on December 26, 1991. OMB did not express any
objections to the proposal.

215
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all reviews been conducted?

notice was cleared by OMB on December 26,
published In the federal Reolster the week of

2 1 r
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utnIsTiom Sits When will the final rule be published?

maw Wo can not pre-judge the rulemaking process by declaring
that we will isms a final rule prior to receiving comments on
the supplemental NPRN. If the issuance of a final rule were the
appropriate subsequent action, it could be promulgated by the end
of calendar year 1992.

217
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pumsTum dila: In NHTSAte Highway Safety Priority Plan, a
regulatory decision on rear truck underride was expected to be
made by Summer of 2991. What led the agency to believe it would
meet this goal.

MUM The agency gid met this goal. It was decided by the
agency during the summer that the issuance of a supplemental NPAH
was appropriate. That decision was communicated to the public at
the agency's quarterly meeting on the status of rulemaking, held
in Detroit on August 20, 1992. The transcript of the meeting was
placed in a public docket and the relevant pages of that
tranacript are enclosed for your perusal.

Perhaps the tors *regulatory decision* is confusing to the
committee. By this term we mean that the agency will decide
whether or not it believes that regulation on a specific subject
is appropriate. In this cape, we decided it was. However, the
term does not necessarily mean that a public notice will be
issued by that time because of the need for reviews of our
rulemakings outside the agency. In any event, w communicate our
internal decisions to the public, usually through these quarterly
meetings as was done in this case.

[Information and response to chairwoman Schroeder's Questions, 1
through 7 are retained in committee flies.)
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Dear Kr. Curry;

Following up my letter of December 11, 1991, posing questions
concerning seatbalts and truck underride, Representative Clyde C.
Holloway, has requested that you respond in writing to the
following questions for inclusion in the official record of the
hearimm held by the Select Committee on December 4, 1991,
entitled "Autosotive Safety: Is Enough Being Done to Protect
America's Families?"

1) HoW many people were killed in 1990 on our highways? How
many of these fatalities were associated with truck
underride crashes, tension relievers and automatic belts?
Do these areas represent significant safety problems?

i) What are the most significant areas in which this Committee
could work to improve highway safety?

2) Your rule* require that automobile manufacturers place
instructions in the vehicle owner's manual as to the correct
use of tension relievers. Do you believe that placing
instructions in this document is a viable means of
communicating with consumers?

4) What means does the agency use to communicate proper safety
belt use to consumers?

5) Whet is the relationship between vehicle conspiCuity and
truck undrride devices? Will the reflective marking of
trucks help to reduce the mderride problem?

6) Has the media been helpful in diesseinating information on
proper belt usage?

219
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7) It iv alleged that some automatic belts do not offer
protection in certain types of oraShes. Am you concerned
about that and if so, what are you doing about it?

8) Are automatic belts producing safety benefits?

9) Since tension relievers in belts can result in excessive
sleek, why are they allowed?

W would appreciate your response to these questions by
December 30, 1991.

8704:141".41.
P CIA gamma
Chairwoman
select Committee on children,

Youth and Families

Enclosure

2.2,u

Monday,
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USDInomrent Admirtatratc4 400 Seranth Stmt. &W.

Ircrscatahon Washington. D.C. 2090

Nalon011441tway
Traffic !Oft
Adenirdstration

JAN t 5 (992

The Honorable Patricia Schroeder
Chairwoman, Select Committee

an Children, Youth, and Families
Vbited States House of Representatives
Weehinqton, D.C. 20515-6401

Deer Madam Chairwmeen:

Enologied are responses to the questions submitted by

Representative Holloway. Please let me know if I can be of

further assistance.

Enclosures

Sincerel

Jerry Ralph Curry

2 21
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RESPONSE Mimi RALPH Cum/ Ruzenore POSED Sy
CONGRESSMAN CLYDE C. 11OLLOWAY

Question #11 How many people were killed in 1990 on our
highways? How many of these fatalities were associated with
underride crashes, tension relievers, and automatic belts? Do
these areas represent significant safety problems?

Answers The detailed fatality numbers for 1990 have not been
published as yet. In 1989, there were 33,586 occupants of
passenger cars, light trucks,and multipurpose vehicles killed on
the highways. There were 133 occupants of cars and light trucks
killed in underride collisions with heavy trucks in 1989: 74 of
these were killed in side underride collisions and 59 were killed
in rear underride collisions. Thus, while even a single death is
tragic, rear underride crashes represent a relatively small
portion of the highway fatality problem.

We have no indication at this time that automatic belts or
tension relievers represent any type of safety problem, let alone
a significant one. We believe that these devices encourage
restraint usage by perftons who otherwise might not be inclined to
use restraints. For example, while overall driver belt usage
through September 1991 was 51 percent, the usage of automatic
belts was 80 percent. This higher belt usage leads to safety
benefits, not safety problems.

As mentioned in the answer to Question #8, we are currently
conducting a study to determine if some types of automatic
restraints are more effective than others.
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L2rangs_t2: What are the most significant areas in which this
Committee could work to improve highway safety?

afizmw To most improve highway safety, the Committee could help
the agency by impressing upon the public the importance of
(1) wearing safety belts (and wearing them correctly), (2) not
exceeding the speed limit, (3) having children restrained in
approved child safety seats, and (4) not driving while under the
influence of alcohol or drugs. By creating and supporting
awareness campaigns in these areas, the Committee could help the
safety community to provide an immediate safety benefit for large
numbers of people. The Committee could also help the agency
supplement its vehicle regulatory activities by informing
consumers about safety equipment such as air bags, anti-lock
brakes, adjustable upper anchorages (which can improve belt fit),
etc. Creating a public awareness about available vehicle safety
features would encourage manufacturers to include them before
they are required to do so.

We have enclosed a copy of NHTSA's Priority Plan, which
highlights our views on the most important safety priorities. We
would be happy to work with the Committee to determine which of
these areas might be most suitable for Committee involvement.

[Book entitled Highway Safety, Priority Plan 1991-1993, from the
U.S. Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safe-
ty Administration is retained in committee files.]
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QUESTION 3.: Your rtles require that autowobile manufacturers
place instructions in xhe vehicles owner's -Ammal as to the
correct use of tension telievers. Do you believe that plal:ftng
instructions in this document is a viable means of communicating
with consumers?

man: Yes. The owner's manual is the means through which the
vehicle manufacturer relates isportant product information to the
consumer. The agency has often also wed this means to impart
important information to consumers on safety belt use, the
placement of child safety seats, utility vehicle handling, and
other safety information. We wish to point out that the Congress
itself Nair-1mA that owner's manuals are a viable means of
conveying tmportant information to consumers. Section 2508(A) (2)
of the vacantly enacted NHTSA Authorization Act of 1991 requires
that miler manuals include statements of the need to wear safety
belts in vehicles with air bags and that belts should always be
worn iy all occupants.

While we would not expect that all vehicle owners read every word
of their manual, we think most owners -- or the vehicle's
principal driver -- do read the manual. A vehicle is the second-
most expensive purchase (next to a hose) for most Americans, and
the most expensive for many others. Consumers act rationally
with regard to expensive purchases and it is rational to read the
instructions that come with a car. We would also point out that
not all occupants need to reAd the manual as the actions of the
driver (such as wearing a safety belt and wearing it properly)
are often copied by other occupants as the driver functions as
the *captain" of the vehicln. Thus, we believe that instructions
on tu? proper use of safety belts (i.e., to be worn snugly) being
placed IP vehicle owner's manuals is a viable means of
communica'Ang with consumers. And, as related to the Committee
in prior correspondence, the agency also extensively uses other
means conveying safety information to consumers.
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QUESTION SC,' what means does the agency use to communicate
proper safety belt use to consumers?

ANSWER( As we indicated in our previous response to the
Committee, NHTSA encourages correct use of safety belts throuk::
publication and distribution of consumer information. We pr!Iv.At
this and other information on correct use to the public dir4, v
and through health and safety professionals such as physiciar:,
and nurses, as well as through state and local governmen-
agencies. Agency officials also promote correct safety
at every available forum.

For example, our Consumer Information Bulletin on the proper Ise
of safety belts explains that some manufacturers have installtd
tension relieving devices in the belt systems and provides
specific information on how to use them properly. This bulletin
is distributed to the public through our Auto Safety Hotline and
to consumers who call our offices requesting information on
safety belt use. Approximately 5,000 of these bulletins have
been distributed to the public over the last three years. This
agency's concern on the proper use of safety belts by consumers
is carried over in our public service releases that are utilized
in newspapers and magazines. The agency works with health and
safety professionals by supplying them with information on the
proper manner in which to wear safety belts and in particular the
proper way to correctly utilize any tension relieving feature.

Copies of the consumer information bulletin, press releases, and
the type of reports distributed to health and safety
professionals were included in our previous response to the
committee.

Also, we require manufacturers that utilize tension relieving
devices to place information in the vehicle owner's manual as Co
the proper operation of the device and the recommended safe
amount of slack and "warn that introducing slack beyond the
specified amount could significantly reduce the effectiveness of
the belt in a crash" (49 CFR 208 S7.4.2).

51-937 0 - 92 - 8
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ozsmom P*: What is the relationship between vehicle
conspicuity and truck underride devices? Will the reflectivemarking of trucks help reduce the underride problem?

Labialp Improvements in conspicuity are aimed toward reducingthe number of rear and and side collisions with trucks; underrided-v4",cs are used to reduce the severity of injuries caused bycart..041 rear end crashes. It is clearly more beneficial to avoida crash than to reduce its
conseguencol, should it occur. Inthis regard, conspicuity treatments can eliminate same of theunderriclo crashes. It is expected that the proposed conspicuitytreetmen,, will prevent 25% of the rear end crashes that occur atnight, resulting in the elimination of 8% of all rear andcrashes. rt is also expected that 15% of the night time fatalrear end crashes in which the rear of a trailer or semi-traileris struck will be eliminated.

1) )
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OUESTION 46: Has the media been helpful in disseminating
information on proper belt usage?

Anna: The media has been extremely helpful in relaying
certain safety messages, particularly those relating to drunk or
drugged driving and the need to buckle up. However, when it
comes to the specific question of the proper use of tension
relievers, even though the agency has provided extensive
material to the media on this subject, certain media outlets
have chosen instead to highlight the alleged problems wlth these
belts. It is ironic that the same media outlets (particularly
major TV networks) that produce shows that claim that consumers
are unaware of how to properly wear safety belts with tension
relievers, decline to air information that we provide them on
that very subject. In general, it is difficult to get
instructional information to consumers through the media; we
have fared better in reaching consumer groups through state and
local governmental safety networks.

2 2. 7
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MST= 07.s It is alleged that some automatic belts do notoffer protection in certain types of crashes. Ars you concernedabout that and if so, what aro you doing about it?

EXIIIR: NHTSA is aware through communication with the public andits own monitoring activities of concerns expressed regarding theperformance of the different types of automatic restraints. Thepublic has raised questions regarding how effective those systemsare in preventing ejection, the possibility of receiving injuriesfrom ths systems thesslves, and other important concerns. Aspart of the original rulemaking in 1954 rwquiring autcaaticrestraints, the effectivness of the different types of automaticsystems -- both automatic belts and air bags -- in reducinginjury and fatality wore estimated.

First, it should be stressed that the fact that the estimatedeffectiveness of these different systems would be in the range of35 -50t means that, like any safety device, they ara not effectivein all crash situations. Automatic restraints are not a panaceafor all crash consequences and there are situations, such ascatastrophic crashes, that are not surviveble regardless of theperformance of these systeas. Second, the original rulemaking
recognized that each of the automatic restraints might not be aneffective in all types of crashes. Issues were raised at thattime that automatic belts might not be as effective as manualbelts in preventing ejection. Also, air bags alone would not beeffective in side impacts and rollovers and air bags without theuse of lap/shoulder belts would offer less protection thanlap/shoulder belts alone. Thus, we recognized th need to warnconsumers to wear their belts in cars equipped with air bags.Even given these considerations, based on the estimates of theoriginal study, the effectiveness of these systems (35 to 50percent) was similar to that for manual belts (40 to SO percent).The decision was made by the Department that the only way toincrease the low belt usage rate, which hovered around 10-15percent in the late 1970's and early 1980's, and to obtain theincreased effectiveness of restraints was to implement automaticoccupant protection.

The agency, in response to a petition from the Center for AutoSafety, conducted an analysis on automatic door-mounted safetybelts to determine iE we should pursue an investigation intowhether this system was defective. eased on our review of theperformance of this system, we concluded that the system wasworking as designed and there were no data suggesting a defect.

Beyond this determination, the agency is in the process ofconducting a comprehensive evaluation of the effectiveness of alltypes of automatic restraints -- air bags, and the differenttypes of automatic belts. The results of this evaluation shouldbe available in 1992.
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mom 08.2 Are automatic belts producing safety benefits?

NHTSA is presently evaluating the benefits of automatic
rostra nts -- both automatic belts and air bags -- and a report
is being developed which will present the results of this
evaluation.

The report is an evaluation of the "real-worlds costs and
benefits of the agency's 1984 amendments of MSS 208. In that
report, we plan to develop estimates of the actual effectiveness,
in crashes, of the various types of restraint systems
manufacturers have used to meet the requirements of the 1984
amendments, as well as an assessment of the costs of these
systems. This analysis requires substantial accident data to
reach statistically significant conclusions on the level of
occupant protection provided by each type of restraint system.
We have revised our schedule for the evaluation because there are
still not enough cases available to provide results about the
effectiveness of automatic belts. We will do further analyses
when more 1991 crash data are available. New target dates for a
report have not bmen established, but we hope to complete a
report in 1992.

2?9
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QUESTION 0,0 Since tension relievers in belts can result in
excessive slack, why are they allowed?

gum Tension-relieving devices were added by auto
manufacturers to help improve the comfort and fit of safety beltsand thus increase belt usage. Studies conducted by this agencyindicated that two of the primary reasons that people did not
wear belts were the incorrect fit and uncomfortable pressure ofthe belts. The tension-relieving device was introduced by
manufacturers to encourage people of different heights and
weights to use their safety belts.

The agency also recognized that excessive slack would reduce belteffectiveness. The question then, was, on balance, did tension
relievers -- with their propensity to increase belt usage butslightly decrease effectiveness if excessive slack wereintroduced -- yield net safety benefits to the motoring public?

Because of the myriad factors affecting belt usage, tension
relievers could not be sonvincinely shown to increase udage,
(there were some studies which demonstrated higher belt usage).Nevertheless, since tension relievers addressed two of theprincipal reasons why people did ngg wear belts, logic woulddictate that some immeasurable number of people wore their beltswho otherwise would not have. At the same time, NHTSA studiesshowed that excessive slack was exhibited by less than two (2)percent of belt wearers. At this rate, if tension relieversincreased usage by as little as one percentage point, they wouldyield net safety benefits.

It should be recognized that for any device aimed at improvingthe fit of safety belts by allowing adjustments by introducingslack, altering the geometry, or other means, there will alwaysbe a possibility that consumers may igproperly adjust the safetybelt. Again, the question is whether the increased usage andgreater comfort that may result from the installation of thesedevices off-set any possible decrease in belt effectiveness
because of improper adjustment.

230
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These conments are submitted on behalf of the American

Trucking Associations, ATA, the national trade association of th

trucking industry and its 4,000 members. Through its SI affiliated

trucking associations located in every state and the District of

Columbia, 10 affiliated conferences and their 30,000 motor carrier

members, ATA represents every type and class of motor carrier in

the country, both for-hire and private; regulated and exempt.

The trucking industry is diverse in nature. There are over

45,000 for-hire motor carriers of property with Interstate Commerce

Commission Authority, less than 2,000 of which earn over $1 million

in annual revenues. Owner operators and private motor carriers

comprise another 167,000 businesses. Most carriers are small; over

95percent of all motor carriers in this country operate less than

six vehicles.

ATA appreciates the opportunity to provide the following

statement to the Select Committee on the issue of rear underride

guards for trucks.

23 1
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Baciaaagint

ATA and the trucking industry have a long and established

record of commitment to highway safety. For many years, the

industry has worked tirelessly to improve the safe operation of

vehicles on the nation's highways and to improve safety-related

equipment on all commercial vehicles.

ATA and the trucking industry have been strong and early

advocates for many safety initiatives both in Congress and at the

Department of Transportation. We have /pima, for and_won

substantial improvements in numerous truck safety regulations, most

notably:

Creation of a single commercial drivers license;

Elimination of the commercial zone safety exemption;

Requirements for mandatory drug and alcohol testing;

Establishment of the MOtor Carrier Safety Assistance
Program, including random roadside inspections for
driver, vehicle and load safety;

Banning radar detectors from commercial vehicles;

Shutting down motor carriers who pose an imminent hazard
to highway safety; and

Maintaining a SS mph speed limit for trucks.

2 1
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ATA also has initiated numerous progress for the truCking

industry that have helped attain safety objectives, including:

Training programs fur drivers, supervisors, and driving
schools;

Management programa to masers safe vehicles, saf drivers
and safe operations;

Research to reduce accident experience; and

Cooperative programs to improve vehicle performance,
especially in the area of truck braking systems.

These initiatives and other activities to promote and

encourage safety are working. In the period of 1977-1987:

The fatal crash involvement rate for heavy trucks has
declined by 40 percent, despite a 36 *percent increase in
Ipsesmber of miles driven.

There has been an 18 percent drop in total fatalities
involving medium and heavy duty trucks,

The number cf fatal truck accidents has dropped 17
percent, and

Five percent fewer trucks and 16 percent fewer drivers
were plabed out-of-service after the Roadcheck '91
inspection project, than were for a similar nationwide
inspection effort in 1990.

The industry is proud of its accomplishments in highway

safety, and is working toward continuing improvemeits in the

future.

The Se.ect Committee has requested ATVs participation in this

oversight hearing on rear underride guards found on commercial

vehicles. A rear underride guard is a device found at the back of
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trucks and .truck trailers which is designed to reduce the

likelihood that striking vehicles will go beneath it, hence the

term underrids. A diagram of a typical rear underride device is

shown in Attachment A.

It is important to note that there is currently a federal

motor carrier safety regulation, issued by the U.S. Department of

Transportation Federal Highway Administration, Office of Motor

Carrier Safety (FHWA/OMC) requiring rear end protection (Title 49

C.F.R. 393.80. The current underride guard requirements were

established by the Section of Motor Carrier Safety of the ICC in

1953, and are as follows:

.04 pm nd protection

"Every motor vehicle, except truck tractors, pole trailers and
vehicles engaged in driveaway-towaway operations, the date of
manufacture of which is subsequent to December 31, 1952, which
is so constructud that the body or the chassis assembly if so
constructed without a body has a clearance at the rear end of
more than 30 inches from the ground when empty, shall be
provided with bumpers or devices serving similar purposeswhich shall be no constructed and located that:

(a) The clearance between the effective bottom of the bumpers
or devices and the ground shall not exceed 30 inches with the
vehicle empty;

(b) the maximum distance between the closest points between
bumpers, or devices, if more than one is used, shall not
exceed 24 inches;

(0) the maximum transverse distance from the widest part of
the motor vehicle at the rear to the bumper or device shall
not exceed 18 inches;

(d) the buspers or devices shall be located not more than 24
inches forward of the extreme rear of the vehicles; and

(e) the bumpers or devices shall be substantially constructed
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and firmly attached. Motor vehicles constructed and
maintained so that the body, chassis or other parts of the
vehicle afford the rear end protection contemplated shall be
deemed to be in compliance with this section. *

Since its inception in the 1950's, when rear end protection

was incorporated in the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations,

ATA has supported a system to prevent and reduce the severity of

accidents involving underrids. As a result of industry pressure

and demands, most equipment manufactured today incorporates

underride guards which have features that go beyond the minimum

specifications in 49 C.F.R. 393.86.

According to statistics of the U.S. DOT, rear end underride

accidents result in around 60 deaths each year. A1tho.igh everyone

in the trucking industry would like to see that number be reduced

to zero, in many cases, colliding vehicle speed ums so high that

death could not have been prevented by any device or guard.

Comparatively, according to the National Transportation Safety

Board, in calendar year 1990, there were 9,432 accidents resulting

in 607 fatalities from trains striking cars at grade crossings.

There are alto around 3000 motor vehicle fatalities each year

resulting from impact with trees. There are more fatalities from

lightning, hunting, bicycling and swimming than from underride.

Attachment B lists fatality rates for a variety of common products

and activities.

in evaluating underride protective devices, it is important to

rft.

2 '3f_ t)
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consider whether injury and death can be reduced from some mandated

change in technology. Since underride is an incident of low

frequency, care must be taken to assure that countermeasures do not

themselves create a hazard. For example, further lowering a guard

could cause the truck or the trailer to drag, hang up or get caught

on dips and grade divided crossings, thereby stalling the truck and

subjecting both it and the driver to impact from oncoming traffic

or trains at rail crossings.

peculate:my Efforts Relatina_to Rur trnaerride

While the guard mandated by today's federal motor carrier

safety regulation has generally been adequate, numerous efforts

conducted by DOT over the past 24 years, including testing and

studies costing millions of dollars, indicate that it can be

improved. As regulatory changes have been proposed over the years,

ATA has consistently supported improvementf, for rear underride

protection.

In October 1967, NHTSA proposed a new Federal Motor Vehicle

Safety Standard which required improved underride protection on all

new vehicles. The first docket to create the new guard was debated

via the public comment mechanism and an amended proposal vas

published in August, 1970.

Atter further public comment, MHTSA terminated the proposed

rulemaking because:

0 ... the Administration has concluded that, at the
present time, the safety benefits achievable in terms of

2 3 f)
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lives and injuries saved would not be commensurate with

the cost of implementing the proposed requirements.,"

(see Attachment D)

In August of 1977, acting on a petition from the Insurance

Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS), the Bureau of Motor Carrier

Safety of FHWA (now the Office of Motor Carrier., (OHC)) and NHTSA

jointly initiated a program to explore umderride guard

improvements. The focus of the NHTSA/GMEC research was on the guard

that provided the best overall protection for the vehicle

OCcUpants, not the one which necessarily best stopped underride

itself.

Designing the optimum rear underride protection is far from a

sisple matter. There are tradeoffs between guar! strength,

underride penetration, and the forces of the accident vransmitted

to car occupants that were never systematically analyzed until this

investigation. To conduct this work, NHTSA/OHC used an underride

crash and risk analysis model, (UCAM).

This worh proved that it is beet to have a yieldiag guard; one

which deforms when struck, rather than one which is conetrinted to

standards that render it virtually unyielding and impenetrable.

The theory behind a collapsible underride guard is falrly

simple. During a rear end crash, energy from the striking vehicle

is expended on the collapse and deformation of the underride guard

rather than on the deformation of the striking vehicle. Whereas an

unyielding barrier will prevent underride but cause death. It was

found that systems with some "give,* will help save lives.

When all was said and done. NHTSA used the output of these

51-937 0 - 92 - 9
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studios, conditioned by a European Economic Community (EEC)

Directive and Swedish regulations to publish the 1981 notice of

proposed rulemaking. This is the proposed standard that ATA

accepted in 1986, in a letter to the Federal Highway

Administration. (Attachment C)

ATA supported NHTSA's approach to establish a strength

performance factor for the guard to specify its structural

specifications and performance upon impacts from striking vehicles,

and more stringent dimensional requirements. However, we did not

believe that a guard alone would have much effect on the underride

problem as, using the most optimistic data available on number of

lives saved, the 1981 proposal afforded no greater benefit than the

one NHTSA terminated in 1971. Because of that, we also felt that

some effort should be focused on preventino the cause of rear

underride_accidents in the _first place rather than only trying to

mitigate what is essentially a fatal encounter above 35 mph.I

Therefore, ATA concluded that enhanced underride protection

alone would not afford a completely satisfactory countermeasure.

(Subsequently the industry and DOT have conducted substantial

research in the area of conspicultv/ making trucks more visible to

motorists from the rear and sides.)

Intents of the cost of implementing rear underride ptotection

in accordance with NHTSA's 1981 dockt, we estimated an annual cost

of $250,000,000 for full compliance with the then-proposed NHTSA

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards are directed at
making barrier collision accidents survivable at speeds
of 35 mph or less.

A. :7,0
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rule. NHTSA had estimated thet the proposed rule terminated for

not being coat beneficial in 1971 would cost $500,000,000 annually.

(see Attachment 5)

Recent underrid activities include statements by NHTSA that

the agency will soon publish proposed rulemaking involving both

conspicuity end underride. Also, a further study of rear underride

is called for in the just passed Surface Transportation

Reauthorization Act which has been sent to the President for

signature into law.

ii.ntjakjatsznistjatigTgonaggigitit

Mention has been made from time to time of using a *shock*

(energy) absorbing guard which is reported to be in service on soma

European vehicles as a potential option to help improve rear

underride protection. Instead of collapsing, such guards use

springs or similar technology to absorb the energy of impact. The

1981 NHTSA proposal incorporated aspects of the EEC and Swedish

rules which govern this area and in fact, NHTSA concluded that the

moderate strength guard proposed was *reasonably comparable to the

energy absorbing guard.* It is important to note that this

comparability was achieved without the additional weight,

inspection and aaintenanas problems, and possibility of malfunction

associated with titbit alternative shock (energy) absorbing guard.

After the industry comnented on Ma's 1981 Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking for underride, it began the traditional process

21
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of awaiting the publication of a final rule. As it becama apparent

that a final rule was not forthcoming, and upon being asked for its

powttion hy the Federal Highway Administrator, in Suns 1986 ATA

want on record with FHWA supporting revisions to the federal

underride standards, stating in a letter to FKAA that we would

accspt propOasis far both lowering the guard (to 22k) and

specifying appropriate strength requirements. (Attachment C)

Onring those yearn and even now, the industry is adopting

underride protection similar to NHTSA's 1981 proposal, and it is

doing so without a new regulation.

Insigar

As a rns7lt of that industry's concern for safety and rear

underride prevention, AD has been an advocate of DOT activity in

the area of makin7 vehicles more aasily seen; otherwiset known as

conspicuity. Through th., ATA Foundation's Trucking Research

Institute, we have initiated research in conjunction with induatry

insurers and our member., we have bean active participants in

retisctiva material standards setting committees at the Society of

Automotive Engineers, and are supporting conspicuity evaluations

with DOT.

Conspicuity is of particular significance. There are numerous

reports of underride Incidents which have occurred at car spaads

above SO sph with no evidence of skid marks at the accident scene,

particularly at night or in certain weather conditions. This is an

indication that bacause of alcohol or drug intoxication, fatigue,

2 .1 u
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or inattention for sons other reason, the passenger car driver

either did not see or selected to run into (suicide) the truck

which was about to be struck. In these instances, it is likely

that no amount of underride protection would improve survivability

of the crash, bat in gutain gaggs, saes conspicuity enhancement

might help completely avoid the incident.

Because approximately two-thirds of all rear underride

accidents occur at night, the American Trucking Associations

Foundation's Trucking Research Institute is currently conducting

research to evaluate the effectiveness of various conspicuity

treateents on the incidence of side and rear underride an truck

trailers. This evaluation includes different reflective materials

and patterns on the rear and side of trailers under different

operational conditions.

Preliminary results from this study suggest that some

conspicuity enhancements have positive effects on reducing the

incidence of accidentsrelated to striking trailers along the sides

of roads under certain time and weather conditions. Of the 13

fleets and several thousand trailers which have been treated with

reflective materials thus far in the study, from the period 1987 to

1989, a reported 0.12 NT-bonem conspicuity -related accidents (an

accident in which a vehicle strikes the side of a trailer) per

million vehicle miles traveled was bserved. Similar data is not

yet available on the effectiveness of conspicuity treatments on the

incidence of rear underride. it is important to note that these

specific data and conclusions for side underride are not

241
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necessarily transferrable to rear underride, although It is

possible that the same trends may be observed.

Rased on projected data for 1991, there are an expected X.8

NT-hons° acoidents per million miles for the study fleet. To date

however, there have bemnsMacnnepiauity related accidents reported

thus far in the study sample using conspicuity treatments. Work

continues on defining the optimum reflective materials,

lipplicatione and use. Ite believe that this work in conspicuity

will provide useful information and a better understanding et the

causes and potential preventive measures of acme underride

accidents.

In ai..dition, the industry has initiated it's own standard and

recommended practice for rear underrid dimensions. The

Maintenance Council (TMC) of ATA published a recommended practice

(RP) in 1988 which established a 22a height tor the rear bumpers of

general freight equipment (Attachment A). This practice does not

have etrangth requirements, but is dimensionally similar to the

1981 MIURA underride proposal. This recommended practice has

served notice on the manufacturers of trucking equipment that a 22°

height is she standard.

This RP was developed as part of a move in the shipper

community ta the us* of devices known as dock locks. These devices

*grab" the rear of underride guards and securely hold trailers to

prevent any inadvertent sovement and the possibility that the

trailer might pull away from the dock while being loaded or

unloaded. Obviously movement away from the dock opens a gap which
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people aan fall through. Dock locks help assure complience with

standards of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration

(OSHA), to prevent such openings and, thereby, promote safety

during the loading and unloading of trailers by either forklifts or

hand carrying freight.

To work on all equipment, the dock lock must be designed to

fit within a universally accepted latching envelope. The industry

sponsored TMC RP defines that envelope. While many dimensions

could have been used in establishing that target, the conditions

asd restraints set by the 19.1 MMTak proposal were used out of a

oomodirm for reducing underride.

alaliaallata

The trucking industry has been a strong supporter, advocate

and leader of zany safety initiatives involving vehicles, equipment

and drivers. The 7.8 million men and women employed by the

trucking industry are committed to highway safety.

We have supported efforts to improve current rear underride

protection as noted in the previous comments. Because of the

industry's work in promoting the Recommended Practice of The

Maintenance Council of ATA, we believe there is a general trend

toward implementation of the 1981 ABM proposal, and we believe

that many motor carriers in the industry are purchasing trailers

built with guards that reflect the requirements in the 1981

proposal.

243
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An conclusion, we believe that work on assuring that drivers

can see trucks (conspicuity) is a very isportant part of underride

control as a preventive measure; and, we are conductirigressarch in

that area. Further efforts to research rear underride protection

itself are included in the recently passed Surface Transportation

Reauthorization Act now awaiting the President's signature into

law.

ATA and the trucking industry are committed to highway safety

and appreciate the opportunity to provide this tatement for the

Select Committee, and would be pleased to respond to any further

inquiries or questions.

/attachments

2.1
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ATTACHMENT A

Recommended Practice

RP 707

ICC BUMPER DIMENSIONS

PREFACE
The foaming Recomended Piactite sublect io
the Deanne at Matron el Ses comet Users as
mod to need the Disdalmer teen neeeketec
idepteno$ ens paten of the Reconeended Pled.
tee.

PURPOSE
This Reatiteremted Penton was wowed Io sten
Modem ICC (Wiper Dimensions

VMRS 70-09

SCOPE
For elttelets teedred °petite *WOG bumpers
in even whin the tee of teck locking devices is
efetIPelet

ROTS
Dimensions shown on tolowmo weave

0
ww.

N

MaMuds& Ana a hi aaaaa if stalrvettems

RP ?Ohl
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ATTACHMENT B

ANNUAL FATALITIES

MI Causes, 1982 1.974,797

All Accidents, 1982 94,082

Motor Vehicles, 1982 43,721

Suicide, 1982 28,242

Homicide, 1982 22,073

Home Living, 1982 21000

Falls, 1982 12,077

Drowning, 1982 6,427

Fires, Burns, 1982 5,210

Poisoning, 1982 3,474

Swimming, 1982 2,522

Construction. 1982 2,100

General Aviation, 1982 1,183

Bicycling, 1982 884

Mining, 1982 MO

Hunting. 1980 290

Lightning, 1982 100

Flying Scheduled Domestic Airline, annual avg. for 1980-1982 78

Scuba Diving, 1982 68

Travelling in School Bus, 1982 65

Operating Forklift, annual avg. for 19801988 47

Skydiving (Jump and Flight), .1982 41
(Jump Only) (29)

Skiing, annual avg. for 1978/79-1980/81 37

Football Games (High School and College), 1982 7

PAO: FAMOI*1 * *WI Ocg"atoti bli*d On data foam GM 0010 elliVan at Labor Stall*, and %parch (Ca MVO
Supple:Tommy Data Syttagn 00$).

FATAL/7

216
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ANNUAL FATALITIES FOR SOME COMMON PRODUCTS

Beds 684

Ovens and Ranges 292

Gasoline 278

Windows and Window Glass 238

Chairs 193

Sealing 158

Hot Water 128

Plastic Bags 117

Pipes (excluding smoking pipes) 114

Sofas/Couches 92

Garden Tractors 78

Toilets 56

Operating Forklift 47

Lawn Mowers, Power and Unspecified

Refrigerators/Freezers 38

Drills, Power and Not Specified 34

Hairdryers 28

Balloons (toy) 22

Swings and Swing Sets

Telephones 9

SteePinCt Bags 2

Motor
A.11 *Omen au Ins tot ,sc.p1 tatifferts which Ws sl enntfe Mart fat *SWF MIL
IWO*, foe lorlif" wooers hued on data !tom Caforna 151.44op ot tabor Seststkat and flasauch C& DM

Supplemontar, Oats System (sou
Ppm* minded alto esieulinion.

COMMON191
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(a)
cetvw,

Safety information

National
Transportation
Safety Board
Washinglon,0 C. 20594

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24, 1981

SEVEN PERCENT OF HIGHWAY FATALITIES
INVOLVE CRASHES INTO ROADSIDE TREES 81-47/28150

More than 7 percent of the natioifs motor vehicle fatalities involve Impact withroadside trees, and the number of fatal accidents is increasing, the National TranspculationSafety Board reported today.

Its review of accident data showed that the six New England states were amongthe seven states with the highest percentagesof fatal crashes into trees as comparedto total fatal motor vehicle accidents.

The Safety Board eke found that fatal ceashes into trees can occur at impactspeeds es low u Is mph when occupants are unrestrained. The average speedat whichunrestrained occupants were killed was just over 31 mph.

The Board's review included date from its own investigation of 19 accidents eswell as data obtained from several states end the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-tion.

The typical accident involved a ear leaving th road at a curve :heft the nghtan a feral, undivided, two-lane asphalt road, the 1-, ,rct said. It retommed that theFetteral Highway Administration developdemonstration projects which evaluate improveduse of signs, pavement markings and refleetorized delineators that show roadway direction --particularly et curves on weedy reeds. The Board said this could show "the potentialof reducing the number and severity of accidents with trees.°

The Board also urged the National League of Cities, the National Asscelaticm ofTowns and Township Officials, and the National Association of Cotmties to "encouragethe development of local programs* to reduce the number of accidents involving motoristsstrUdng reedsitle trees.

Lest year there were slightly more than 44,000 motor vehicle fatalities, excludingIn a typical year, the Baird said, some 3,280 people are killed in 2,900 accidentsLerigansthedr vehicle strikes a tree.

single copies of the Safety Board's printed report, "Motet' Vehicle Collisions WithTrees Along Highways, Roads, and Streetin An Assessment," may be obtained withoutchirp by writing to the Publican= Branch, National Transportation safety Board,Washington, D.C. 20394. Multiple copies may be purchased by mail from the National
Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield, Virginia221111.

Contacts Bred Dimes.,
(202) 182-8503

2 I
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NTSB Urges Action to Make
Trains More Visible at Night

The National Tramportation Way reseerch by the Feder; Raihead Ad
Board ha asked for lovernment4ro minlairarkin eosins that addin .
dotty resew* end inhistleetetel rep reffective nwkinp to the sides
Moog action to make US. railroad railroad cars .and keentotives couis
eam end locomotives mare visible to aim 4114 AteMamba each pm
motorists at night it rall-highway is niehttime leeldents inwhich vein
crossinp. des strike was a grade crossinp

The Watt said more visible rag. The FRAltis )ef to ad on ha find

the lives now lost in niehnime grade ta board bad N'cldenl SMOAK
road equipment could save e third Of

moans accidents in Which a cum show there are erten times es man
vehicle strikes& train. The hearth:Red Memoir 'Okla hiltifli train' ti

pade crossinp al night as in daybsht
Only 201$ of these accidents involve,
inclement weather. end only 7 3'
were cases in which the swathe
would hive &fretted relletior effei
tiveness. Accident data also show :ha
various warning systems trete in phic
at more than 90% of ail the cresol
where the accidents occurred,

Grade separation. "Ilse ideal sok.
tioo" to the grade crossing snider
Problem. is too expensive to be fess:
Ne on a large-sale, the safety boar
said. Flashing tights and ptes are sr
other solution but. according to th
board, are "expensive sod not full
effective." Mom crossinp ha.
neither lights nor pus.

The NTS, cited unpublished cc
scotch conducted recently by eh
FRA which Ste board ssid clue
shows that reBectoritailan is a cost
beneficial mansion. The board sat
reflectors on treks would save at
lives at an estimeted eat of SSE ror
lion over 10 years, competed with th
Department of Transportation's est
mate of 27ft lives saved at a cost of S
billion fat active crossing signals an
for sisal and plavernent markings.

The safety hoard recommende
that the FRA Wein rulemaking wctt
in six months seekhig "the moms,.
mem of nighttime train cat and kg.
motive visibility at erode erossinp
emphasising the benefits of reflect%
deviate or materials on the sides
train care end locomotives.

It also recommended that the FR
cooperate with the Federal High*.
Administration. the National Con
mines on Uniform Traffic Cana
Devices. and the Association
Americen Railroads in research en!
As for use of suds devices ot mat,
Ws in either mandatory or volurm-

ilive=copies of the NTSB's prim.
repast. "Seery Effectiveness Even

The Impovement of Nigh
time Conspiewiteof Railroad Trains.
may he obtained without chap t
wiling to the Flabliathons Bram
National fraesportation Safe
Board, Washington, D C. 2039
Multiple copies may be einem
from the Nations! Technical Inferm
lion Service, U.S. Depanment
Commerce, Springfield. Vs 72161

BEST CEro' 24
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ATTACHMENT C

AMERMAN TRucxmc AssamAmain. Ise,

suns 20, 1000

monoMoo
Aumlown.litomft 223k

Dia 8Wtan

mr. Lay A. Barfthart
Federal Mighway Administration
V.O. Department of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W., Room elle
meshington,*D.C. 20500

00Or Says

I understand. grow Lana Setts. that you
diocuseed at the National Motor Carrier Advisory
Committee possibly revising the requirement tor
rear end protection. Section 392.11S of the
rederal Motor Carrier Safety Reputations. ATA
hes long held that en effective and practical
rear end guard could be achieved by siding an
appropriate strength requirement to mix Section
203.1141.

However, ATA has also held that any changes
must be cost-effectiv. V> far1 no proposal
has net that criteria. for ememple. Me, the
'Unwary O. 2001, referel Iteojeloi it was noted
that DOT has determined the 1171 rulemaking was
terminated atter *...the agncy Concluded that
the safety benefits chievble with the
perzicular typo of underride guard then
ocntesplated would not be commensurate with the
ern of implementing the standard..

X.V4
1,01.11 Mr: 1 I .1 7

- a '
nderrido.Proteetien Docket

ILApril, of 1011, it bee became.iosseapable that
automobile height hes been reduced.. Pence. the
20 inch Minim aterrentlymeciapd itt_gbe
simulation itprobibly eacteesivp. AfirwoUld
support-proposals for both loiieriiklitifbeight of
tn.? Imre end specifying appropriate etrength
repuirements.. A loaded trailer height of 22
Sachet letscaething which carciers have.

477:
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Pr. Say A. Darnhart
June 20. leti
Page Two

determinsd will prove adequate to Omer highway
obstsuctions at grade transitiont and tor special

actisities like piggyback optrotions. Severe

streogth Is unnecessary. The stingtb
requIrenents must compromise between the guard,'

rigidity and flexibility. TOO rigid a guard
would prevent umdrrld but create a 'brick well°

which would kill impacting motorists. Excessive
flexibility will result in a guard that allows

*eve:* underside. Deflections in the range of It

inches appear edequate.

.Nle aspect of the current Section Mai
which ATA would like retained ii the provision
that compliance is met if the body, chassis, or

other Farts of the vehicle (including tires)
afford the rear end protection contemplated by

Section MARS.

ATA has participated in ach DOT rulemeking

demist concerning underride. I have a great
interest in this topic and a wide knowledge about

it. Pleae call if I can be of help as you study

the isee.

Sinter .

as J. Donohue

d'ee
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ATTACHMENT D

Natio-lel Highway Trafec Safety
Administratieo

49 CM Pod VI I
pasksliff. I-11; Wass el

REAR UNDERRIDE PROTECTION

*Urea .'propesing- a motet 4thie1e
safely standard on nor undenide arc-
tection, applicable to trucks and huger%
we* published October lt. 19$7 C311 FA,
142714 Nara 1 Mt (94 53413),

IrsedAUXUA 14. 3910 (33 Pui. now.
-open -au Infonnation received fa

ammo to the notices and evaluations
of oat and saddest data, the AdMinis-
troth* bee concluded that, at the present
time, the fakir banefite achievable in
twos of Ives and Werke wed would
not be commensurate with tisa cost of
banIssnenitegg the proposed roadie.
awn* fer the Information of ail in-
terested meow, notion la *woe* given
Met the rulenaking men= tonignatat

-and that no Ansi rule wUl be issued cm
this subject without further notice of
Seevosed ndemaidng.

Thh notice k bawd under the author-
2W de seetions Mt and tit of the fla- .

Venal Tittle and Motor Vehicle Wert
.4Ict tit 1711.C. 111$2, UM and the deb .

cd maim* at 411 Mt lit and-:MOM
blued On Jim IL OIL

Some L. C-tena.
Actin, Associate Adattnistratore

'. Motoriregkie Propromm.
11171 Doc.71-1111111 Mad 1114742;11:113 *sof

MUM REGISTER VOL N. NO. tiemmay. MS IS, Int
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ATTACHMENT E

BEFORE THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

RATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY
ADMINISTRATION

DOCKET NO. 1 -11; NOTICE o
FEDERAL ROTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS;

REAR OVERRIDE PROTECTION

49 C.F.R. PART 571

COMMENTS or AMERICAN
TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS, Inc.

1616 P Street. N.N.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Date: April 8. 1981

Nelson I. Cooney
General Counsel

Alan J. Thisnann
Attornr

Larry !". Strawhorn
Director

Victor A. Suski
Automotive Engineer
Engineering Department

25`1. 0
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BEFORE THE
DEPARTMENT OP TRANSPORTATION

HATIORAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFCTY
ADMINISTRATION

DOCKET HO. 1-11; NOTICE SFEDERAL MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS;
REAR UNDERRIDE PROTnCTIOM

49 C.F.R. PART 571

COMMENTS OV AMERICAN
TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS, Inc.

Comes now American
Trucking Associations, Inc. (ATA), and

files those comments in response to the notice of proposed
rulemaking published in the Federal

Register on January 8, 1981
(46 Fed. Reg. 2136). NHTSA has invited

public comment on the
proposed performance standard for underride protective devices on
most trucks and trailers having a grass

vehicle weight.rating
greater than 10,000 pounds. Comments are due April 8, 1981.

ATA is the national
organization of the trucking

industry, representing all types of motor carriers of property,
both for-hire and private, on.whose behalf it customarily appears
in proceedings before thee Tepartnent of Transportation, the
Interstate Comoerce Commission and the courts. it is a non-stock,
non-profit corporation organized and exiating under the laws of
the District of ColuMbia, with offices at 1616 P Street, NOrthwest,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
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As the national representative of the trucking industry.

ATA is interested in safety standards and regulations which will

affect the quality and performance of equipment utilized by motor

carriers. ATA has participated in numerous proceedings before

NNTSA involving the formulation and promulgation of motor vehicle

safety standards applicable to motor carrier equipment, including

earl:er efforts in Docket No. 1-11. Consequently, we urge that

the attached comments of our Engineering Department be,given

considerable wei9 in finalizing action in this proceeding.

Attachment

Respectfully submitted,

AMERICAN TRUCKING "ZSOCIATIONS, INC.

Nelson J. Cooney
General Counsel.

Alan J. Thiemenn
Attorney

2 5 :5
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Comments of the ATA engineering DwArtment

In earlier filings to Docket 1-11, filed in November,

1977 and October, 2979. ATA stated that FMCSR 393.86 provided a

starting point from which an acceptable regulation providing

improved underride protection could be developed. ATA's position

since 2970 has been that an effective and practical guard system

could be developed by amending 393.86 to include a strength factor

with more stringent dimensional requirements. Except for some

requirements to limit deflection of the guard (discussed herein),

no evidence has been presented to warrant any change in our

position.- We are gratified to find that, from an engineering

standpoint, the proposals in this docket are essentially consistent

with our long-held view. Inasmuch as the proposed MISS would

apply only to new equipment, we could support it. were it not for

several unresolved shortcomings of an economic nature.

ATA voiced several reservations in its 1977 filing that

went beyond the sere performance aspects of an underride guards

1) accident data on car into truck rear end
occurrences were inadequate to support rulemakings

2) guards would be ineffective in impacts above
35 mph;

3) insufficient attention was being given to the
strength and shock absorbing qualities of
passenger car structures.

Despite diligent and professional research conducted by

NETSA, no dat has been developed to eliminate these reservations.

4,
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indeed, other concerns must be raised la addition to the previous

*nes .
4) benefits will not be commensurate with costs

(the same expenditures would provide greater
safety benefits if applied to other areas); and

5) industry will bear the brunt of a future
conspicuity enhancement rule in addition to
rear underride protection, fuffarrINEFEasing
costs over benefits.

We will attempt to discuss these new problems in the folic:wing

two sections and respond to specific questions asked in the

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.

I. CURRENT UNDERSIDE ACCIDENT DATA DEMONSTRATE
THAT COSTS OF THE PROPOSED STANDARD ARE NOT
JUSTIFIED BY THE BENEFITS

In attempting to determine approximately how many

fatalities occur from underride, we have used the data from

Partykal, which indicates that 29 occupants of cars were Willed

in rear-end collisions with heavy trucks in 1978. These fatalities

occurred in 25 collisions in which the striking auto underfed*

the truck to an excessive degree, compared to 289 fatalities

resulting from impact forces, not underride. A nudber of these

fatalities from underride are suspect because FARS does not

explicitly code underride occurrences.2 However, Partyka estimated

the number of lives saved from the adoption of improved anaemic)*

guards to be 29 to 58, using factor of 2 to account for alleged

SMCS underreporting. As a result of this statistical manipulation,

1 Partyks, Susan, "An Analysis of Available Data for Car to
Heavy Truck Accidents and the Underride Problem,'" National Center
for Statistics Analysis Research and Development, National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, June 1979.

2 msSiti Research Review--CelliSions of Cars with Tractor-
SemitrailerW Michael S. Kubecki, Nov.-Dee. 1979, Vol. 10 ao. 3.
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the anticipated saving of 60 lives per year stated in the NPRN

could actually be as low as 29. In comparison. during 1978 there

were 1,263 fatalities resulting from cars striking other cars from

the rear.3

As noted in the RPM, in 1971, NRTSA terminated its

rulemaking efforts when it was estimated that it would cost

$500,000,000 to save 50-100 lives. Comparing 1271 to 1984 (the

first full year of implementing of the proposed rule), ATA suheits

that the costs of the proposal are as disproportionate today as

they were in 1971. Our 1984 cost calculation is attached an

Attachment I.

1971 1284

LIVES SAVED 50-100 29-58

ANNUAL COST $500,000,000 6250,000,000

Although ATA notes that the NPRM makes no designation

of this standard under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, the

Department of Tranportation's semi-annual summery of regulations

shows this proceeding as °nonsignificant.° 46 Fed. Reg. 20036

(April 2, 1281). On the basis of our calculation of first-year

costs of $250,000,000, ATA submits that this rulemtking is a

major regulatory action for purposes of the Regulatory Flexibility

Act and 2.0. 12291, 46 Fed. Reg. 13193 (February 19, 1921). We

hereby formally take issue wfth the prior determination and

request NRTSA to change it designation in accordance with our

calculation. Further, we must request that NETS& make available

3 Docket d1-02. Center High mounted Stoplam,s for Passenger
Cars.

25 S
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within a reasonable time a full and complete regulatory impact

analysis and otherwise comply fully with E.O. 12291.

II. OTHER ACCIDENT COUNTERMEASURES WOULD HAVE MORE
BENEFICIAL EFFECTS THAN THE UNDERRIDE PROPOSAL

If conspicuity enhancement measures are ultimately added

to the trucks/trailers, the cost for underride protection/Orevention

would approach $320,000,000 for the first year.4 ATA submits

that an investment of this magnitude would be better employed in

more productive safety areas. For example, over half the drivers

colliding with truck/trailer rear ends were under the influence

of alcohol or drugs or were asleep.5 The 1,rge costs we estimate

would eventually become costs to society through increased

freight rates, would, if applied to enforcement activities geared

at removing impaired drivers from the highway, save thousands of

lives. The 55 mph speed limit has saved 40,000'to 50,000 lives

since 1974 without motor vehicle owners having to purchase any

hardware at all. NHTSA is far more aware than we are of the very

substantial impact which a quarter of a billion dollar investment

could hav on traffic safety, if spent in these more productive areas.

We strongly urge that the Administration seek to eliminate

car into truck rear end collisions, rather than attempt to

ameliorate the effects of the collision once it happens. Underride

guards have been shown by ski research conducted, to be ineffective

4 This figure is arrived at by adding $200 per vehicle cost of
conspicuity enhancement (reported in Notice of Proposed Rulemaking)
for 356,700 trucks/trailers to the estimated 8250,000000 annual
cost of the underride guard.

S "Truck Conspicuity Evaluation,' Yellow Freight Systems, Inc.,
Oct. 1, 1980.
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above 3S mph. Thus, DDT's own studies support the view that

efforts should be directed to accident prevention.6. 7

NHTSA is currently conducting a conspicuity study which

Should define drivers' needs for visual cues and the effectiveness

of various approaches to make trucks and truck trailers more

conspicuous. Since this study appears to be well designed, the

data obtained should be of assistance in determining the value,

in terms of lives saved, of enhanced truck and truck trailer

conspicuity. Therefore, ATA suggests that final consideration of

underride protection be deferred until results of the conspicuity

study are known and the cost effectiveness of that approach can

be determined.

Underride protection is a extremely difficult problem to se

eatisfactorily. Although excessive underride may be fatal, so

may impact with a device that inhibits underridet which results

in an impact similar to crashing into * *brick wall." SSTS%

itself focuses in the NPRM on that range between no and total

underride when such intrusion that does occur enhances the

likelihood of survival. This is.a chancy business at best.

One reason the problem is so intractable i;x that all

the attention has focused on doing something to the truck and/or

trailer. The automobile has been totally neglec%ed. The problem

would not be so unmanageable, in engineering terms at any rate,

ft some attention were directed toward modifying auto front ends

6. Partyka, Susan, supFa n. 1.

7 Both, Eugene and Hirsch, T.3., et al., "Performance Upgrading
of Commercial Vehicle Rear Underrin-Mards." Texas A & M Research
Foundation, Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A & N University,Sept. MO.
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to incorporate bumpers high enough V) engage existing underrido

guards and increased energy absorbing structures. There is the

possibility here for even more safety payoff when ears strike

things other than the rear of trucks. While we are not. suggesting

that all emphasis be placed upon design of the striking vehicle,

it must not be completely overlookede

V. respectfully suggest that SSTS& seek out the root

cauies of traffic fatalities. It will find these in the behavior

of the drivers. In one.study 34.80 of those colliding with the

rear of a trailer had been drinking.S In analysing nine months

of operation in 1990, Yellow Freight Systems determined that

where the rear of their trailers were struck, 270 of the offending

drivers had been drinking, 100 were under the influence of drugs,

and 160 had been asleep at the wheel.,

The WHTSh approach of attempting to *idiot proof the

design and operation of equipment to compensate for irresponsible

drivers hos met with increasing diminishing safety returns. The

fatali4 rate in traffic accidents increased 310 in 1979 over 1979

and trait:* Neaths were expected to increase IS% in 1900 over 1979.10

III. TSPONSE TO SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

o bers the following responses to the specific

qpestions in tile NM?

1. Singed guards tos..s. f energy absorbing guard) would

appear to be uneconomical because of a very high initial

supra, n. 2.

Supra, n. S.

10 Fatal Accident Reporting System Fifth Annual Report.

f: I
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cost, maintenance
burden (replenishment of fluids or

replacement of crushable members, if damaged by impact

with fixed objects or if Impacted by vehicles rear

endIne the truck or trailer), and replacement cost if

damaged beyond repair. Operationally, questions

regarding jamming by ice or debris, or freezing of the

mechanical eleMenta of a hinged absorber.must also be

addressed in evaluating hinged guards.

2. Many city pick-up and delivery trucks, and sOma 40-45

foot vans have hydraulic tailgates. The majority are

held by arms which straddle the existing underrlde

guard. Requiring a guard to extend across the rear of

the trailer, as proposed in the NPRM, will necessitate

redesign of such equIpMent. A few tailgates ere attached

at the extreme sides of the truck lIoVing an underride

guard to extend across its rear.

3. Generally, ATA is not conversant with the detail problems

small manufacturers face. Me would note, however, that

the economies of scale and the need for expensive

engineerilig time to be amortized over fewer units will

remelt in guards produced by small menefecturera costing

the trucking industry considerably more than those

produced by the taigas manufacturers. These costs may

put many small nanufacturers In a non-competitive

position. The trucking industry does oot wish to see

these companies pieced in a difficult situation.

4. ATA has no ability to comment regarding lead time.
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IV. CONCLBSIOW

ATA strongly recommends further study of the effectiveness

of increased conspicuity before final rulemaking on underride.

We have recommended specification of strength and deflection

requirements in BRCS regulation 393.04 if a cost beneficial need

is shown for such changes. while we conclude that this proposal

will essentially do that, woe do not support it because;

2) the data on which the proposed rule is based
have not been validated;

2) even using NRTSA's figure of lives saved, the
benefits of the proposed rule are not commensurate
with the costs to society;

3) alternative safety uses for so,:ety's investment
in underride guards need to be explored to
determine where the greater benefit will
accrue; and

4) a more productive approach would attempt to
prevent rear-end collisions rather than try to
mitigate the effects of the impact.

Respectfully submitted,

engineering Departsont

Larry W. Strawhorn
Director

Victor A. Susiki
Automotive engineer
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ATTACHMENT 1

Cost lapast on Trucking Industry

In order to estimate the cost impact, we must first

have a reasonable estimate of the weight of an improved underride

guard. Review of several reports indicates that the NNTSA estimate

04 100 pounds is reasonable, although some devices could weigh as

much as 200 pounds. Next, an estimate of the number of trucks

and trailers affected by the rule is necessary. We accept the

assertion of Taylor and Ludkell that there will be 178,700 trucks

affected in 1984 (the first full year of operation under the

pyoposed rule) and TTMA's estimate that 178,000 trailers will be

shipped that year.12 This gives us a total of 356,700 vehicles

affected. The final need for this analysis is an estimate of the

unit cost of the guards In 1984. Using 1900 prices such estimates

range from the $es in the NPRM to $200 using $2 per pound of

steel, while annual operating costs are taken as $5 per pound of

added weight.11 Determination of improved guard costs and weight

are shoWn as followa:

11 Taylor, Theodore, Jr. and. Ludke, Norman F., "Design and Cost
Analysis of Truck/Trailer Rear Underride Guards,' Corporate Tech.
Planning, Inc., March 1980.

12 °Outlook for Trailer Demand 1979-1984,0 Truck Trailer
manufacturers' Association, August 6, 1979.

13 auth, Eugene, et al., 'Performance Upgrading of Commercial
Vehicle Rear underTENE-Guards,' Texas Transportation Institute,
September 1980.
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Improved Current14 Increment Over

Characttristic Guard Guard Existing Guard-------

Cost, 1980 5100-200 $ 23.00 $127.00

Weight, lbs. 100 41.5 58.5

Operating Costs $500/yr. $207.59 5292.50

Using 101 per year inflation gives a 1984 unit cost of
$105.90 and $428.24 operating cost.

The total cost to the industry is made up of:

2. Initial cost and interest (over existing guard);

2. Increased fuel consumption due to added weight;

3. Loss of revenue due to cargo disilaced by weight;

4. Increased operating costs.

For 1: Initial cost to equip trucks 0 178,700 x $186 $33,238,200

Initial cost to equip trailers a 178,000 x $186 33,108,000

Total 66,346,200

Plus Interest 5 .150/yr. for first yr. __1016112

TOTAL INITIAL COST $76,298,130

For 2: Increased fuel consumption, based on Murphy,15 and fuel
at $2.446/ga1.16

gpm .00000093 x Gat .00000093 x 58.5

.000053 gpm x 12.446/gal.

14 "Alternate Approaches for Truck Underride Guard Protection,'
Pioneer Engineering & manufacturing Company, Corporate Tech.
Planning, Inc., October 1980:

15 Murphy, R.N., "Improvement in Fuel Economy and Productivity
Through Use of Lightweight Components in Heavy Duty Righway
Trucks," Proceedings of the First International Auto. Fuel Economy
Research Con., Washington, D.C., 10/31-11/2, 1979.

16 Regina T. Selva and Roger W. Molina, °The Impact of Gros&
Vehicle Weights Line Raul Trucking Costs: 1981 and 1085,1' Issues
in Truck Sixes, Weights, Technical Report TSW-81 -3, ATA, Inc., 1981.

2t;5
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.000129 x 120,000 miles/yr. per truck/trailer

= $15.48 per truck/trailer per year

15.48 x 356,700 vehicles $5,521,716

For 3: Loss of revenue is also based an Murphy.

Where:

$8 = CPM x M x T/100 L ROI - IR ;)

PI.

SS = dollars saved per vehicle

CPM = cost to operate vehicle. $/iile

1.068 in 1980 + 30% inflation 1.38817

M Annual Mileage

T = Percent of Trips I Pull Gross Weight (Murphy 66.
Taylor & Ludke. 6%. Use 6% to be conservative).

L Useful Life', S years (conservative)

ROI = Return on Investment = 20% after Murphy.

IR Interest Rats = 101

P = Weight saved, lbs. = 58.51 Ih.

PL PayVaad (50,000 lb., Murphy: 47,500 Taylor & Ludke
(use 50,000 to be conservative)

$s = 1.388 x 120,000 x .06 x S x (1-.20-.10) 58.5 = 40.93

40.93 x 356,700 vehicles 14,599.731

For 4: Operating costs (accounts for maintenance, repairs bs
guard and/br frame; replacement of guards damaged beyond
rbpair).

356,700 x 425.00' = $156,519,600

TOTAL first year cost 0252,939.177

17 Ibid.
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